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                                                         Abstract 

David Foster Wallace’s self-described attempt to move past the “ends” of postmodernism has 

made for much scholarly fodder, but the criticism that has resulted focuses on Wallace’s 

supposed attempts to eschew irony while neglecting what else is at stake in thinking past these 

“ends.” Looking at various texts across his oeuvre, I think about Wallace’s way “past” 

postmodern irony through his engagement with what has come to be variously known as the 

“postsecular.” Putting some of his work in conversation with postsecular thought and criticism, 

then, I aim to provide a new context for thinking about the nature of Wallace’s relationship to 

religion as well as to late postmodernism. My work builds on that of critics like John McClure, 

who have challenged the established secular theoretical frameworks for postmodernism, and 

argue that such post-secular interventions provide paradigmatic examples of the relationship 

between postmodernism and post-secularism, where the latter, as an evolution or perhaps a 

mutation of the former, signals postmodernism’s lateness—or at least its decline as a cultural-

historical dominant. I also follow other Wallace critics in noting his spiritual and religious 

preoccupations, building on some of the great work that has already been done to explore his 

religious and post-secular leanings. Noting similarities between the post-secular perspective, 

which admits that the role of religion in the postmodern (and beyond) must be reconsidered, and 

a key function of irony, which is to create an ambiguous space of reflection and complexity, I 

show that irony in Wallace’s work is a strategy not necessarily to undermine in order to ridicule 

the spiritual or religious ideas his characters represent in these texts; but rather, because irony is 

not only a dissembling tool but also a way of destabilizing meaning in the text, it serves to create 

a constructive tension which opens up a tenuous middle position that ironists and post-secularists 

always inhabit. 
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Introduction. 

David Foster Wallace at the Ends of Postmodernism  

 

“America is one big experiment in what happens when you’re a wealthy, privileged culture 

that’s pretty much lost religion or spirituality as a real informing presence. It’s still a verbal 

presence – it’s part of the etiquette that our leaders use, but it’s not inside us anymore, which in 

one way makes us very liberal and moderate and we’re not fanatics and we don’t tend to go 

around blowing things up. But on the other hand, it’s very difficult to think that the point of life is 

to double your salary so that you can go to the mall more often. Even when you’re making fun 

and sneering at it, there’s a real dark emptiness about it.” 

- David Foster Wallace  

 

Dark Times  

In a 1996 interview with Larry McCaffrey, David Foster Wallace speaks to the role of 

contemporary fiction in what he emphatically describes as dark times:  

Look man, we’d probably most of us agree that these are dark times, and stupid ones, but 

do we need fiction that does nothing but dramatize how dark and stupid everything is? In 

dark times, the definition of good art would seem to be art that locates and applies CPR to 

those elements of what’s human and magical that still live and glow despite the times’ 

darkness. Really good fiction could have as dark a worldview as it wished, but it’d find a 

way both to depict this dark world and to illuminate the possibilities for being alive and 

human in it […] I don’t think I’m talking about conventionally political or social-action-

type solutions. That’s not what fiction’s about. Fiction’s about what it is to be a fucking 
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human being. If you operate, which most of us do, from the premise that there are things 

about the contemporary U.S. that make it distinctively hard to be a real human being, 

then maybe half of fiction’s job is to dramatize the fact that we still are human beings, 

now. Or can be […] What’s engaging and artistically real is, taking it as axiomatic that 

the present is grotesquely materialistic, how is it that we as human beings still have the 

capacity for joy, charity, genuine connections, for stuff that doesn’t have a price? And 

can these capacities be made to thrive? And if so, how, and if not, why not? (McCaffrey 

25-27) 

Wallace’s remarks are often the catalyst for analyses focused on the use of fiction as a conductor 

of sorts: a way to connect people, whether through empathy or imagination. A way to avoid 

being alone. But these remarks raise a different set of questions for me; namely: what exactly is 

“dark” about these times? What, for instance, makes these times any darker than times past?  

Wallace’s sense of the times’ “darkness” – an adjective he uses no fewer than three times in this 

short quotation to describe contemporary America – is an interesting counterpoint to more 

popular conceptions of the contemporary world as, by virtue of the mass media and 

communications, more transparent and more enlightened (and indeed more connected) than ever.  

 Wallace’s anxiety around what he calls out as a grotesque materialism sets him apart 

from other ‘postmodern’ writers who (like Bret Easton Ellis, whom Wallace mentions) either 

revel in this materialist void or else resign themselves to a reality based in simulacra: in images 

without depth, in a kind of ironic world in which referentiality serves to deflect and destabilize 

meaning and identity. Paul Giles notes that “Wallace evokes a world of psychological 

fragmentation and ontological contradiction, where a spiritual yearning to transcend worldly 

systems goes along with a sardonic awareness of the banal material conditions within which they 
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are necessarily incarnated” (Giles, “All Swallowed Up”17). I would agree that Wallace’s claim 

is clear: these times are “dark” because the rampant materialism of late postmodernism is so 

entrenched, so all-pervasive, that a banal cynicism is the only real last defense left against a kind 

of fearful nihilism. 

Perhaps a more important question for my project here is: what emerges as “human” from 

the ashes of these “dark times”? What exactly, for David Foster Wallace, does it really mean to 

be a “fucking human being”? Quite clearly, he thinks this has something to do with a propensity 

for “joy, charity, genuine connections”—but the source of this joy, the nature of this charity, the 

shape of this genuineness, are all things that require a careful look at the struggles and suffering 

of the characters in much of his middle and later work in order for us to determine what shapes 

his thinking. Perhaps surprisingly, I will argue that in some places, Wallace's understanding of 

what it means to be human is rooted in the Christian conception of human nature: in the notion 

that it is the sin of pride that prevents us from being in right relationship with others and with 

God, and that only God’s love can unlock our capacities for “joy, charity, genuine connections, 

stuff that doesn’t have a price.” More broadly, this argument has implications for considering 

Wallace’s project as a whole, in terms of what he thought fiction’s job to be, and for considering 

how he harnesses irony for “more traditional ends.”  

It is precisely this sense of traditional ideas conveyed through postmodern form that 

points to my sense of some of Wallace’s work as instances of what some scholars are calling 

“the post-secular”: the various and interdisciplinary ways in which sociologists, philosophers, 

political scientists, and literary critics are beginning to reconsider the ways in which religion 

persists in a postmodern period (and after), thought to be “effortlessly secular.” . In an interview 

with a reporter while on tour in Italy, Wallace explained his interest in “using postmodern 
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techniques, postmodern aesthetic, but being able, but using that, to discuss or represent, very old, 

traditional human verities that have to do with spirituality, and emotion, and community … and 

ideas that the avant garde would consider very old fashioned”; he explains it as “a kind of 

melding: it’s using postmodern formal techniques for very traditional ends” (Wallace, “David 

Foster Wallace goes to Italy”). By relating Wallace to the theoretical discourse of post-

secularism – rather than just postmodernism, as has been the case – I aim to provide a new 

context for thinking about Wallace’s contribution to American literature.  As the epigraph to this 

chapter demonstrates, Wallace felt, in his time, that while American culture and politics tend to 

pay lip service to religious thinking—he acknowledges it has a “verbal presence”—it does not so 

much inform how people think about their humanity and how they really relate to each other 

(“it’s not inside us anymore”), and how they derive meaning in an increasingly materialistic 

society (“it’s very different to think that the point of life is to double your salary so that you can 

go to the mall more often”). Wallace calls out the line he’s walking, between suggesting the need 

for religion as an “informing presence” on the one hand, and the reality that Americans are, by 

and large, “very liberal and moderate” and “not fanatics.” It is precisely this desire for religious 

return tempered by the navigation of this middle ground that captures some of the post-

secularisms that have come to inform the discourse.  

 

The “ends” of post-modernism: post-secularisms  

In his introduction to a special issue of Twentieth-Century Literature, Andrew Hoberek 

explains the need for “new models for understanding contemporary fiction in the wake of 

postmodernism’s waning influence,” explaining that “declarations of postmodernism’s demise 

have become a critical commonplace” (Hoberek 233). An implication of my argument is that 
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Wallace’s post-secularity may signal the shape of his movement “beyond” or “out” of 

postmodernism—indeed, I see Wallace’s attempts to engage spiritual and religious thinking in 

his work as one strategy for countering the limitations he saw in postmodernism, in both “E 

Unibus Plural” and in the oft-quoted interview with Larry McCaffrey, which have been 

characterized by other critics as such declarations, containing as they do laments like the 

following:  

The problem is that, however misprised it's been, what's been passed down from the 

postmodern heyday is sarcasm, cynicism, a manic ennui, suspicion of all authority, 

suspicion of all constraints on conduct and a terrible penchant for ironic diagnosis of 

unpleasantness instead of an ambition not just to diagnose and ridicule but to redeem. 

You've got to understand that this stuff has permeated the culture. It's become our 

language; we're so in it we don't even see that it's one perspective, one among many 

possible ways of seeing. Postmodern irony's become our environment. (McCaffrey 49) 

And yet despite his elaborated critiques and clear intention to move beyond its perceived 

limits, Wallace is still frequently cited as a quintessentially postmodern writer. As Lee 

Konstantinou points out, “[n]early every article written about Wallace's fiction, until his suicide, 

has used some cognate of term "postmodern" in reference to him or has grouped him with 

canonical postmodernist writers like Pynchon and DeLillo. They have done so more than a 

decade after Wallace vocally and persistently began calling for a new sort of emotionally 

engaged literature to counter postmodernism” (Wipe that Smirk 39). As Konstantinou notes, it is 

precisely this combination of Wallace’s tendency to the postmodern formal techniques of his so-

called “forefathers” and his desire to scrape below the simulacra of the postmodern “image-

fiction” he so harshly criticizes that characterizes his work. This leads Paul Giles to label 
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Wallace a “sentimental posthumanist, a writer for whom the legacies of human spirit still carry a 

cathectic charge” (“Sentimental Posthumanism” 341), so that Wallace’s “fiction seeks to 

construct a more affective version of posthumanism, where the kind of flattened vistas familiar 

from the works of, say, Don DeLillo are crossed with a more traditional investment in human 

emotion and sentiment” (“Sentimental Posthumanism” 330). Similarly, Wilson Kaiser writes: 

“while criticizing authors such as John Updike and Philip Roth for their ‘narcissistic’ obsessions, 

Wallace uses his own writing to foreground an ethical challenge that does not sit easily within 

the parameters of postmodernism. In both fiction and prose, this ‘morally passionate, 

passionately moral’ writing has become the hallmark of Wallace’s style, signaling his 

development beyond the limits of a postmodern irony that seems to reject earnest ethical 

concerns” (53). Robert McLaughlin similarly notes that “many of the fiction writers who have 

come on the scene since the late 1980s seem to be responding to the perceived dead end of 

postmodernism, a dead end that has been reached because of postmodernism’s detachment from 

the social world and immersion in a world of nonreferential language” (55). McLaughlin 

identifies what he calls an “aesthetic sea change,” as evidenced by the apparent desire to 

“reenergize literature’s social mission, its ability to intervene in the social world, to have an 

impact on actual people and the actual social institutions in which they live their lives” (55), and 

he argues that Wallace’s work offers “the opportunity to consider what we can call, for lack of a 

better term, post-postmodernism and its potential” (55).  

Building on the kind of work on the “ends” or mutations of postmodernism, I want to 

follow these critics in suggesting that in some of Wallace’s work in shaping what follows 

postmodernism might be thought of in the context of an emergent post-secularism. We might 

view Wallace’s own fraught relationship to postmodernism through this lens of post-secularity, 
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considering as part of his rejection of that term, and his move beyond it, the ways in which his 

work is committed to the literary strategies of postmodernism (metafiction, irony), while 

simultaneously engaging religious narratives which postmodernism had ostensibly abandoned, 

and upon which abandonment most of postmodernism's formal techniques are philosophically 

based.   

In order to think through the ways in which postsecularism is a mutation of 

postmodernism, or indeed one of the manifestations of post-postmodernism, it it useful to recap 

some of the features of postmodernism that would seem to be at odds with many religious 

narratives (in particular Christianity), which are (and is) teleological and eschatological (not to 

mention universal, and objective) in nature. Indeed, the presence of any kind of underlying 

reality is assumed to be absent in the postmodern, which attaches real social and historical 

conditions to all realities and thus argues away the possibility of any one unifying reality. As 

David Harvey explains this key difference between the modern and the postmodern: 

“[u]nderstanding had to be constructed through the exploration of multiple perspectives. 

Modernism, in short, took on multiple perspectivism and relativism as its epistemology for 

revealing what it still took to be the true nature of a unified, though complex, underlying reality” 

(30). This is why the postmodern is typically charged with the dismantling of metanarratives—

which would include religious narratives—and the privileging of “micro-narratives,” which work 

against universal, totalizing ideas that tend falsely to unify.  

I hardly have to take pains to argue that postmodernism is repeatedly characterized by its 

privileging of multiple realities over the ideas of any grand, unifying narrative. The critiques of 

the possibility of universal knowledge—including religious narratives, of course—made by 

critics like Jean-Francois Lyotard and other postmodern theorists are well known, and form the 
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animating logic behind most postmodern texts, whose fragmented narratives, resistance to 

closure, and plurality of voices together capture this de-centering of authority, devaluing of 

objectivity, and disputation of knowable Truth. Paul Maltby points out that at least one of the 

roles of postmodern fiction has been helping to cultivate the “delegitimation of textual 

authority,” which authority has its strongest example in the “fundamentalist paradigm of 

knowledge based on the Bible as a textual authority” (Maltby, “Postmodernism in a 

Fundamentalist Arena” 26). Echoing Wallace’s diagnosis of the culture more generally, Maltby 

asserts that “[i]n particular, self-reflexiveness, understood as a mode of critique, is an attitude 

that is now so deeply embedded in the everyday life of postmodern culture that the authority of 

any text is permanently under erasure” (Maltby 28). With the dismantling of the authority of 

such textual and transcendent sources of meaning, what results is an overwhelming “fictionality” 

of meaning: the perception that the “real,” history, and nature can only be apprehended in 

narrative form via constructed discourses—there is no Real beyond such constructions. To 

highlight the “fictionality of meaning,” the postmodernists’ primary strategy is, Jameson insists, 

“to use language in a self-reflexive, as opposed to self-effacing, fashion in order to demonstrate 

the operation of narrative codes in the constitution of meaning” (Jameson 38).  

The question of what is ‘real’ is further complicated by the fact that we live in a media 

society: the “social” (what Jameson describes as the former scene of “conflicts and historical 

contradictions”) is superseded by the “space of simulation,” where the media models the Real 

and the “spectacle” of real-life events “turns the ‘news’ into a species of tourism, reifies reality 

as a series of spectator events” (2). As Patricia Waugh points out, postmodern art thus 

“renounces claims to any transcendental or absolute perspective on reality and points to its own 

provisionality” since “[i]n a postmodern culture, art is no longer privileged as a source of truth; 
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like all discourses, it is understood to constitute its object of study” (Waugh 5). As Maltby puts 

it, “[m]any [postmodern] commentaries are grounded in this fundamental contrast between 

(high) modernism’s striving to impose a scheme of meaning on the world … and 

postmodernism’s ironic questioning of the very possibility of meaning” (Maltby 16).  

Of course, when all forms of authority are up for dispute, all foundations, all truth-claims, 

become radically contingent. And Maltby points out that this kind of contingency results in a  

dialectic of disenchantment: for at the same time as the postmodern tendency to 

disenchant frees us from the myths and mystique of authority, it condemns us to a deep 

suspicion of authority in general, for which we pay a price. That price is an erratic and 

anomic kind of spirituality; often a ‘feel-good,’ self-focused experience without prayer, 

praise, or penitence. (Maltby 42-3) 

As Maltby rightly suggests, the problem with the disenchantment brought on by postmodernism 

is that “re-enchantment hardly seems like a viable option” (45); there is no viable solution in 

sight, and “either we have crossed the point of no return or it will surely take a good deal of 

theoretical labor to reinstate spiritual narratives of redemption in terms that are acceptable to the 

postmodern mind” (Maltby 45). 

It has taken a good deal of theoretical labour to reintroduce the idea that religion hasn’t gone 

away as swiftly or as neatly as these critics had thought (or hoped). Indeed, instances of 

postmodernism reconceiving its relationship to religion—that is, exploring part of what comes 

after postmodernism—abound. Neil Brooks and Josh Toth, for instance, in their introduction to 

their edited volume, The Mourning After: Attending the Wake of Postmodernism (Amsterdam: 

Rodopi, 2007), register what they see as the “ends” of postmodernism in forms of “renewal” in 

writers whose work, they find, “carr[ies] on a certain postmodern project while (all the while) 
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critiquing elements of that project as ineffectual, irresponsible, dangerous, absurd, ‘feckless,’ 

etc.” (“Introduction” 7). As they point out, renewal comes as a kind of backlash, as they register 

evidence of a “renewed interest in (or an overt willingness to mourn) the utopian, the 

teleological, the religious, etc.” (2), ushering in “a period of mourning for viable political/utopian 

alternatives that marks (more broadly) the dissolution of the postmodern episteme. Simply put, 

this emergent epoch seems to ‘mourn’ the apparent loss of the very idealistic alternatives that 

postmodernism strove to efface” (3). Thus, they, too, see whatever comes next as a time when 

the “hegemony of a distinctly postmodern, or late-capitalist, ideology” comes under critical 

attack, a time when “postmodernism seems to have become the very thing it aimed to destroy” 

(2). This critical attack is one that Wallace took part in, of course, and what I read as his open 

mourning of “idealistic alternatives” covered over by postmodernism is what makes Wallace’s 

religious expression post-secular.  

Interestingly, idealistic alternatives to what ultimately became postmodernism’s own 

oppressive ideology are frequently religious in nature. Brooks and Toth argue that “in the wake 

of postmodernism, a growing body of cultural and literary criticism has dedicated itself to the 

careful recovery of various ‘logocentric’ assumptions, assumptions that postmodernism seemed 

to think it could finally do without” (5). Echoing Wallace’s own frustration with the self-

reflexive obsessiveness of postmodern texts, Brooks and Toth find that “renewalists” undermine 

the “subversive and nihilistic trend” by engaging in “a new discourse that is no longer compelled 

to focus on (or endorse) the impossibility of the subject (or author) and the need to avoid a 

grounded, or situated commitment to the ethical, political and/or religious” (5). Like Maltby, 

their reading of the “ends” of postmodernism reflects this notion that postmodernism eventually 

became a metanarrative itself: it “‘failed’ because it continued to speak, because it continued to 
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make (and privilege) truth claims about the impossibility of making such claims … its 

increasingly loud movement toward silence and/or the absolute denial of objective truth claims 

became dogmatic, institutionalized and programmatic” (Brooks and Toth 7). In this way, while 

postmodernism’s dismantling of ‘metanarratives’ might have initially meant to open up the 

possibility of alternative worlds and realities, its philosophical aversion to metaphysical inquiry 

eventually had the effect of marking certain kinds of realities out of bounds. And it is in this 

space that “post-secular” theorists have begun to re-examine the definitions and assumptions that 

had laid the groundwork for the banishment of religious thinking.  

An interdisciplinary phenomenon, post-secularism’s thinkers include philosophers, 

theologians, sociologists, political theorists, historians, and literary critics. The diversity of this 

discourse means that it is more useful to think in terms of “post-secularisms” than to seek to 

define a single post-secularism, and as with that other difficult “post,” differentiation here can 

sometimes hinge on defining the prefix. This is why I’ve titled this section “The ‘ends’ of 

postmodernism: post-secularisms”: because as Tracy Fessenden points out, the problem of the 

post-secular “is a problem of definition” (156). The clearest categories I’ve been able to trace 

are: the “post-” as indicating a reflexive rethinking of the construct of secularism (specifically as 

a way to paper over religious forms of otherness); the “post-” as indicating a state in which the 

West “returns” to a state in which it is both more and less religious than it’s ever been, and thus a 

descriptive term for the way that religious practice has moved (largely) from a function of the 

state to a matter of private belief; the “post-” as indicating the revival of a “weakened,” 

provisional form of belief, the desire for a liminal space between strong certainty and congenital 

doubt. As critics like Fessenden, as well as Christopher Douglas, point out, another thing this 

“post” often does is (paradoxically) reassert the narratives of progress to which they are 
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ostensibly opposed. That is, just as the postmoderns eventually made of materialism just another 

grand narrative, one that papered over the particular histories and experiences of people, so, too, 

do some post-secular theorists rehearse the very thing against which they seem to be writing. As 

Fessenden puts it: “to be ‘post’ in this sense is to have achieved a more dexterous footing in 

relation to materials assumed to have brought our predecessors to deadlock” (Fessenden 157). As 

we’ll see, this framing of the post-secular has its limitations.  

 

I will quickly summarize the broad strokes of some of the definitional attempts here, in order 

to lay the groundwork for this broader project of articulating the ways in which Wallace’s 

engagement with religion might be considered part of a larger post-secular phenomenon. I’ll 

spend more time on how literary critics have adapted the term as a lens through which to 

consider the representation of spiritual and religious experience in contemporary literature. The 

interrogation of the term “secularism”—and its antithetical or binary relationship to “religion”—

has led thinkers like Craig Calhoun and Talal Asad to argue that “secularism” is itself a construct 

– rather than a natural by-product of modernity, or the natural state of things, the residue, once 

religion has been taken away. Calhoun writes:  

Secularism is often treated as a sort of absence. It’s what is left if religion fades. It’s the 

exclusion of religion from the public sphere but somehow in itself neutral. This is 

misleading. We need to see secularism as a presence. It is something, and therefore in 

need of elaboration and understanding. It shapes not only religion but also culture more 

broadly. Whether we see it as an ideology, as a worldview, as a stance toward religion, as 

a constitutional approach, or as simply an aspect of some other project--of science, or a 

philosophical system—secularism is something we need to think through, rather than 
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merely the absence of religion. (Calhoun, “Rethinking Secularism” 35) 

What both Calhoun and Asad, each in their own way, think through is the deliberate relegation of 

religion to the private realm, so that secularism’s prohibition of religion might be viewed as 

tolerance. The removal of religion from the public sphere is quickly followed by its removal 

from the realm of reason, so that, as Calhoun points out, “faith be[comes] available only on the 

basis of leaps beyond reason” (“Secularism, Citizenship, and the Public Sphere” 81). Asad in 

particular argues that the conception of religion as private is a particular Western construct, and 

his genealogical approach to the secular as a construction explores the connection between the 

secular as an epistemic category and secularism as a political doctrine that involves the 

polarizing construction of the secular, modern West and the religious, unmodern Rest. Thus, 

rather than being an essentially fixed category, Talal argues that the secular as a space and 

ideological secularism are continually re-defined as “representations of ‘the secular’ and ‘the 

religious’ in modern and modernizing states mediate people’s identities, help shape their 

sensibilities, and guarantee their experiences” (14). (Here we may think of debates surrounding 

the veil in secular countries like France, or in the province of Quebec, in Canada).  

Some post-secularists register the shift from the initial problem of religious diversity, 

where religious beliefs, while not themselves contested, nevertheless prevent political cohesion 

(a problem resolved by either enforcing religious solidarity or mitigating the public role of 

religion), to the re-thinking of whether religious arguments or orientations (contested as they are 

by secular ‘reason’) have a place in public debates at all. As Calhoun explains it, addressing and 

synthesizing Jurgen Habermas’ ideas:  

“Postsecularism” may be a bit of a red herring. I think we should not imagine that 
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Habermas means simply a return of the dominance of religious ideas nor an end to the 

importance of secular reason. Rather, I think he is better read as suggesting the 

emergence of deep difficulties in holding to (a) the assumption that progress (and 

freedom, emancipation, and liberation) could be conceptualized adequately in purely 

secular terms and (b) the notion that a clear differentiation could be maintained between 

discourses of faith and those of public reason. (Calhoun, “Secularism, citizenship, and the 

public sphere” 13-14)  

As Calhoun clearly explains, Habermas’ own intervention in this discussion has consisted of 

pointing to the difficulty of articulating notions like “freedom” within secular terms amidst what 

sociologists would call a global religious “resurgence.” Habermas thus describes the “post-

secular society” as one in which the role of religious communities in public life (however 

diminished by secularization, or the division of church and state) must still be acknowledged and 

somewhat accommodated by the secular state (19). Habermas sees this as part of an 

“adjustment” to what he calls a “change in consciousness” that characterizes such “post-secular 

societies” (19-20) that must account for the plurality and rivalry that result from mass migration 

and globalization (20).  

It is of course partly this same mass migration and globalization that has precipitated a broad 

re-thinking of what is generally known as classic secularization theory, which argues that 

“modernization necessarily leads to a decline of religion, both in society and in the minds of 

individuals” (Berger 2). In his introduction to The Desecularization of the World: Resurgent 

Religion and World Politics (1999), Peter Berger admits that secularization theory—of which he 

was a craftsman and proponent for years—has turned out to be wrong. In contrast to his earlier 

claim, he admits that his prediction that the world was headed for secularism on a grand scale has 
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been refuted by the reality of a world that “is as furiously religious as it ever was, and in some 

places more so than ever” (2). Canadian philosopher Charles Taylor provides one of the most 

thorough critiques of what he calls the “subtraction stories” of secularization—a 

phenomenological approach to the relegation of religion to the private realm. In his examination 

of “our secular age,” A Secular Age (2007), Taylor insists that we are now uncomfortable 

“believers” and “unbelievers,” existing at a moment when our “human” search for “fullness” is 

fraught with uncertainty. His approach is broadly philosophical and phenomenological: he is 

concerned with how humans have experienced the ostensible shift from a world in which belief 

in God was not only unchallenged but endorsed, to a world where such belief is, as Taylor puts 

it, “understood to be one option among others, and frequently not the easiest to embrace” (A 

Secular Age 3). In tracking that shift, Taylor refers back to a time when “the hegemony of the 

mainstream narrative of secularization will be more and more challenged” (A Secular Age 534). 

Taylor’s own challenge – which admittedly only accounts for an understanding of the religious 

in the context of Latin Christendom – takes the form of complicating the neat division between 

“religious” and “secular” as he ambitiously counters the ideological battle between scientific 

rationalism and religious belief that typically characterizes theories of secularization. In his own 

account of the phenomenon, Taylor outlines the “conditions” or “context” of the changes in 

belief and religious practice in contemporary society, charting a major shift in the “conditions of 

belief” precipitated by the large-scale secularization that occurred through a series of (not just 

Protestant, but Counter-Reformation) Reform practices (efforts to enforce individual devotion 

over collective ritual [“Western Secularity” 49]).  

Taylor argues that this internalization of belief, coupled with the Deistic idea of God as a 

clockmaker who has created the world and subsequently left it to its own devices, sets the 
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secularization wheels in motion, as religion leaves the public sphere and the question of belief 

becomes more or less a matter of individual choice. Part of this evacuation is a shift in what 

Taylor calls the “social imaginary,” as humans are “disembedded” in three ways: first, from their 

society (where a sense of community was previously bound up in religious ritual); secondly, 

from the cosmos (in which humans could detect God’s presence in sacred places, and believed 

that God could and did interfere with human activity); and finally, from a shared idea of the 

“human good” (in which this “interference” was understood to be for the purpose of human 

flourishing). He calls this “Secularity 3”: “the whole context of understanding in which our 

moral, spiritual, or religious experience and search takes place” (A Secular Age 3). Terry 

Eagleton points out that what Taylor is really noting in his analysis is a shift in language games, 

as the rationality of the Enlightenment ousts religious thinking by virtue of eliminating the ways 

people are able to speak about religion. Eagleton writes:  

The radical shift in the social imaginary which Charles Taylor records, like all such 

transformations, reflected a deep-seated change in social practice. It was not simply a 

matter of religious obscuritanism fading before the unsullied light of Reason. It was also 

a question of different conceptions of rationality. Reason for Augustine, Anselm, and 

Aquinas is indissociable from certain ethical, ontological, metaphysical, and even 

aesthetic commitments which simply fall out of the modernist world picture … It follows 

that if the question “Is faith in God rational?” is posed from within a different 

(procedural, positivist, or verificationist) conception of reason, one for which the real is 

whatever can experimentally verified or rationally deduced, it is almost bound to answer 

itself. (Reason 81) 

Religion’s reduction to one option among many others: this, indeed, is part of how religion 
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re-enters the scene. For it would seem, so the argument goes for some thinkers, that while 

postmodernism’s endorsement of many different realities puts it in obvious tension with 

narratives dedicated to the truth of single realities, it also somewhat paradoxically lays the 

groundwork for religion’s return. This is the argument being prominently and forcibly made by 

postmodern philosopher-theologians Gianni Vattimo and John D. Caputo, who hold that since 

the death of a “strong” metaphysical reality lead to the (postmodern) idea that subjective 

interpretation and narrative take precedence over objective truth and knowledge, postmodernism 

effectively creates the conditions in which religious belief may once again flourish. In other 

words, according to Vattimo, “secularization is nothing other than the history of weak thought: it 

is indeed secularization that teaches us that questions about the nature of God are useless because 

of the weakness of our reason. We are not told that God does not exist, only that it is not clear 

what it actually means to affirm or deny his existence” (Zabala, Future of Religion 11). What 

these thinkers suggest is that in place of belief in the objective and ultimate Truth of Christianity, 

we might view the Christian story as a particular interpretive tool: a framework for how we 

understand our own humanity, but with the ever-present possibility that this framework could be 

replaced (based on its historical contingency and necessary fallibility) with another, more 

compelling interpretive framework. What Vattimo calls “weak thought” is in practice a hedge 

against nihilism and relativism, as it requires that we hold our beliefs in the most provisional or 

contingent way, “waiting for others to propose a more plausible alternative” (Beyond 

Interpretation 11, qtd. in Gurciullo). Vattimo’s “weak thought” thus refers to the “weakening” of 

metaphysical objectivity. As Jeffrey Robbins remarks in his introduction to After the Death of 

God, Caputo and Vattimo’s volume of dialogues, 
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[t]he irony is that […] in the postmetaphysical age not only is the world desacralized, and 

not only does faith lose its assurances, but … there also occurs the breakdown or 

dissolution of the tyranny of reason from which the modern critique or dismissal … of 

religion derived … Now that we live in the postmetaphysical age in which there are no 

absolute truths, only interpretations, the category of belief can again be taken seriously as 

constitutive of our lived traditions. (16-17) 

What Robbins points to is the way in which reason, which had itself formed the grounds for a 

dismissal of religious belief, becomes just another form of absolutist thought. But the ascendancy 

of the particular and the subjective opens the door to more provisional forms of religious 

thinking, in which the knowledge of fallibility of one’s beliefs are held as tightly as the tenets of 

the given belief is held lightly. What this provides is the grounds for belief as such without 

absolute belief in any particular content per se.  

 

This concept of a ‘weakened’ religiosity is central to much literary criticism that has 

engaged the discourse of post-secularism. Though she never uses the word “post-secular,” Amy 

Hungerford reads in a variety of postmodern fictions a desire for transcendence that places 

literature at the centre of belief—a belief without doctrine, belief for its own sake – arguing that 

“these writers want for literature, and sometimes for themselves, what religious belief 

underwrites: submission on the grounds of religious feeling (McCarthy); supernatural power and 

wisdom (Morrison); ordinary life as sacrament (DeLillo); poetry as transformational prayer 

(Ginsberg)” (133). My sense is that what Hungerford notes is not so much a desire for 

transcendence as a search for meaning—one that these authors will happily conclude in the truths 
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of a literary text, even as they enact the rituals of religious practice as a way of signaling that 

which is the recipient and focus of their praise.   

Justin Neuman similarly embarks on second readings of assumedly secular novels, and in 

Fiction Beyond Secularism he argues that most “post-secular” theorizing is useless, insisting that, 

“contemporary fiction is not the redoubt of a new atheism, as some have argued, but neither does 

it portend a ‘postsecular’ return of religion, as others claim” (xii). He argues instead that what is 

needed is for us to read “beyond secularism”; that is, to read with “an attentiveness to echoes, 

intertexts, and genealogies of religiosity often neglected by literary critics” (16). Regardless of 

the possible secularity of its author, Neuman argues, the particular characteristics of the novel 

form make it a medium already ideal for thinking “beyond” secularism, since “as heteroglossic 

texts, novels are particularly efficient cultural containers; the sustained imaginative investment 

required to read them, meanwhile, fosters diverse forms of ethical modeling” (13-14). We’ll 

return to this argument about ethical modeling as it emerges in Wallace studies. What is useful 

about Neuman’s work is his acknowledgment of critical neglect of these kinds of readings—

something that John McClure in particular takes up as his starting point in articulating the post-

secular as a literary genre.  

Examining postmodern US fiction like that of Don DeLillo, Thomas Pynchon and others, 

McClure finds in these texts examples of a non-traditional but nevertheless clearly religious 

impulse. McClure thus also challenges the established secular theoretical frameworks of critics 

like Frederic Jameson by pointing to postmodern fictions in which characters “insistently 

interrogate secular conceptions of the real” (“Postmodern/Post-Secular” 142). McClure demands 

the rethinking of dominant characterizations of the postmodern period and the “cultural products 

identified with it as thoroughly and satisfactorily secularized” (“Postmodern/Post-Secular” 142). 
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Jameson is not a lone player here; McClure is truly setting up this genre’s intervention against a 

whole host of postmodern theorists who follow suit. As Neuman also notes, “critics from Brian 

McHale and Linda Hutcheon to Fredric Jameson and Jean-Francois Lyotard emphatically align 

postmodernity with a culture of simulacrum and neoliberal capitalism, while repudiating religion 

as an anachronistic vestige of defunct metanarrative” (186). McClure points to the way in which 

this theorization of the postmodern has created the conditions for our interpretation, precluding 

engagement with metanarrative allusion (presumably including forms of religious thinking) on 

their own terms; he writes:  

The nearly consensual construction of postmodernism as a moment of anti-foundational, 

anti-totalizing, and anti-realist celebration of ‘heterogeneity without a norm’ (Jameson, 

Postmodernism 17) enables critics to privilege a certain style of reading, one which 

attends to the pluralizing effects of postmodern artifacts and more or less suspends 

exploration of the relation between ‘worlds’ put in play, the specificity and ultimate 

disposition of juxtaposed discourses, or any tentative re-collection of fragments from the 

grand narratives. It enables them, in other words, to narrate postmodernism as a flight 

from an oppressive singularity into a liberating (or differently oppressive) plurality, rather 

than as a rejection of realism in the name at once of polysemic playfulness or 

disorientation and of specific counter-constructions of the real. (“Postmodern/Post-

Secular” 145)  

Part of McClure’s intervention, then, is in not just re-thinking these fictions, but in challenging 

us to rethink formulations of postmodernism as “effortlessly secular.” What we see in this set of 

analyses is the complex relationship between postmodernism and post-secularism, where the 
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latter, as an evolution—or perhaps a mutation—of the former, signals postmodernism’s lateness, 

or at least its decline as a cultural-historical dominant.  

McClure provides the most thorough elucidation of the literary category of what he calls 

“post-secular fictions,” arguing for what he sees as a set of key characteristics crucial to the 

genre, an outcropping of (like Hungerford) postmodernist fiction. Re-examining some of the 

hallmark fictions of literary postmodernism (of which Wallace’s fictions would surely be a part), 

McClure notes that   

many postmodern texts are shot through with and even shaped by spiritual 

concerns … they make room in the worlds they project for magic, miracle, 

metaphysical systems of retribution and restoration … they explore fundamental 

issues of conduct in ways that honor, interrogate, and revise religious categories 

and prescriptions … their assaults on realism, their ontological playfulness, and 

their experiments in the sublime represent a complex and variously inflected 

reaffirmation of premodern ontologies – constructions of reality that portray the 

quotidian worlds as but one dimension of a multidimensional cosmos, or as 

hosting a world of spirits … some of the very features of fiction which secular 

theorists have singled out as definitively postmodern must at least in some cases 

be understood in terms of a post-secular project of resacralization. 

(“Postmodern/Post-Secular” 143-4) 

In these narratives – and he points to novels by DeLillo and Pynchon primarily – McClure notes 

that, despite the so-called “effortlessly secular” (“Postmodern/Post-Secular” 144) quality of 

postmodernity, we repeatedly see characters re-opening negotiations with the spiritual and 

religious, navigating a “middle position” between “belief” and “unbelief.”  
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At tension with this desire for an all-encompassing, foundational source of meaning is of 

course its impossibility: what McClure calls the “characteristically postmodern suspicion of any 

totalizing narrative, any celebration of a center” (157). But, McClure argues, that unlike “strong” 

orthodox, or institutionalized faiths, belief, in these narratives, is “dramatically ‘weakened’” or 

delinked from authoritative and absolutist sources. He explains that, “setting aside ideas of 

transcendence, eternal life, and absolute truth,” weak religion “summons humans back” to their 

historicity, their finitude, and their fallibility (Partial Faiths 9). Astute about the cultural climate 

in which “post-secular” writers explore religious thinking, then, McClure notes that  

[t]he drama of return that unfolds in these texts pits the impulse to recover the moral, 

emotional, and ontological richness of religious life against a whole range of obstacles: 

the massive apparatus of a secular culture that naturalizes its own constructions of reality 

and dismisses religious alternatives as primitive and fantastical; the more thoughtful 

philosophical and political objections raised by secular thinkers opposed to traditional 

spiritual systems; personal experiences of religious exclusion and coercion; as well as 

sheer ignorance and fear of social embarrassment. (“Post-Sec Culture” 342)  

McClure articulates exactly some of the obstacles Elie, Boyagoda, and Wallace himself call out; 

namely, the assumed secularity of a popular culture that they see as being in denial of a 

religiously-informed reality; the intellectual scorn of their own colleagues, who have themselves 

transcended the need for, or articulate scientific and philosophical grounds for the refutation of, 

religious beliefs; the fear of “being laughed out of town,” as Wallace puts it. What results from 

these tensions, from the nervous navigation of these obstacles, McClure insists, are, in place of 

traditional conversion narratives or religious testimonials, “something more like visions of 
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spiritual ‘work in progress’ among a generation of writers well-aware of their own spiritual 

poverty” (342).  

The post-secular work of fiction, as McClure describes it, carries the trace of its own 

ambivalence, its own objection, its own skepticism—even as it explores the validity of religious 

realities and ways of being. McClure explains that if, in a post-secular fiction, “no one’s journey 

of return delivers him or her to the security of an established faith, it is because the characters 

(secularly educated scientists, businesspersons, and artists) and [the author] himself are both 

drawn to and profoundly critical of traditional religious communities and practices” (“Post-Sec 

Culture” 344). The upshot, as I’ve said, is the mark of ambiguity or ambivalence in the text, as 

the “strange combination of cosmic irreverence and comic advocacy” means that these writers 

“manage at once to mock advocacy and practice it” (“Postmodern/Post-Secular” 149). Wallace’s 

work achieves this ambiguity through the aesthetic distance of irony, which constantly 

undermines and destabilizes the veracity of the text’s meaning. This ambiguity and undermining 

is crucially different from conversion narratives and other straight religious writing, such as that 

found in the “fundamentalist” novels of the Left Behind series, which, McClure suggests, offer 

up axiomatic solutions and seek primarily to indoctrinate readers. 

While McClure’s argument against a too-secularly imagined postmodernism is a huge 

and important contribution, there are ways in which McClure’s own reading of what constitutes 

post-secular fiction re-enacts some of the same definitional problems other post-secular theorists 

(such as Asad and others) identify. That is, in privileging a “weak” religiosity that is shorn of its 

association with, or commitment to, institutionalized or “traditional” religion sets up those 

religious identities at odds with the plurality and playfulness of what may more properly be 

called spiritualities (being that they are concerned with the individual’s relationship to some 
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transcendent reality, but not necessarily associated with a particular set of beliefs or practices, 

which have typically arisen from a shared text that forms the basis of a given religion). What 

Fessenden notes is that post-secularists like McClure tend to want to frame the phenomenon as a 

“release from the burdens of religion, that is, from the competencies, obligations, and 

complicities associated with a putative past tense of shared religious belief and practice” (157). 

She goes on to point out that what these critics want is a way to “imagine compelling versions of 

religious power—without having to answer for the assumptions about the world, and about 

writing, upon which such visions are built” (157-8). What I am interested in is precisely the 

assumptions upon which Wallace’s representations of religious thinking are built, because it is 

that unpacking of the assumptions that places those representations in the context of the Christian 

tradition from which they often seem to come, and because it gets at one way in which Wallace 

seems to have imagined what it means to be human.  

 

Wallace Studies  

To date, the presence of what we might call a “religious impulse” in Wallace’s work has 

been repeatedly relegated – sometimes even heartily denied – in favour of discussions of irony 

and metafiction. And it’s no wonder: Wallace repeatedly invites us to read his work as 

sardonically ironic. As Mary K. Holland has pointed out, “we come to David Foster Wallace’s 

fiction through the lens of irony, a tricky, risky, even at times useless lens. We refract our 

reading in this way because Wallace instructs us to, which puts us and his fiction in a precarious 

position” (Holland, “Art’s Heart’s” 218). Holland’s observation—that we read Wallace through 

an ironic lens because he instructs us to points to a trend in Wallace Studies that Adam Kelly has 

called the key characteristic of the most predominant wave of that somewhat recent phenomenon 
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of scholarship. In “David Foster Wallace: Death of an Author and Birth of a Discipline,” an 

article published online by the Irish Journal of American Studies, Kelly outlines what, in 2010, 

he observed to be the three key waves of Wallace Studies, a field of scholarship that covers both 

academic and amateur engagement with the late author’s work.  

The first wave was characterized by a focus on the highly technological and heavily mediated 

reality of postmodernity: the glare of television screens, the unrelenting gaze of media into every 

corner of one’s life (and the resultant self-consciousness), as well as Wallace’s formal 

indebtedness to earlier American postmodernists. Critics talked about his novels in the light of 

other “pomo fiction,” through the lens of earlier postmodern “systems novels” (think Pynchon), 

and in terms of the rebellious and debased nature of those novels’ protagonists (think 

Burroughs). The second wave was (and continues to be) preoccupied with weighing up the 

success of Wallace’s work against his own articulations of what great fiction should do. I have to 

admit that I have found it impossible to shake this tendency in my own analyses, where I 

continually return to his own articulations about irony, literature, humanity in an attempt to parse 

what is considerably more difficult to unpack in his fiction. As Kelly (and Holland) point out, the 

dialectic of sincerity and irony that Wallace himself lays out has played a central role in critical 

readings of Wallace’s decision to embrace ironic metafiction in his own writing, and attempts to 

determine the success of Wallace’s own literature in overcoming the struggle he identifies has 

constituted a whole critical-theoretical framework in Wallace Studies, what Kelly calls the 

“interview-essay nexus” (Kelly, “Birth of a Discipline”).  

Wallace’s frank discussion of his literary legacy in both a 1993 interview with Larry 

McCaffrey in the Review of Contemporary Fiction, and in a related essay, “E Unibus Pluram: 

Television and U.S. Fiction,” published in the same venue, highlight Wallace’s ambivalent 
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relationship to the legacies of postmodern irony and its dominant formal trait: self-reflexive 

metafiction. As Kelly notes, while some earlier critics had made passing reference to these two 

nonfictional pieces, it is only following A.O. Scott’s 2000 piece in the New York Review of 

Books that the two pieces are crucial context for understanding Wallace’s work. Presaging the 

critical projects on Wallace to come, Scott focuses on the final passage of “E Unibus,” 

“wonder[ing] aloud at how the terms of this prescription might relate to the evidently ironic and 

self-reflexive methods of Wallace’s own fiction” (Kelly, “Birth of a Discipline”). Such 

wondering aloud has basically characterized much Wallace criticism since: how is it that he 

bemoans ironic metafiction, and yet can’t seem to eschew this mode, these techniques himself?  

The answer, for most critics, has been that he ironizes irony—and only sometimes to successful 

ends. While Marshall Boswell asserts that “gooey sentiment” triumphs over irony 

(Understanding 17), Mary K. Holland concludes that “Infinite Jest fails to deliver on the agenda 

that Wallace set for it […] because it fails to eschew empty irony for the earnestness that 

Wallace imagines” (Holland “Art’s Heart’s” 218). Maintaining her original argument that “no 

one major character escapes the traps of irony and narcissism set by the novel” (137), Holland 

updates Jest’s failing to include this: “Failing to satisfy, resolve, or lie still, requiring our 

intervention and commitment, offering in the end ambiguity, ambivalence, and multiple 

contradictory readings, Infinite Jest fails to deliver on the passive, packaged pleasure or 

stupefaction—that, we can all agree on” (Holland [2018] 137).  

What many of these analyses also reflect is the idea that fiction should perform both a 

“diagnosis and a cure” for the contemporary situation, an approach that has come to dominate 

readings of Wallace’s literary project in the years since Kelly’s delineation of these waves. What 

this has meant, then, is that overwhelmingly Wallace’s work has been “viewed not primarily in 
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terms of aesthetic representation, but of ethical intervention,” and thus given birth to a 

“methodological consensus” whose representation is clearly seen across any number of Wallace 

conferences and anthologies that have taken place or appeared since his death (Kelly, “Birth of a 

Discipline”). What has characterized the work here is an attempt to move, if not beyond 

Wallace’s own articulation of his project, then beyond the legacy of American postmodernism. 

Since the first Wallace conferences held in Liverpool and NYC in 2009, Wallace criticism has 

turned to philosophy and theory in an attempt to understand how Wallace’s texts “work.” Where 

Wallace Studies then finds itself, in the later stages of this “second wave,” is in the midst of the 

“ethical turn,” where assessments of the ‘success’ or ‘failure’ of Wallace’s fiction are measured 

against the extent to which these texts are vehicles for readers’ encounters with alterity, with 

radical otherness. This is at the heart of the project of critics who have posited that Wallace’s 

texts recreate a a sincere “empathy” that enacts the process of empathetic identifictation with 

another (Mary K. Holland); or a “post-ironic” metafiction that creates “postironic believers” 

capable of believing the truth of the text by virtue of the transparency granted by the devices of 

metafiction, devices that “construct ethical countertypes to the incredulous ironist” so that 

Wallace can “persuade his reader to adopt a stance of nonnaive noncynicism by means of 

metafiction” (Lee Konstantinou “No Bull” 85, 91). Indeed, this turn to the agency of the reader is 

at the center of Kelly’s own reading of Wallace’s fiction, which he argues achieves a “new 

sincerity” that “return[s] to literary narrative a concern with sincerity,” and which, Kelly 

explains, “opens up a space for the reader to inhabit and challenge the investment in writerly 

mastery that characterises most modern and postmodern literature” (Kelly, “New Sincerity” 

133). Collectively, these critics are overwhelmingly interested in how Wallace’s texts stage a 

transaction, or communication between writer and reader, and they are rather more narrowly 
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interested in Wallace’s overcoming of irony and the triumph of sincerity in his work as a kind of 

linguistic transparency that makes possible the reader’s ethical engagement with his texts; 

they’re interested in how Wallace’s metafictional games play with the idea of getting “behind” 

the kind of sincerity metafiction supposedly (but falsely) purports.  

And this is where Kelly leaves off Wallace Studies: gesturing toward an as-yet inchoate third 

wave, where “the task of the literary critic [is] to show as precisely as possible (as Wallace 

teaches us that absolute precision is necessarily impossible) how Wallace’s radical method for 

waking readers up to agency operates in his texts, and how this technique is linked to his highly 

original style” (Kelly, emphasis mine). Kelly states in an essay published the same year as this 

overview: “It is only by invoking this future off the page that dialogue can be engaged, and that 

both reader and writer can be challenged by the dialogic dimension of the reading experience. 

This call for a two-way conversation characterizes not only Wallace’s work, but all the fiction of 

the New Sincerity” (Hering, 145). The same year (2010) Kelly wrote this summary of Wallace 

Studies, a volume of critical essays titled Consider David Foster Wallace, compiled by David 

Hering, appeared, including some of the other seminal works of criticism Kelly cites, such at 

Daniel Turnbull’s work on Wallace and the “ethics of attention” (drawing on Nussbaum and 

others in his reading); Paul Jenner’s reading of the McCain essay as an exercise in “turn[ing] 

cynicism upon itself” (“Don’t Compare, Identify: David Foster Wallace on John McCain” 207); 

and Christoforos Diakoulakis’ reading of Brief Interviews as an exercise in observing form over 

content. Since then, some of the ways forward Kelly imagines in the then inchoate “third wave” 

have also come to fruition, with whole volumes of Wallace criticism focused on essays that 

continue some of the earliest critical work on Wallace’s “pomo” form, focusing on the 

prevalence of entertainment (Philip Sayers), the encyclopaedic quality of Wallace’s endnotes 
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(David Letzler), and the nature of consciousness (Stephen J. Burn, Marshall Boswell, and Blakey 

Vermeule all tackle this).  

These collections also venture into wholly new territory; 2012’s The Legacy of David Foster 

Wallace, in addition to covering some of what is mentioned above, also provides a collection of 

Wallace cultural ephemera, including notes from David Lipsky on his days-long interview with 

the late author, funereal and otherwise eulogistic remarks from literary giants like Don DeLillo, 

George Saunders, Jonathan Franzen, Rick Moody, and Dave Eggers; we have “observations” on 

the DFW Papers at the UT Austin’s Ransom Centre Archive, and Michael Pietsch shares his 

experience editing Wallace. Included are reflections on “Infinite Summer” (a summer-long 

online book club dedicated to reading Infinite Jest), and at least one essay dedicated to reading 

Wallace’s non-fiction in the context of other American literary journalists like Joan Didion and 

Hunter S. Thompson. Lee Konstantinou’s essay on “postironic belief” stands out in this 

collection as the clearest continuation of the project as Kelly leaves off; that is, the project of 

showing how Wallace’s fiction creates and enables a sincerity or earnestness that triumphs over 

irony.  

On the heels of Legacy, 2013 saw the publication of A Companion to David Foster Wallace 

Studies, with the most critical contemplation to date on work beyond Infinite Jest. That 

collection, in addition to reflections on the importance of place in Wallace’s nonfiction (Paul 

Quinn), and essays that continue the conversation around science in Jest (Stephen Burn) and 

consciousness in Oblivion, Wallace’s last short story collection (Marshall Boswell), also 

included considerations of Wallace’s earliest work: his first novel (The Broom of the System), his 

first short story collection (Girl with Curious Hair), his pop-science writing (Everything and 

More). Mary K. Holland’s reading of Brief Interviews continues the project of finding an ethical, 
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empathetic relationship between writer and reader; David Evans reads Jest through the lens of 

William James’ pragmatic philosophy, and Clare Hayes-Brady discusses language, gender and 

power across a variety of Wallace’s work. Brian McHale takes on Wallace’s unfinished novel, 

The Pale King, continuing the conversation about the influence of Pynchon on Wallace; Andrew 

Hoberek continues to place Wallace in the American literary tradition, this time positing that 

Wallace is responsible for the contemporary revival of the maximalist postmodern novel.  

Kelly’s observation in 2009 about the increased interest in reading philosophy onto 

Wallace’s work seemed to presage an abundance of criticism that looks at Wallace’s texts 

through various philosophical frameworks. 2014 saw the publication of two volumes from 

Bloomsbury on Wallace: David Foster Wallace and ‘The Long Thing’: New Essays on the 

Novels (edited by Marshal Boswell), and Gesturing Toward Reality: David Foster Wallace and 

Philosophy (edited by Robert K. Bolger and Scott Korb). Especially notable is the latter volume, 

which includes essays on the influence of Wittgenstein’s thinking on solipsism and language; of 

Sartre’s work on “good faith” and sincerity; of Stanley Cavell’s notion of “Perfectionism;” of 

William James’ spiritual pragmatism.  At least two of the essays here engage with Wallace’s 

thinking about religion, and I’ll address them below. The volume of essays on the novels follows 

on ground that is sometimes already well-trodden, including work on Wallace and empathy, on 

community and narrative, on boredom, irony and anxiety, on entertainment, endnotes, and 

consciousness. Bloomsbury also published, in 2016, full-length single-author volumes on 

Wallace: The Gospel According to David Foster Wallace: Boredom and Addiction in an Age of 

Distraction (Adam S. Miller), and The Unspeakable Failures of David Foster Wallace: 

Language, Identity, and Resistance, Clare Hayes-Brady’s book-length meditation on language, 

power and inconclusiveness in Wallace. The former book is not structured as a sustained 
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argument, but rather by very short chapters that deal with recurring themes and images across 

Infinite Jest and The Pale King (things like “Books,” “Maps,” “Desire,” “Watching,” “Silence”). 

In 2018, The Cambridge Companion to David Foster Wallace appeared, edited by Ralph Clare 

and including review essays by many (by now) well-known Wallace scholars.    

Thus, in over at least five volumes in as many years, dozens of writers have re-engaged some 

of the initial concerns Wallace’s readers brought to their reflections, and extend, as Kelly was 

beginning to sense it, the project of trying to capture how, exactly, Wallace’s fiction functions as 

the antidote to the problems he articulated in that initial essay and interview. By comparison, my 

ambition is much smaller, much humbler. I find my critical space between a few of these waves: 

the contexts of my reading are discussions of the ends of postmodernism (or post-

postmodernism, as some critics are happy to call it), a conversation that is part of these three 

waves of Wallace Studies, but not exclusive to it; and the context of post-secular thought, which 

has only recently begun to enter the discursive space of Wallace criticism. My contribution is to 

offer up a new way of thinking of post-secular expression as we encounter it in Wallace: his 

occasional tendency to religiously-informed thinking about human reality and relationships that 

is self-consciously undermined by the ambivalence and ambiguities he deliberately constructs in 

his texts amounts to an engagement with religious thinking that carries the trace of postmodern 

skepticism about metaphysics and narrative out of which this post-secularism has grown. My 

reading of Wallace questions our understanding of the ideology of some of the postmodern 

aspects of his work (its undecidability, its incompleteness, its encyclopaedic complexity), by 

suggesting that there is a strong religious impulse in Wallace, an understanding of human nature 

that suggests a kind of universality or totality of experience that is anathema to postmodern, 

poststructuralist thought. In the texts I examine, I read the shared struggle of the characters to 
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really love others without a self-serving motive as being at the heart of what Wallace felt it 

means to a “human being.” I argue that this struggle is occasionally framed in terms of the 

Christian notions of pride and agape, and thus challenges ardently secular constructions of 

human connection and service for others. My project is undeniably influenced by the “interview-

essay nexus,” and by this compulsion to read Wallace’s fiction in the shadow of his own 

explanatory notes. Indeed, I find it hard to read Wallace’s fiction without using some of his key 

nonfictional texts as a kind of gloss, as clues to how he pulled more traditional ideas through 

avant garde form. I thus tend to read these texts alongside his fiction, as clues to what he thought 

was true about human experience, and how he struggled to represent that truth in what he felt 

was an environment of “congenital skepticism,” allergic to any attempts to represent “capital-T 

truth.”  

“Postmodern” tendencies notwithstanding, it is clear Wallace was in search of the capital-

T truth, and was envious of writers who conducted this search unabashedly. In a 1996 review 

essay of literary scholar Joseph Frank’s latest volume on Dostoyevsky, Wallace admires and 

envies the Russian novelist, summarizing: “[t]he thrust here is that Dostoyevsky wrote fiction 

about the stuff that’s really important … His concern was always what it is to be a human 

being—that is, how to be an actual person, someone whose life is informed by values and 

principles” (“Joseph Frank’s Dostoyevsky” 265). He uses a discussion of Dostoyevsky’s 

historical context to air a few complaints about his “own art’s culture,” which he describes as 

one of “congenital skepticism,” blaming the prevalence of solipsistic, ironic literature and “our 

own lit’s thematic poverty” (271) on the intelligentsia’s privileging of aesthetic ingenuity over 

ethical concerns, what Wallace calls the “ability to be ‘serious’” (272). He concludes that 

Frank’s study urges us to question “why we seem to require of our art an ironic distance from 
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deep convictions and desperate questions, so that contemporary writers have to either make jokes 

or else try to work them in under cover of some formal trick  … as part of some multivalent 

defamiliarization-flourish or some such shit”” (271). A few pages earlier, in an incongruous, 

asterisked aside, Wallace had asked:  

Does this guy Jesus Christ’s life have something to teach me even if I don’t, or can’t, 

believe he was divine? What am I supposed to make of the claim that someone who was 

God’s relative, and so could have turned the cross into a planter or something with just a 

word, still voluntarily let them nail him up there, and died? … Can I still believe in JC or 

Mohammed or Whoever even if I don’t believe they were actual relatives of God? Except 

what would that mean: ‘believe in’? (269-270)  

In a move typical of Wallace, he raises uncomfortable theological questions about the difficulty 

of religious belief under the cover of the kind of “defamiliarization-flourish” he goes on to 

lament. This is just the kind of “shit” Wallace laments a few lines later, calling out the asterisked 

aside as just such an ironic flourish. In this dissertation, I argue that his view of human nature 

and human experience seems frequenly influenced by a Christian framework, and that even when 

this is tenuous it is surprising not only given the context in which we encounter Wallace – as a 

secular member of the elite literary establishment, whose work was often printed in the pages of 

The New Yorker – but also because of the way in which we encounter his religious thinking; that 

is, in the ambivalent but nevertheless constructive space he creates amidst an undeniably 

dominant culture of irony. It seems to me that if Wallace used the formal literary devices of 

postmodernism to “more traditional ends,” then he did that by using irony to create a 

constructive space in which to raise ideas that, if written about earnestly, straightforwardly, 

would be, as he said himself, “dead on the page.” It is this strategy of exploring traditional 
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religious ideas in untraditional ways that marks his religious expression, for me, as “post-

secular.”  

 

Fiction Without Faith 

In a 2012 article in The New York Times titled “Has Fiction Lost Its Faith?” Paul Elie 

answers his own question in the affirmative, declaring:  

This, in short, is how Christian belief figures into literary fiction in our place and time: as 

something between a dead language and a hangover. Forgive me if I exaggerate. But if 

any patch of our culture can be said to be post-Christian, it is literature. Half a century 

after Flannery O’Connor, Walker Percy, Reynolds Price and John Updike presented 

themselves as novelists with what O’Connor called “Christian convictions,” their would-

be successors are thin on the ground. (Elie) 

It’s easy to agree with Elie’s assessment, but in a nation that purports to have “something like 

170 million”  Christians (Elie), a glance at contemporary literary fiction would suggest 

otherwise. If there exists a bastion of post-Christianity in the United States, then it would seem to 

have formed around the Academy, which (if only unofficially) controls what passes as “literary 

fiction.” In his introduction to The Desecularization of the World (1999), Peter Berger admits of 

an exception to his “desecularization [post-secular] thesis”: “an international subculture 

composed of people with Western higher-type education, especially in the humanities and social 

sciences,” who are the “’carrier[s]’ of progressive, Enlightened beliefs and values,” and whose 

“members are relatively thin on the ground” but “very influential, as they control the institutions 

that provide the ‘official’ definition of reality” (10). Similarly, Justin Neuman speaks of an 

“ideological secularism commonly associated with transnational elites” (3). In direct response to 
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Elie’s article, Randy Boyagoda agrees with Elie’s assessment that “serious literary fiction largely 

occupies its very own naked public square, shorn of any reference to religiously informed 

understandings of who and what and wherefrom we are;” but he also notes Elie’s silence in 

regard to the reason for the “diminished place” of faith in contemporary fiction, remarking that 

Elie “has remarkably little to say about how today’s elite publishing houses, literary publications, 

and university creative writing programs might operate as self-enclosed and mutually reinforcing 

warrens of the new American meritocracy, where secular progressivism makes its influentially 

positioned adherents deaf, indifferent, or antagonistic to religiously informed ideas and writing” 

(Boyagoda). Further responses to Elie’s article reflect an acknowledgment of the literary 

precluding the religious, as many people who wrote in to the Editor countered Elie’s assessment 

by pointing out that the crime novel, as well as science fiction and fantasy—genres typically 

excluded from the realm of “literary fiction”—are unexpected places one regularly finds a 

preoccupation with spiritual concerns.  

This apparent antagonism to religious thinking in serious literary fiction wasn’t lost on 

Wallace, either. In a review essay of Joseph Frank’s volume on Dostoevsky, Wallace remarks 

that  

The big thing that makes Dostoevsky invaluable for American readers and writers is that 

he appears to possess degrees of passion, conviction, and engagement with deep moral 

issues that we—here, today—cannot or do not permit ourselves […] Frank’s bio prompts 

us to ask ourselves why we seem to require of our art an ironic distance from deep 

convictions and desperate questions, so that contemporary writers have to either make 

jokes of them or else try to work them in under cover of some formal trick like 
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intertextual quotation or incongruous juxtaposition, sticking the really urgent stuff inside 

asterisks as part of some multivalent defamiliarization flourish or some such shit. (217) 

A few pages earlier, in an incongruous juxtaposition, marked by two asterisks, Wallace had 

asked:  

Is it possible to really love other people? If I’m lonely and in pain, everyone outside me is 

potential relief—I need them. But can you really love what you need so badly? Isn’t a big 

part of love caring more about what the other person needs? How am I supposed to 

subordinate my own overwhelming need to somebody else’s needs that I can’t even feel 

directly? And yet if I can’t do this, I’m damned to loneliness, which I definitely don’t 

want … so I’m back at trying to overcome my selfishness or self-interested reasons. Is 

there any way out of this bind? (265-6) 

It is both Wallace’s commitment to avant garde literary forms and his wariness toward 

this skeptical audience that I think informed and agitated the careful approach he took in 

exploring in his work the question of what it means to be human. And yet the reason these 

successors are so “thin on the ground,” is not because the serious literary fiction writer who is 

also a seriously thoughtful Christian (or something like it) does not exist. The twin reasons for 

this lacuna, it seems, are the inability of this fiction’s audience to recognize religious 

references—as Elie himself points out, “[w]riters who do draw on sacred texts and themes see 

the references go unrecognized” (Elie)—and (in the case of writers like Wallace), a tendency to 

complicate the expression of religious thinking by conveying it in the safe ambiguity of irony.  

While one challenge is the inability of large swaths of Wallace’s audience to recognize 

and interpret religious references, another is that Wallace’s form itself does not work hard to help 

that recognition: rather, his work typically flamboyantly pays homage to postmodern literary 
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strategies whose philosophical roots run exactly counter to the “metanarratives” of religious 

thinking. Thus, it seems that even when readers do recognize religious references in postmodern 

literature, the assumption is that the author is ironizing them. Citing such writers as Salman 

Rushdie and Ian McEwan, among others, Justin Neuman explains that “[f]or the most part, 

readers assume that when avowedly nonreligious writers and others address religion in their 

fiction, it will be as the target of energetic critique” (Fiction Beyond Secularism xi). Indeed, 

Neuman writes, “the enduring sense that ‘the secular’ exercises unique claims to universality and 

that ‘secular reason’ is the hallmark of critical inquiry has left scholars across the academic 

disciplines ill-equipped to engage the nuances of religious resurgence in their scholarship and 

hesitant to do so in their classrooms” (6).  

It is thus unsurprising that it has taken longer for Wallace scholars to turn their attention 

to what I’m calling religious thinking in his work—and that the conclusions about it would be 

rather uneven. Wallace’s milieu (at least in his own view) is largely dismissive of religious 

thinking, and so his explorations of human nature that couch experience in a struggle with faith 

are either uncomfortably dismissed or overlooked completely. Jonathan Raban, in his review of 

the The Pale King, laments that, “Wallace loved ambiguity and teasing irony, but when it came 

to morals he had a deep fundamentalist streak in his makeup, a disconcertingly innocent thirst for 

the ‘capital-T Truth’” (“Divine Drudgery”). Jon Baskin remarks on this peculiar discomfort 

noted by critics of Wallace’s work, who argue for the value of the late author’s writing in spite of 

his interest in themes we might call religious. He notes that Jonathan Franzen, in a piece written 

after his friend’s suicide, suggests that Wallace “was a gifted writer with a rare talent for 

describing Midwestern weather, yet his fiction was marred by his penchant for ‘moralism and 

theologizing,’ bad habits at least partially attributable (Franzen implies) to his lifelong battle with 
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mental illness” (“Untrendy Problems” Gesturing 141-2). This unfortunate correlation between 

moral thinking and “mental illness” serves further to illuminate the context of “congenital 

skepticism” to which Wallace refers. Baskin also notes a piece by Gerald Howard, an early 

supporter of Wallace’s work, who laments imperatives of the late fiction and the Kenyon 

address, which he describes as “uncomfortably close to those books of affirmations, no doubt 

inspiring but of questionable use when the hard stuff arrives” (qtd. in Baskin 142). As Baskin 

rightly points out, what reviews like this reflect is a common “identification of Wallace with a 

directness about personal moral matters that’s held to be excessive and possible jejune. [These] 

authors express an anxiety, even an embarrassment, about the fact that Wallace, especially in his 

later fiction and essays, really did commit himself to ‘untrendy human problems and emotions,’ 

just as he had promised he would in an oft-quoted early essay” (Baskin 142). Baskin goes on to 

argue that readings of Wallace’s work as forms of juvenile self-help ignore the serious 

philosophical aspirations in his work, aspirations that are worthy of “higher” cultural status than 

these writers allow (“Untrendy Problems” 142). For his part, Baskin purports that Wallace 

“return[s] literature, or philosophy, from the high ledge of abstraction and theory to what he 

conceived of as the concrete difficulties of individual experience” (142). Like many other critics 

contending with what these “difficulties” might be, Baskin notes that it was something to do with 

encountering and formulating a sense of self, arguing that Wallace’s work enacts, through one 

character in The Pale King’s encounter with a therapist in a recovery center, Wittgenstein’s 

notion of philosophy as therapy, and grapples with Cavell’s sense of moral perfectionism 

through the story of Chris Fogle from the same posthumous novel.  

I join a handful of critics in recognizing religious references in Wallace works; as 

Matthew Mullins points out, the critics in this corner have landed mostly in one of three camps: 
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those who would deny Wallace’s interest in religion, those who see it as representative of 

Wallace’s strong Christian faith, and those who distinguish between “Wallace’s idea of a 

generalized belief in ‘something bigger’ and his notion of religion, which entails a recognizable 

tradition with a codified set of doctrines and moral guidelines” (Mullins 191). Still one other 

small, but growing, conversation is budding up around the influence of Buddhism on Wallace’s 

work, and in particular on his persistent commitment to the theme of attentiveness. In his MA 

thesis, Tyler Brown traces the Buddhist thought of heightened attentiveness through Wallace’s 

oeuvre (and Krzysztof Piekarski has also written an unpublished dissertation on the influence of 

Buddhist philosophy on Wallace’s work). Mary K. Holland has also published a short reading of 

“Octet,” a story from Wallace’s 1999 collection, Brief Interviews with Hideous Men, in which 

she argues that that story is “an attempt to construct through fiction the Buddhist paradox of 

taking a view against view-taking that never settles into the metaphysical trap” (“David Foster 

Wallace’s “Octet” and the ATTHAKAVAGGA” 168).  

In particular, I follow those critics willing to consider that his evocation of the religious 

and the spiritual is not necessarily as the target of critique, but as a valid source of human 

meaning and identity. Unlike many of these critics, I am less interested in theorizing Wallace’s 

delineation between belief/faith/spirituality/religion, and instead am focused on what his 

representation of human reality reveals about his (admittedly less overt) doctrinal commitments. 

Even then, the purpose of this project is not to prove beyond a doubt that Wallace was a 

Christian (though Mullins and others look to Wallace’s biography in tracing his religious 

history). The purpose of this project is to examine the way Wallace explores and represents 

traditionally Christian concepts as (the sin of) pride, the need to undergo a death of the self, the 
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act of repentance, and the call to agape, or neighbour-love—and to consider that the tenuous 

approach he takes constitute an instance of what McClure and others call post-secular.  

For some critics, even as they purport to be writing about Wallace’s engagement with 

religious thinking, they resist the notion that such a framework is even viable. Kevin Timpe 

prefaces his argument about Wallace’s contemplation of religious self-deception in a 2005 

commencement address at Kenyon College with the following remark, almost apologetic in its 

hesitancy: “I’m well aware that Wallace didn’t write much explicitly about religion and that it 

comes up only peripherally in his commencement address. Nevertheless …” (Gesturing 54). He 

goes on to acknowledge—in a footnote, of all places, signaling his ongoing vacillation—that 

Wallace “give[s] a passing remark” on the reality that we all worship. If you’ve heard or read 

that commencement address, it is hard to agree with Tempe that Wallace’s discussion of religion 

is implicit or passing. Tempe does goes on, after much equivocation, to make the interesting 

argument that “self-deception” – “when we believe something because we want to believe it, and 

not because we have good reason to believe it” – characterizes not only the religious, but the 

arrogantly intellectual as well, a lesson in humility that is central to my own reading of Wallace. 

Tempe puts it a little more tenuously: “as I’ve indicated already, I don’t think we need to be 

more humble only about our religious beliefs, I think we’d all do better if we followed Wallace’s 

advice” (68). Here, “all” clearly refers to the non-religious reader of Wallace and of this critical 

discourse.  

 The overwhelming sense is that, at least for some time, critical engagement with the 

religious aspects of Wallace’s work seemed like risky territory. But some brave souls – 

themselves willing to risk the eye rolls, the sly smiles – have begun to dissect the Christian and 

otherwise religious influences at work in Wallace’s texts less apologetically. Michael J. 
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O’Connell asserts that Infinite Jest is “powerful not simply because it identifies the problems of 

modern society, or even because it actively tries to offer a solution, but because it tries to become 

the solution.” It becomes the solution, he argues, because Wallace asks his readers to “fully enter 

into the experience of his characters—not just read about, but to feel with. Reading his work thus 

becomes an exercise in the spiritual discipline of compassion (278-9). O’Connell’s project is 

firmly of the “diagnosis and cure” camp, as are other readers of the religious nuance of 

Wallace’s work. Note here that even when there is amenability to religious thinking, there is 

often the tendency to read religious content not as content to be considered at face value, but as a 

kind of religious ritual, or enactment, as a vehicle for the reader to engage the text itself. (And 

O’Connell pulls his punches as well, noting that “while Wallace was not an orthodox Christian 

believer, his work does manifest a sensibility profoundly influenced by his engagement with the 

Christian tradition” [288].) I won’t be making any claims to know the extent of Wallace’s private 

belief. As I see it, I just have the text here to give me clues as to his thinking, regardless of what 

his faith might, or might not, have been. Furthermore, what Wallace says in one place (such as 

his biography, written by D.T. Max), and what his characters grapple with, won't—and shouldn't 

necessarily be—aligned.  

My focus is not on having us recognize the “interiority” of other people, or just empathize 

with the suffering of others through our identification with the characters; I think all good fiction 

in general accomplishes these things well, and I often struggle to understand how these critics 

see Wallace’s triumph in this regard as singular. What I’m interested in is not how Wallace uses 

religious practice as simply a model for how we might believe in anything; but rather, how some 

of Wallace’s characters dramatize a struggle that seems rooted in Christian conceptions of 

human nature, and thus his ambiguous and tentative expression of these "traditional" religious 
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notions constitute examples of post-secularity in contemporary fiction. Adam S. Miller argues 

that Wallace’s novels dramatize the character of worship through the repeated falling away from 

faith; thus, in calling out the “moment of disappointment as pivotal to the character of worship,” 

Miller points to some of what makes Wallace’s work relevant and accessible to the unchurched, 

and this is tantamount, for Miller, to a clinic on the nature of worship itself, which he sees as 

always in flux, never comfortable or content (xii).  

As Mullins suggests, the largest number of critics engaged in Wallace’s religiosity or 

spirituality have found it useful to place Wallace’s religious expression in the context of 

American pragmatism, arguing that Wallace’s expressions of religious belief and practice reflect 

the pragmatic spirituality of William James. David H. Evans justifies his entry point here not 

only by citing the presence of James’ Varieties of Religious Experience in Infinite Jest (one 

character keeps his cocaine stash in a hollowed-out hardback of the 1907 seminal work of 

philosophy), but also by pointing to Wallace’s admission that William James was one of his 

favorite writers (cited in Evans 172). Evans argues that in the face of late postmodernism’s false 

consciousness, in which “the society of the spectacle reduces the self to a passive spectator with 

no active role to play,” Wallace finds a cure to this state of affairs by “appealing to his 

predecessor’s [James’] conception of choice as an act that brings into being the actor, and 

preserves what it means to be human” (Evans 175, emphasis mine). I am sympathetic to Evans’ 

reading, and agree that choice is a critical notion in Wallace’s work (as I will discuss), but the 

specifics of that choice matter: this is not the practice of religious gestures without the specificity 

of content, as Robert Bolger also sees it, positing that both the Kenyon Address and Infinite Jest 

offer up “a set of practice steps […] that must be applied rather than a series of beliefs that must 

be assented to” (Gesturing 33). Similarly to Tempe, Bolger turns away from any content Wallace 
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might be offering up, and instead focuses on the principle of “epistemic humility” that is 

necessary for us to recognize that much of what makes up our reality is simply our “default 

setting”: our view of the world, but not the world as it really is (Gesturing 41).  Bolger explains: 

“The conversion that Wallace is advocating is conversion away from ourselves, but it is also a 

conversion that we bring about volitionally and possibly circularly; we create new beliefs and 

change our inner narrative, which changes our beliefs, which … you get the idea” (Gesturing 

44). I agree that what Wallace’s characters need to undergo is a “death of self,” but unlike 

Bolger’s sense of a willed change in (the narrated) self, Wallace’s work frequently contradictions 

the more post-modern notion that we, as human beings, are in the business of self-fashioning our 

identities, rather than searching for the sources of the self. Bolger then falls into the old 

“diagnosis and cure” pattern, arguing that “a Wallacian theology sees that one way we can begin 

to burrow out of our selfishness is to begin to tell another story about the people we plod around 

with on this planet” (Gesturing 46). He concludes: “[Wallace’s] is not a religion of believing 

certain propositions; it is not doctrinal and not metaphysical. It is an interpretive spirituality, a 

sort of ‘seeing-as’” (Gesturing 48). Or as Mullins argues, Wallace “more properly belongs to the 

tradition of belief for belief’s sake … However, the traditions and practices of particular 

religions, especially Christianity, are so endemic to Wallace’s cultural context and personal 

journey that they necessarily play a more significant part in framing his views of faith and 

spirituality than some scholars acknowledge” (Mullins 193). 

What much of these religious readings have in common is a resistance to admitting 

Wallace’s endorsement of specific or particularized religious beliefs—as Mullins’ remark 

suggests. Aside from a few outliers, critical reception of Wallace’s religious impulse is more of a 

“secular mysticism” (Bolger 51), a religiosity emptied of actual belief and enacted as ritual for 
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purely pragmatic ends: to counter our own “default setting” and pursue a more humble reality. 

What not one of these critics do – until Christopher Douglas in June of 2018 – is relate Wallace’s 

representation of the religious to the discourse of post-secularism. This is curious to me, 

particularly since much of the discourse of post-secularism is similarly bent on “weakening” the 

religious expressions it dissects. In a recent (2018) article for Christianity and Literature, 

Douglas remarks on the limitations of literary post-secularism as it has so far been conceived, 

arguing that McClure and others tend to read instances of the post-secular as “characterized by a 

kind of diluted religious impulse that disdains doctrinal certainty, power, and 

institutionalization” (549). The danger of McClure’s and Neuman’s readings, Douglas implies, is 

that it led us to believe that in terms of a religious return, “what returned to haunt us after the 

secular was diluted and rarefied, without strong doctrines or the power of the old time religion” 

(550). These critics’ formation of the post-secular, Douglas argues, thus “carried the baggage of 

classic secularization theory” and seemed conveniently packaged “into the more palatable terms 

of multiculturalism” (552). Necessarily, Douglas suggests, such readings obscure religious 

impulses (presumably like Wallace’s) that might indicate a degree of doctrinal certainty, even 

while simultaneously undermining that certainty. Indeed, what Douglas’s intervention does is to 

recognize through the evident strength of Wallace’s religiosity the limits of McClure and others’ 

formulations of the post-secular. This is what leads Douglas to call Wallace’s short story, “Good 

People,” the other post-secularism. It is tempting to try to read Wallace’s work and just fit him 

into the categories McClure, Neuman and others set up; his fictions have some of the elements 

McClure describes, and are comparable to the works Neuman reads as negotiating realities 

“beyond” secularism. But it doesn’t quite work, and that is at least partly because while 

Wallace’s expression is ambiguous and ambivalent, for sure, it is not quite “weak” in the sense 
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McClure and others outline. Wallace’s engagement with religion is not one that simply plays on 

the ontological plurality of some postmodernist/postsecular fictions; they are engaged with 

Christian thought in ways that are inextricably linked to a “strong” or traditional religiosity 

irreconcilable with these formulations of the post-secular.  

It is the patterns of submission and repentance, and Wallace’s depiction of the human 

struggle to overcome pride (represented as both addiction to substance and addiction to one’s 

own thinking as infallible), that expresses a latent Christian framework for conceiving of the 

human experience. Wallace isn’t using language as a transcendent vehicle (Hungerford), or as an 

organizing principle purely for charity (McClure), or as a model for how to believe, regardless of 

content (Vattimo, Caputo). And yet there is a tendency to read the pragmatic, provisional aspects 

of Gately’s faith that shares much in common with McClure and Hungerford’s notions of the 

post-secular, where the former defines the genre as a representation of “weak” religiosity, and 

the latter, a religiously inflected belief in meaninglessness (where literature becomes what is to 

be “believed in”). Michael J. O’Connell thus argues convincingly that the religiosity of 

Wallace’s work is not captured by the characterizations of postsecular fiction crafted by 

McClure, Hungerford, and others. O’Connell writes: “Wallace eschews contentless spiritualism 

in favor of a more concrete, religious sensibility that critiques modernity and is grounded in 

action, ritual, and practice” (O’Connell 269). As O’Connell points out, this is not a company in 

which Wallace is often discussed, and he might not have been fully comfortable in such 

company, since he himself did not formally belong to any Christian denomination” (O’Connell 

267). O’Connell’s characterization of Wallace’s Christian expression as fundamentally 

ambiguous is, to my mind, what makes it “postsecular” in its own right: separate from the clear 

Christianity of other writers and the axiomatic secularism of yet other writers (mostly thought to 
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be Wallace’s closest peers, the literary elite), Wallace’s ambiguous expressions of religious 

thinking posit a new and sometimes confusing and uncomfortable set of questions about how we 

see ourselves and others. O’Connell is interested in tying Wallace’s work to parallels in his real 

life as a Catholic; I’m not interested in relating Wallace’s religious expression on the page to 

questions of his religious beliefs or practices in private. What I am interested in is the way in 

which unlikely characters who are frequently the target of irony and ridicule within the text 

somehow manage to share perspectives on human nature that resound on the page even after 

their views have been overtly or covertly challenged. In this way, the AA member, the young 

evangelical, the wondrous child, the self-reflective youth—become unusually instructive figures 

in the fiction of a writer whose milieu is the self-described intelligentsia of congenital 

skepticism.  

I will argue that the assumptions informing some of the recurring instances of religious 

thinking in Wallace’s work were Christian ones: these are assumptions that see human nature in 

the context of the narrative of the Christian Bible: that human beings are sinners in need of 

saving, and that the philosophical problem for all of us is to overcome our tendency to find 

purpose and identity in things that are (sometimes) good, but are not eternal, and cannot fill the 

hole we feel (what Wallace called “a real dark emptiness”). Furthermore, I will argue that the 

reason that Wallace was able to forward such a radical-seeming agenda is not only because his 

references to religious thinking often go unnoticed, but also because the rhetorical strategies of 

his texts create an ambiguity and ambivalence that amounts to a strategy for Wallace (to “hide” 

from the implications of his content), and for the reader, who is disarmed in the process of 

grappling with questions of religious belief, practice, and being. Strategies of distance, 
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identification, and undermining—achieved through irony—help to create moments for readers to 

imagine alternatives to the religious/secular binary post-secularist thinkers seek to interrogate.  

Clearly, one of the reasons critics have mostly overlooked Wallace’s religious impulse is due 

to his own formal allegiance to the postmodernist camp, and the way in which his own style – 

ironic, disjunctive, inconclusive, heteroglossic, encyclopedic—reflects the philosophical 

aversion to authority/centers/teleology that animates literary postmodernism—at odds with the 

“dangerous self-certainty” of avowedly religious texts. Whatever the particular lens by which 

critics have approached his work, there is almost always the lingering question of how—or 

whether—Wallace has managed to move beyond the problems he saw inherent in 

postmodernism, problems he famously articulated early in his career. There is a curious 

contradiction, it seems, between Wallace’s theorizing about fiction’s job, and his own choices. 

But it’s only a contradiction if we think about irony narrowly, as a literary device.  

Part of the reason that Wallace has been largely overlooked as a writer who is seriously 

interested in exploring the contemporary challenge of religious belief and practice is due to the 

fact that, despite his own frequent articulation of the ways in which skeptical, postmodern culture 

precipitates our “ironic distance from deep convictions and desperate questions” (Wallace, 

“Joseph Franks’ Dostoevsky” 271), his strongest stylistic hallmark is, indeed, irony.  

 

Postmodern formal techniques, traditional ends: Irony as the poetics of Wallace’s post-

secularism  

In many ways, Wallace was at the head of the curve in “diagnosing” his generation with a 

kind of all-pervasive ironic disaffection—one whose proliferation he locates in television and 

advertising. In “E Unibus Pluram: Television and U.S. Fiction,” Wallace argues that television 
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has transformed postmodernism’s trademark irony from an attitude of dissent—and one useful 

for “debunking hypocrisy” and rebelling against the dominant culture—into a mode of 

oppression: an attitude that partakes in “televisual culture” rather than brushing against the mass-

culture grain (Wallace, “E Unibus Pluram” 67). He argues that the dissemination of the “ironic 

mask” – via television, but increasingly also via contemporary fiction, which has become equally 

disdainful of debunked values like depth and integrity – has promoted this apathetic, passive, hip 

irony that mocks naïvete, sentiment, and human emotion.  This argument has since become 

basically an uncontested fact of American life. See, for example, Christy Wampole’s 2012 New 

York Times article, in which she states: “For many Americans born in the 1980s and 1990s […] 

irony is the primary mode with which daily life is dealt. One need only dwell in public space, 

virtual or concrete, to see how pervasive this phenomenon has become. Advertising, politics, 

fashion, television: almost every category of contemporary reality exhibits this will to irony” 

(Wampole). 

And this ironic stance to life changes our relationship to ourselves, too. Noting that the 

average American (whom he has us imagine as “Joe Briefcase”) watches upwards of six hours of 

television on a daily basis, Wallace argues that constant “spectation” and such emphasis on 

viewing will ultimately change the way human beings understand and view themselves and 

others. Joe Briefcases will, he says, “become vastly more spectatorial, self-conscious […] We 

spend enough time watching, pretty soon we start watching ourselves watching” (“E Unibus 

Pluram” 34). This combination of solitude and self-reflexivity inevitably has its consequences, as 

it “becomes [harder] not to feel inadequate to the tasks involved in being a part of the world, thus 

fundamentally apart from it, alienated from it, solipsistic, lonely” (“E Unibus Pluram” 38). 

Wallace argues that TV’s pointing ironically at itself reveals its absorption (or “co-optation,” as 
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he puts it), of postmodern self-reflexivity, making irony a now particularly useless mode of mass 

culture critique. He notes that television’s ability to recruit viewers to “its own queer ontology of 

appearance,” involves training viewers “to view ridicule as both the mode of social intercourse 

and the ultimate art-form,” and conditioning us to regard other people as “judges” of “passé 

expressions of value, emotion or vulnerability” (“E Unibus Pluram”  63). Wallace’s main 

contention is the surprising “degree to which televisual values influence the contemporary mood 

of jaded weltschmerz, self-mocking materialism, blank indifference, and the delusion that 

cynicism and naivete are mutually exclusive” (“E Unibus Pluram” 63, emphasis mine). The 

result: poor Joe Briefcase is really being trained in “how to worry about how he might come 

across, seem to watching eyes,” making his real-life encounters even more intimidating, and 

probably increasing the amount of time he would prefer to remain alone, watching television, 

where he can receive more “lessons in the blank, bored, too-wise expression that Joe must learn 

to wear …” (“E Unibus Pluram” 63). He must learn this since, as Wallace explains, “flatness, 

numbness, and cynicism in one’s demeanor are clear ways to transmit the televisual attitude of 

stand-out-transcendence […] cynicism […] announces that one knows the score, and was last 

naïve about something at maybe like age four” (“E Unibus Pluram” 64). This culminates, for me, 

in Wallace’s claim that,  

All U.S. irony is based on an implicit "I don't really mean what I say." So what does 

irony as a cultural norm mean to say? That it's impossible to mean what you say? That 

maybe it's too bad it's impossible, but wake up and smell the coffee already? Most likely, 

I think, today's irony ends up saying: "How very banal to ask what I mean." Anyone with 

the heretical gall to ask an ironist what he actually stands for ends up looking like a 

hysteric or a prig. And herein lies the oppressiveness of institutionalized irony, the too-
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successful rebel: the ability to interdict the question without attending to its content is 

tyranny. It is the new junta, using the very tool that exposed its enemy to insulate itself. 

(“E Unibus Pluram” 67) 

Following Wallace’s notion of a “culture of irony,” the kind of irony that I am concerned with in 

this dissertation is the all-pervasive kind, the “I don’t really mean what I’m saying” variety that 

is hard to pin down because it is everywhere. This is the ironic culture that characterizes 

Wallace’s fictional worlds, and it’s also the culture in which we, as Wallace’s contemporaries, 

encounter his work. What this means is that irony on Wallace’s pages is traced through tone and 

diction, through content and structure, but also – crucially – through context. Linda Hutcheon 

explains this well in Irony’s Edge, referring to the context in which irony takes place as “the 

scene of irony” (2). She insists that ironic signals only work in/on the ‘right’ discursive 

communities, and so irony “happens” in a “scene”—one that takes place between the 

triangulations and power relations inherent in the communication between the writer (ironist), 

the interpreter (reader), and what is said, unsaid, and what is left open for implication and 

interpretation. Hutcheon explains that these discursive communities cut across “the 

particularities of space, time, class, race, gender, ethnicity, sexual choice, age, religion, 

nationality, profession … the ‘micropolitical groupings’ of society” (92). Necessarily, we all 

belong to many overlapping communities. It is because of this complex community, of course, 

that Hutcheon insists that irony  

will mean different things to different players. From the point of view of the interpreter, 

irony is an interpretive and intentional move: it is the making or inferring of meaning in 

addition to a difference from what is stated, together with an attitude toward both the said 

and the unsaid. The move is usually triggered (and then directed) by conflictual textual or 
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contextual evidence or by markers which are socially agreed upon. However, from the 

point of view of what I too (with reservations) will call the ironist, irony is the intentional 

transmission of both information and evaluative attitude other than what is explicitly 

presented. (Hutcheon, Irony’s Edge 11, bold and italics in original). 

Certainly the size of Infinite Jest, of The Pale King, and the topics of his essays and reviews – 

literary theory, cultural critique, etc. – delimit, in their length, subject matter, complexity, a 

certain academic – or at least educated – readership. Wallace tells McCaffrey himself that he 

pictures his reader to be a youngish, college-educated, middle-to-upper-class person (and 

probably, he pictures an American). Crucially, irony does not create communities – does not 

bring them into being through a knowing “wink” – but rather, (discursive) communities enable 

irony to “happen.”  

One of the assumptions that Wallace seems to make is about the nature of his readers’ 

attitudes toward religious thinking and religious discourse. He said more than once that his 

imagined reader was someone like him, and so his coy one-liners as well as the veneer of ridicule 

for his own characters and their beliefs, together comprise a sneer—and it is a sneer that Wallace 

assumes he shares with his readers. And Wallace, for all of his imagining about his readership, 

must accept that the scene of his irony would have settled on a discursive community more 

complex than that one represented by, to take an example, readers of The New Yorker. I choose 

this publication because it is between the pages of that magazine that many of Wallace’s fictions 

appeared as excerpts, and because I think we can make assumptions about the demographics of 

that periodical. What seems certain is that Wallace, while wearing the cloak of irony as a 

protective garment, writes out of an awareness of the presence of multiple, likely disparate 

audiences or discursive communities: those who, like his own narrative voice, would ironize 
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those characters gullible enough to take up with religious thinking, and those who in Wallace’s 

allusions are able to glimpse the endorsement of a non-secular reality, and who in his language 

and tone recognize an edge to the sneer that does not, in fact, seem directed at them. For me, the 

power relations lie between an audience Wallace assumes to be skeptical, and an alternative 

position that he doesn’t quite inhabit, but to which he repeatedly gestures. As Stanley Fish points 

out, this irony stuff is “risky business” because “there is no guarantee that the interpreter [reader] 

will ‘get’ the irony in the same way as it was intended” (qtd. in Muecke 11). And, as Hutcheon 

also points out, “irony has an evaluative edge and manages to provoke emotional responses in 

those who ‘get’ it and those who don’t, as well as in its targets and in what some people call its 

‘victims’” (Irony’s Edge 2). Unlike the “stable ironies” to which critics like Wayne Booth refer 

(the kind of irony that clearly points to the ‘real’ meaning, which is merely the opposite of what 

is said), most ironic meanings, Hutcheon explains, are much more complex. Ironic meaning is 

not “either/or,” but relational, inclusive and differential: it involves an “oscillating yet 

simultaneous perception of plural and different meanings” (66). A simple “return,” then, would 

be equivalent to that opposite meaning, to which we can clearly refer. But while basic to all irony 

is this disjunction between appearance and reality – between what is said and what is actual, or 

‘meant,’ as Allan Rodway notes, “irony is not merely a matter of seeing “a ‘true’ meaning 

beneath a ‘false,’ but of seeing a double exposure … on one plate” (qdt. in Muecke 45). Or, as 

Muecke explains, irony doesn’t fully take away the literal meaning, which reverberates on the 

page even after irony is detected (Muecke 45). What we have instead is the experience of plural 

possibilities, since in irony “we enjoy once again that curious special feeling of paradox, of the 

ambivalent and the ambiguous, of the impossible made actual, of a double contradictory reality” 

(Muecke 45).  
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Irony, then, is that particularly proficient device for navigating paradox and conveying a 

perceived sense of doubleness, for simultaneously confirming and denying, espousing and 

disavowing. Why do this? Why choose to communicate something in a form that is less clear, 

that leaves more room for interpretation, for misunderstanding of meaning or intent? Why 

intentionally “dissemble” or attempt to trick your reader? Why cloud or obfuscate meaning, 

when you can just inform your readers of your evaluation of your subject? I can think of at least 

one reason why, and Wallace certainly could. Clearly, a crucial function of irony is that of 

enabling distancing; as Linda Hutcheon puts it: “Irony means never having to say you’re sorry,” 

since “[y]ou can always protect yourself and argue (from an intentionalist perspective) that you 

were only being ironic … using or even attributing irony in this way is drawing on its function to 

act as a ‘protective garment’” (Hutcheon 50). And this move is decidedly characteristic of 

Wallace; his tendency to irony was so pervasive that it is nearly impossible to read anything of 

his “straight.” But given some of his thematic interests, and the attitude of the literati he has 

outlined, why in the world would he want to?  

At the end of “E Unibus Pluram,” Wallace, in a familiar move, pits irony and conviction 

against each other, suggesting that irony, in its “irreverence” is antithetical to the sincere 

reverence of irony’s ostensible opposite: principled conviction. He calls for the “next generation 

of fiction writers” to be  “anti-rebels” who “dare somehow to back away from ironic watching, 

who have the childish gall actually to endorse and instantiate single-entendre principles. Who 

treat of plain old untrendy human troubles and emotions in U.S. life with reverence and 

conviction. Who eschew self-consciousness and hip fatigue” (81). In the same review essay of 

Joseph Frank’s volume of Dostoevsky, which I’ve quoted from above, Wallace shares a passage 

from The Idiot about human nature, charity, and personal dignity, Ippolit’s “Necessary 
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Explanation,” and Wallace invites the readers of The Village Voice Literary Supplement to join 

him in a thought experiment. He asks: 

Can you imagine any of our own major novelists allowing a character to say stuff like 

this (not, mind you, just as a hypocritical bombast so that some ironic hero can stick a pin 

in it, but as part of a ten-page monologue by somebody trying to decide whether or not to 

commit suicide)? The reason you can’t is the reason he wouldn’t: such a novelist would 

be, by our lights, pretentious and overwrought and silly. The straight representation of 

such a speech in a Serious Novel today would provoke not outrage or invective, but 

worse—one raised eyebrow and a very cool smile. Maybe, if the novelist was really 

major, a dry bit of mockery in The New Yorker. The novelist would be (and this is our 

own age’s truest version of hell) laughed out of town. (“Joseph Frank’s Dostoevsky” 273) 

What Wallace is pointing to is his cultural milieu is a serious barrier to writing about “what’s 

really important – motive, feeling, belief” (“Joseph Frank’s Dostoevsky” 273). He insists that if 

novelists even tried, like Dostoevsky, to “use serious art to advance ideologies,” then “[p]eople 

would either laugh or be embarrassed for us” (“Joseph Frank’s Dostoevsky” 274). And so he 

asks: “Given this (and it is a given), who is to blame for the unseriousness of our serious fiction? 

The culture, the laughers? But they wouldn’t (could not) laugh if a piece of morally passionate, 

passionately moral fiction was also ingenious and radiantly human fiction. But how to make it 

that? How – for a writer today, even a talented writer – to get up the guts to even try?” (“Joseph 

Frank’s Dostoevsky” 274).  

How, indeed. The question of whether or not irony’s function is primarily to create or 

destroy is an interesting one, as both Wallace and Linda Hutcheon agree. Railing against a 

culture of irony in “E Unibus Pluram,” Wallace argues that the usefulness of irony has been 
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usurped by the dominant culture, and is no longer (maybe was never) “capable of replacing the 

hypocrisies it debunks” (67). But what if irony’s power is its ability to create a brand new space? 

What if, like the many “posts,” the ambiguity and ambivalence of irony is not just a way to 

prohibit the asking of certain questions, but rather, its aesthetic distance a space in which to clear 

some room for their – even if tenuous – contemplation? Hutcheon suggests that “[d]istance can, 

of course, suggest the non-committal, the inferred refusal of engagement and involvement … But 

distancing reserve can also be interpreted as a means to a new perspective from which things can 

be shown and thus seen differently” (49, emphasis mine). It is in this opening up of new 

perspectives, of new ways of seeing and seeing others, that irony becomes not just useful as a 

distancing tool for Wallace, but indeed the poetics of his brand of post-secular expression: it is 

the way in which, in Wallace, “traditional ideas” are married to postmodern techniques like 

ironic metafiction. Indeed, what is unique about Wallace’s religious expression is his use of 

irony, which injects into his texts the simultaneity of perspectives needed to introduce religious 

thinking to readers well-versed in the skepticism of our late-postmodern moment. Thus, while a 

culture of irony – one characterized by posturing and skepticism, by a lack of earnest expression 

and a tendency to masking and duplicity – is problematic for Wallace, the upside is that, as 

Hutcheon explains, “irony’s doubleness can act as a way of counteracting any tendency to 

assume a categorical or rigid position of ‘Truth’ through precisely some acknowledgment of 

provisionality and contingency. Its laconic reticence would then be interpreted as an undogmatic 

alternative to authoritative pronouncements” (Irony’s Edge 51, emphasis mine).  

The post-secularity of Wallace’s texts is thus bound up in both the alternatives to secular 

reality that they represent, and in their formal commitment to an ironic mode that presents these 

alternatives in a way that conveys the ambivalence of their author while also creating a 
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constructive space in which to interrogate secular constructions of the real by offering up 

traditional, religious frameworks for conceiving of what it means to be a human being. Critics 

have been mostly blind to the “strong” religious thinking in Wallace’s work not only because we 

are by and large ill-equipped to recognize such thinking—and have been aided in such blindness 

by the post-secular critics Douglas points to—but also because Wallace hedges his strong 

religiosity, not by clearly delinking it from absolutist sources, but by using the distancing effect 

of irony as a way of refusing to represent such thinking in fundamental terms. As Lillian Furst 

similarly points out, the ironist “does not set himself up in the authoritative pre-eminence of the 

judge. He does not have the absolute certainty to do that; his attitude is always ambivalent 

because he does not see the world in the stark coloring typical of the satirist’s vision; instead he 

tends to admit the good and the bad in every alternative” (Furst 9). It is due to this ambivalence, 

this middle position, Furst concludes that irony is “an inquiring mode that exploits discrepancies, 

challenges assumptions and reflects equivocations, but that does not presume to hold out 

answers” (9). On the contrary, the ironist’s “philosophical vision is of contingencies, 

incongruities and relativities; and the linguistic medium consonant with that vision is ambiguity. 

Ambiguity is the very crux of irony” (Furst 12). The ironic and otherwise veiled strategies 

Wallace employs to discuss what are, to my mind, clearly traditionally religious ideas, not only 

cast doubt on his strict adherence to the authority of these ideas, but also suggest to us that we 

are not to take him as an authority. Indeed, the structures and strategies of his fiction serve to 

undermine textual authority, a tendency that critics like Jane Flax and others have identified as a 

hallmark of the postmodernist, whose skepticism for authority reaches beyond the text to include 

all traditional forms of authority including, of course, religious forms. Thus, Wallace’s content, 

while often seeming to reveal an interest in traditional religious concepts (concepts which are 
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presumably at odds with the philosophical ideas that animate the formal techniques of his 

fiction), does not set up the text or the author as a teacher or preacher of these ideas—that is, 

neither Wallace nor his works are presented as an authority on the religious frameworks they 

sometimes seem to be drawing on. The ambiguity and ambivalence that these texts express—

primarily through irony—instead produce a constructive tension, a critical space, in which 

Wallace’s readers might encounter what I suspect constitutes an example of  “post-secular” 

expression in contemporary fiction. Wallace's occasional representation of these religious 

concepts is distinct from the straight endorsement of such religious propositions found in texts 

which provide a strong apologia and are are not also marked by a persistent tendency to 

undermine their own authority. They're also different from contemporary fictions which engage 

religious ideas solely for the purpose of ironizing them.  

Seen this way, irony in Wallace’s work would seem to cultivate precisely the space 

Graham Huggan describes when explaining that post-secular positions are, “radically 

antifundamentalist ... articulat[ing] the avoidance of both the extremes of dogmatic religion and 

the equally dangerous hyper-rationalist convictions of the so-called secular mind” (754). Gregor 

McLennan perhaps gets to the heart of the “post” in post-secular when he points out that “lying 

between … unbelieving and belief … is a wide spectrum of post-secular stances and spaces 

where the ‘post’ signals a reflexive re-thinking of religion and science, faith and reason, morality 

and politics, rather than a religious revival in thought” (“Uplifting Belief” 629). This is surely the 

reflexive space Wallace creates in his fiction, a space brought about by the constructive tension 

of simultaneously espousing and disavowing religious conceptions of humanity and reality, 

ambivalently inviting his readers to pause and consider the sources of the “dark emptiness” 

Wallace saw and felt. I follow Huggan and McLennan’s sense, and read the ambivalence brought 
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about by Wallace’s irony as creating precisely the liminality that also helps to define the work I 

will explore below as instances of post-secular interventions. 

In what follows, I look at what informs Wallace’s sense of human reality, of the human 

desire to be good, to love and be loved, and I consider how irony works simultaneously to 

undercut and endorse the ideas he is exploring. Throughout, I trace the persistent theme of ego 

(pride) and self-worship, and of characters’ attempts – and refusals – to seek life, act on belief, 

find meaning, and connect with others, concluding that what is “alive and human” despite the 

times’ darkness is, as Wallace sees it, the fundamentally human drama of recognizing the need 

for liberating constraint: this need to truly relinquish the self through the Christian experiences 

and practices of humility, repentance, and agape. What it finally means to Wallace to be a 

“human being” is to try to navigate the complex paradox of overcoming this kind of self-

centered pride, while recognizing that (necessarily) we cannot do it alone, because we 

fundamentally cannot save ourselves.  

I work through many corners of his oeuvre: through parts of two novels (Infinite Jest and the 

posthumous The Pale King), through a handful of stories from one short story collection (Brief 

Interviews with Hideous Men), and I draw on a variety of non-fictional pieces, some collected in 

his two volumes of essays, A Supposedly Fun Think I’ll Never Do Again and Consider the 

Lobster. I do so “idiosyncratically, with no pretension toward the exhaustive” (Nelson 13). 

Wallace’s comments on his earlier work (Broom of the System and Girl with Curious Hair) 

suggest that his preoccupation in these texts is with the notion of the self as a linguistic construct, 

owing to his obsession with Wittgenstein. My cursory reading of those texts leads me to agree 

with this, seeing that Wallace is still in the throes of postmodernism’s wrestling with self-

reflexivity—whereas from Jest on, it seems to me that his sense of postmodernism’s end has 
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taken root. While the preoccupation with language and being clearly makes its way into 

Wallace’s other (later) work, I am, for the purposes of this project, interested in how some of his 

later work reveals an occasional interest in negotiating human nature in the context of traditional 

religious frameworks. And Wallace’s realization of the limits of postmodernist thought is part of 

the context in which he begins to express these ideas clearly. 

I thus attend to work from Infinite Jest on, though not in order of publication: I begin with 

Wallace’s last fiction, looking at a section of The Pale King and an uncollected short story 

published not long before Wallace’s death; I then examine his famous (and famously lengthy) 

novel, Infinite Jest, before closing with a look at a selection of stories from Brief Interviews with 

Hideous Men, and another passage from The Pale King. Rather than chronological, then, my 

organizing logic is based on theme, even as a preoccupation with irony unites all of these 

analyses. Mary K. Holland offers some nice context for the turning point that Infinite Jest might 

be said to represent in Wallace’s career; she writes: “one important and common way to read Jest 

is as a pivotal text in Wallace’s oeuvre, in which he turned away from the madcap Pynchonian 

and estranging Barthian postmodernism that shaped his first two works […] and developed new 

methods for writing fiction that turned postmodernism’s primary dangers—irony, image, 

language, and self-reflexivity—into tools for generating empathy and sincerity” (Holland [2018] 

127).  

Chapter One looks at what I am calling postmodernism’s post-secular children, who exhibit a 

desire for authority, a willingness to accept limit, and a wonder toward mystery that together, I 

argue, pose a challenge to secular postmodernity. Looking at a passage from The Pale King 

(2011) alongside an uncollected short story titled “All That” (2007), I argue that these both 

constitute instances of post-secular intervention in accepted norms about postmodern reality, and 
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their spiritual gesturing makes them akin to those post-secular fictions identified by McClure 

and others. 

Chapter Two examines Infinite Jest (1996) primarily for its use of the AA program, which 

becomes a vehicle for the exploration of the Christian notions of pride and repentance. Here, 

Wallace’s expression is one of engagement with religious thinking (that is, thinking about human 

nature in the terms Christianity shapes in its narrative, and through its stated beliefs), rather than 

merely spiritual. I consider this to be an instance of post-secular expression in that Wallace’s 

representation of these ideas is in a way that manages to simultaneously undermine and endorse 

them, thus helping him to maintain a constructive middle space of ambiguity and ambivalence 

that arises from his use of ironic strategies.  

Chapter Three considers the way in which the difference between “seeming” rather than 

“being” – that gap that irony exploits—is elevated to a moral problem in Wallace’s work.  I 

argue that it is in the crossfires of motive, intention, and the human desire for both power and 

praise that the human drama, as Wallace sees it in these stories, really plays out. In this chapter, 

the, I read a selection of stories from Brief Interviews with Hideous Men (1999), as well as an 

excerpt that I am considering as a stand-alone story, from the posthumous novel, The Pale King 

(2011), and consider, in two longer readings, these instances of religious thinking as distinctly 

post-secular in the way they hedge the expression of religious thought.  

Throughout all three body chapters, I trace Wallace’s notion of what constitutes “real 

freedom” as these ideas are shared in different ways in these stories, but all pointing to a final 

definition of freedom that rests on a paradox of liberated constraint. What my reading of 

Wallace’s work reveals is his frequent recourse to traditional avenues in his quest to define what 

it means to be “human,” and what it means to live well.  His occasional use of Christianity’s 
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stories in thinking about human purpose and happiness reveals an ambivalent desire for the 

return of the recently unpopular “grand narrative,” as Wallace’s work demonstrates some of the 

ways in which, as with other ‘post-secular’ fictions, postmodernism has begun to reconceive its 

relationship to religion.  

Finally: a note on how I am reading some of the texts in this dissertation. Before David 

Foster Wallace committed suicide in September of 2008, he neatly stacked some of the 

manuscripts he’d been working on, and left them on his desk, suggesting to his wife and to his 

longtime editor Michael Pietsch that he meant for the work to be somehow collected and 

published. But this book, which was subsequently published as The Pale King, was not finished. 

This was not a stack of orderly, coherent, finished chapters—but then it’s arguable whether any 

of Wallace’s work abides by all of these criteria. What is known is that some chapters were more 

polished than others, there are some repeated characters, some sense of a timeline, and, as with 

much of Wallace’s fiction, some unity in theme. In Chapter Two, I will look at a long passage 

from this posthumous novel, and rather than provide a reading of that passage as it relates to the 

unfinished novel as a whole, I will engage with the story as a stand-alone, as it relates to other 

concerns I see Wallace exploring elsewhere. I will read this passage from The Pale King 

alongside another story, titled “All That,” which was published in The New Yorker in 2007, and 

has never since been collected in a volume. Elsewhere in this project (in Chapter Four), I will 

read another of The Pale King’s passages, treating that passage, too, as a stand-alone. I’m 

treating them separately for a few reasons. Because this “novel” was not completed by Wallace 

in his time, I’m wary of reading across these fragments as though they speak to each other in an 

intentional and meaningful way (though many critics have been happy to do so, and that is fine). 

I haven’t dealt with the gargantuan Jest with the kind of comprehensiveness of a critic like Greg 
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Carlisle, but I have shown how the various characters and threads come together to communicate 

the central problems of that novel.  

The assertions I have made above raise the more overarching questions this dissertation seeks 

to answer: How is Wallace’s work part of an emergent “age of spirit” in which we are 

increasingly rediscovering the “spiritual within the secular”? How might the formal qualities of 

his work be crucial to the way we perceive or receive this revelation? Taken together, I hope this 

project will present Wallace’s work as representative of a way of thinking about the expression 

of religious thought and belief in serious fiction after postmodernism. For this is what the post-

secular looks like in Wallace’s hands: it reflects a persistent longing for those traditional 

metanarratives that have previously helped to shape the reality of what it means to be human, 

while carrying, in its fidelity to irony, the skepticism and hesitancy toward earnest expression 

and staunch authority that other postmodernists rehearse. What is unusual, what is post-secular, 

about Wallace’s periodic recourse to traditionally Christian ideas, is the way we catch glimpses 

of it: far from didactic or preachy, Wallace’s fictions are microcosms of the culture of irony in 

which they were created, and they prove unable to resist the pull to irony that Wallace 

(apparently) so lamented. And yet, in spite of that irony—and rather, because of it—what we 

have is a religious expression whose ironic frames both help Wallace to withstand the criticism 

of an intellectual elite barely equipped to recognize the references and resonances I’ve traced 

here, and an aesthetics of post-secularity: provisional and liminal, espousing and disavowing, 

irony proves a useful mode of inquiry into questions that Wallace was eager to ask, but hesitant 

to answer. Rather than chalking up Wallace’s tendency to irony as a hallmark of his work’s place 

in the legacy of postmodernist writing, I want to consider Wallace’s use of irony as part of the 
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way he pushes past the “dead ends” of the legacy to which he’s attached—into the spaces 

postmodernist thought had previously abandoned.   
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Chapter One.  

Postmodernism’s post-secular children: the limits of authority  

 

“Some day you will be old enough to start reading fairy tales again.” 

- C.S. Lewis’ dedication to his goddaughter, Lucy Barfield, underlined in Wallace’s copy 

of Lewis’ The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe  

 

Authority and Limits  

In one of his famous articulations of the end of postmodernism, David Foster Wallace 

describes the landscape of contemporary American fiction as the detritus of a party, the 

aftermath of which the revelers are still cleaning up:  

[Y]ou’re in high school and your parents go on a trip, and you throw a party. You get all 

your friends over and throw this wild disgusting fabulous party. For a while it’s great, 

free and freeing, parental authority gone and overthrown, a cat’s-away-let’s-play 

Dionysian revel. But then time passes and the party gets louder and louder, and you run 

out of drugs, and nobody’s got any money for more drugs, and things get broken and 

spilled, and there’s a cigarette burn on the couch, and you’re the host and it’s your house 

too, and you gradually start wishing your parents would come back and restore some 

fucking order in your house. It’s not a perfect analogy, but the sense I get of my 

generation of writers and intellectuals or whatever is that it’s 3:00 A.M. and the couch 

has several burn-holes and somebody’s thrown up in the umbrella stand and we’re 

wishing the revel would end … We’re kind of wishing some parents would come back. 

And of course we’re uneasy about the fact that we wish they’d come back—I mean, 
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what’s wrong with us? Are we total pussies? Is there something about authority and 

limits we actually need? And then the uneasiest feeling of all, as we start gradually to 

realize that parents in fact aren’t ever coming back—which means we’re going to have to 

be the parents. (McCaffrey 52) 

Wallace’s question: “is there something about authority and limits we actually need?” is an 

interesting one from a writer whose postmodern commitments are so evident in his style. But his 

question also gets to the heart of what I want to explore. In this chapter in particular I look at two 

texts that provide us with an example of a post-secular vision of the return of authority and 

limits, texts that express a desire for restoration, and for sources of being that postmodernism had 

dismantled. These visions are post-secular in the way that McClure and others describe, though I 

do not think that this is always the case for Wallace’s post-secular interventions, as the rest of 

this dissertation will go on to explore.  

Rightly, Mary K. Holland reads this as a commentary on postmodernist self-reflexivity, a 

situation that demands of the “contemporary writer […] a kind of parenting, a cleaning up of the 

mess inherited from the writer’s raucous predecessors that implies a need for the authority and 

responsibility of which postmodernism in general is happy to have rid itself” (“Art’s Heart’s 

Purpose” 219). Initially, I had also read Wallace’s call for a reinstantiation of “rules” and 

“authority” as solely a statement about postmodern fiction run formally, self-reflexively amok. 

Indeed, I read not only this parable but also Wallace’s use of Alcoholics Anonymous in Infinite 

Jest as a kind of metaphor for recovery not from an inherently human condition, but from that of 

the postmodern (we’ll turn to Jest in the next chapter). But the more time I spent considering 

Wallace’s search for human characters in contemporary fiction, and the more closely I looked at 

some of the assumptions and ideas animating his characters’ struggles, the more I perceived an 
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argument for our consideration of religious thinking not as metaphor but as actual return: as an 

interesting and persistent challenge to a specifically secular postmodernity. In other words, it 

turns out that Wallace is not only concerned with postmodernist aesthetics, but also (as his 

review of Dostoevsky indicates) with what he perceives as the thematic poverty of contemporary 

American literature.  

The question is then at least partly whether or not – and how – particular kinds of authority 

might be reintegrated into serious contemporary fiction, not to mention what it means to be 

suddenly deferent about, and desirous of – rather than oppositional to, and avoiding of – the very 

authorities that modernism sought to overthrow and erase. As Maggie Nelson has observed, 

“Modernity itself could in some sense be defined as that which privileges disassociation from—

even the violent destruction of—that which has come before, rather than that which secures its 

reverent continuation (in which case murder, particularly of a parent, is a fitting trope)” (Nelson, 

The Art of Cruelty, 170). Nelson’s remarks are interesting because of the position in which we 

find Wallace in relation to both modernity and postmodernity. If modernity is, as Nelson 

describes, representative of this (violent) break or rupture with the past, and the privileging of the 

new, then postmodernity has been, in some ways, a continuation of the work of the Moderns: a 

continuation of the experimentation in art and fiction that is associated in both visual art and 

poetry with the “liberation of the line”; in fiction in particular, the privileging of a subjective 

perspective over an objective narration has found new levels in metafiction, and modernism’s 

rejection of religion becomes taken for granted in a postmodern world whose papering over of 

the past has made reality effortlessly secular. But if Modernism rejected its past – killed its 

father(s), as it were – then Wallace’s is less a patricidal project than it is an attempt at 

resurrection through a renewed deference rather than the continued rebellion that has so typified 
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the movement. Though Wallace’s analogy here is aimed at describing the lack of formal restraint 

– the lack of rules – left in the wake of postmodernist fiction, his seeming desire for a parental 

figure (“authority”) has wider applications in his work, where father figures abound as either 

beacons for or incarnations of pre-postmodern integrity, or, in some cases, the culpable party that 

is to account for these characters’ newly orphaned state of chaos and disarray.  

 In the first of the readings that follow, I will look at a section of The Pale King dedicated 

to the story of Chris Fogle. Fogle’s progression from childhood to adulthood means, for him, the 

re-erecting of the structures of authority that the story’s two father figures, embodiments of that 

against which postmodernism had rebelled, so clearly represent.  In the second reading, I will 

look at a short story published in The New Yorker as “All That,” and never since collected. That 

story offers the first-hand account of the adult narrator’s childhood remembrance of his 

“religious feeling.” A child of atheists, the narrator’s childhood love of mystery & magic, 

coupled with the joy of his mother and father’s love, create instances of an almost ecstatic vision. 

Like Fogle’s tale, this story expresses a desire for that which has been bracketed off, that which 

has been relegated to the bin of “childish things.” Indeed, part of what Fogle is looking for is the 

recourse to traditional avenues for meaning that have been precluded by the effortless secularism 

of postmodernism: for what is religion if not one of the foundational metanarratives 

postmodernism had “put away”? For Fogle’s part, he recognizes that the truly childish thing is 

the nihilistic existence of which he has so far been the centre. And like Fogle’s story, which sees 

the childishness in its postmodern narrator’s rebellion, and suggests that it be the thing put away, 

“All That” offers up an alternative to childish naivete that considers the power of wonder as a 

model for post-secular being.  
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Childhood’s end 

Chris Fogle’s first-person narrative—a long, stand-alone section of Wallace’s unfinished 

novel, The Pale King—comprises a solid one hundred-page monologue, and consists of the 

retrospective story of one current IRS agent’s decision to commit himself to a life of Service. 

Fogle’s years before the service reflect the complete disarray found in the absence of rules and 

limitations that Wallace describes in the party scenario above and that provides a kind of parable 

of the ends of postmodernism. In fact, this story feels in many ways like a continuation of that 

analogy. This is the story of a man whose parents are not coming back (Fogle’s mother has taken 

up with a new woman, and has for all intents and purposes given up her role as an authority 

figure; Fogle’s father is killed in an accident around the time of the narrator’s change in life 

direction); the story of a man who has to find and decide on the rules that will help him to create 

the order and meaning currently missing from his life. It is, as Fogle tells us, a story about the 

year he “’found [himself’ or ‘put away childish things’” (Pale King 172).  

Fogle is representative of a broader culture of irony and propensity to ironic living 

typified by many of Wallace’s characters, and theorized by critics like the New York Times’ 

Christy Wampole, who notes that “for many Americans born in the 1980s and 1990s — 

members of Generation Y, or Millennials — particularly middle-class Caucasians, irony is the 

primary mode with which daily life is dealt” (Wampole). Wampole explains that, “as a function 

of fear and pre-emptive shame, ironic living bespeaks cultural numbness, resignation and 

defeat,” as life becomes “merely a clutter of kitsch objects, an endless series of sarcastic jokes 

and pop references, a competition to see who can care the least (or, at minimum, a performance 

of such a competition)” (Wampole). Critics are now accustomed to encountering this kind of 

ironic living in Wallace’s worlds, and that Fogle is merely an example of this—representative of 
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a condition rather than unique in his ironic worldview—is conveyed through the frequent 

emphasis on his averageness: “I didn’t party any more or less than everyone else I knew did – in 

fact, very precisely neither more nor less. Everyone I knew and hung out with was a wastoid, and 

we knew it. It was hip to be ashamed of it, in a strange way. A weird kind of narcissistic despair. 

Or just to feel directionless and lost – we romanticized it” (Pale King 164).  This “wastoid” 

quality is characterized by Fogle’s refusal to take anything seriously, and really, by his inability 

to pay attention to anything. In opposition to the imperative to be present that Wallace shares 

elsewhere, Fogle admits that “for myself, I had trouble just paying attention, and the things I can 

remember now seem mostly pointless” (Pale King 157). Even his pursuit of higher education 

falls into this category; he recalls: “I took a lot of psychology and political science, literature. 

Classes where everything was fuzzy and abstract and open to interpretation and then those 

interpretations were open to still more interpretations […] The whole thing was just going 

through the motions” (155). He shares: “I think the truth is that I was the worst kind of nihilist – 

the kind who isn’t even aware he’s a nihilist” (Pale King 154). This remark, coupled with his 

sense of despair and directionlessness, reflects the culture of irony in which he is embedded.  

Given that The Pale King is set in the 1980s, we might connect Fogle’s context to the 

postmodern environment not only to the environment Wallace reflects on in the mid-90s, but 

also in terms of the history of the moment Allard Den Dulk provides. Dulk shows how the 

skeptical, solipsistic tendencies in early postmodernist fiction eventually seeped into the culture 

more broadly. In the 1960s and ’70s, this was an academic affair, but by the ’80s and ’90s, it was 

a cultural phenomenon. Dulk explains: “As truths are increasingly said to be ‘provisional’ and 

values to be ‘relative,’ the frameworks that Western individuals formerly used to navigate reality 

become uncertain and do not provide direction any longer for a future that comes to look 
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increasingly hopeless” (“American Literature” 229). As Marshall Boswell points out, much of 

the initial reception of The Pale King focused on the novel’s depiction of and exploration of 

various forms of boredom—which seems to capture some of the malaise resulting from the 

contexts Dulk describes. Ralph Clare reads against the grain of boredom-as-real-and-timeless-

existential-crisis in the novel, arguing instead that the creation of a “culture of ennui” is to be 

understood in the specific context of “late capitalist American life” (188), and is a deliberate 

construction aimed at fuelling the neo-liberal machine: “It is precisely this boredom as cultural 

‘malaise’ that leaves people desperate for stimulation in the form of ever-newer products and 

images, and makes them more susceptible to going along with the cash flow, so to speak” (“The 

Politics of Boredom and the Boredom of Politics” 198). For Clare, then, “transcending boredom” 

is a matter of resisting the distractions of consumerism at the risk of neglecting one’s 

responsibility to be a vigilant and active citizen (204).  

This cultural malaise is precisely what we find Fogle reacting to. When Fogle’s father 

returns home from a business trip early to find Chris and his friends in the Fogle family room, 

filled with marijuana smoke, empty beer cans, and fast food containers, their “dirty feet up on his 

special coffee table” (Pale King 169), the incident prompts Fogle to start thinking about his need 

to “‘put away childish things,’ and beg[i]n the process of developing some initiative and 

direction in [his] life” (Pale King 172). Fogle describes his new direction as so profound that it 

amounts to a rebirth, a reawakening; he says, “[i]t’s like I was dead or asleep without even being 

aware of it” (Pale King 158). Before dedicating his life to the Service (IRS), the only kind of 

self-awareness Fogle purports to have undergone was while “Obetrolling” – taking the 

prescription drug, Obetrol, which Fogle claims heightened his awareness of his surroundings “in 

a precise, attentive way” (Pale King 182). Fogle explains that these moments helped him become 
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consciously aware of what he was doing, thinking; he explains, “most people are always feeling 

something or adopting some attitude or choosing to pay attention to one thing or one part of 

something without even knowing we’re doing it. We do it automatically [‘default,’ ‘congenital’], 

like a heartbeat” (Pale King 183). But substance here proves only to bring its user further inside 

himself, as the drugs bring on a state of “attention without choice;” that is, a heightened sense of 

awareness, but without the ability to notice what really matters. But it is rather like a 

proliferation of choice in the absence of the tools for discernment. The experience of endless 

choice does not come with any clues for deciding what to choose—an element that we’ll come to 

know is necessary for real choice, real freedom in Wallace’s framework. And so what this 

“Obetrolling” offers is a kind of false freedom, one that we will see elsewhere, frequently, in 

Wallace’s work. Fogle recognizes, even as he’s looking for something he can’t find with the 

Obetrol, that there’s more than the momentary pleasure of taking drugs, of giving in to his own 

will. He reflects on this sense that there is something else, something more “real” than the life he 

is living; he says that “deep down I knew […] there were depths to me that were not bullshit or 

childish but profound, and were not abstract but actually much realer than my clothes or self-

image, and that blazed in an almost sacred way – I’m being serious (Pale King 187). This 

assertion – “I’m being serious” – functions both to draw attention to the listener/reader of 

Fogle’s account (and so draw attention to the scene of writing or speaking), and to remind us that 

not everything that is said should be taken at face value as serious. Indeed, given Wallace’s 

misgivings about using straight representation to convey ideas about motive, feeling, and belief, 

this declaration is as indicative of the veracity of Fogle’s claim as it is undermining.  

Crucially, Fogle characterizes the kind of “freedom” that doing drugs brings as a truly 

limited one—which runs counter to the culture that recommends this kind of indulgence (one can 
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be seen in Infinite Jest, and in Wallace’s non-fiction as well). He similarly remarks on this kind 

of “limited” freedom in the context of being single; Fogle says of his father’s post-divorce 

freedom: “[a]fter the divorce, in some way [his father] probably felt free, which of course has its 

good sides – he could come and go as he pleased … But freedom of this kind is also very close, 

on the psychological continuum, to loneliness. The only people you’re ultimately ‘free’ with in 

this way are strangers” (Pale King 192-3). As in Wallace’s analogy about the house party, this 

kind of liberation from responsibility, while “free and freeing,” eventually grows old, becomes 

its own kind of trap. As Fogle explains it, “I knew, sitting there, that I might be a real nihilist, 

that it wasn’t always just a hip pose. That I drifted and quit because nothing meant anything, no 

one choice was really better. That I was, in a way, too free, or that this kind of freedom wasn’t 

actually real – I was free to choose ‘whatever’ because it didn’t really matter. But that this, too, 

was because of something I chose – I had somehow chosen to have nothing matter” (Pale King 

223). Fogle says that it dawns on him that “I didn’t stand for anything. If I wanted to matter – 

even just to myself – I would have to be less free, by deciding to choose in some kind of definite 

way … whatever a potentially ‘lost soul’ was, I was one – and it wasn’t cool or funny” (Pale 

King 224). 

Fogle thus characterizes the freedom he describes as one that is only found through 

constraint. Unlike the “free and freeing” sensation Wallace describes in his house party analogy, 

this kind of freedom will require a commitment that will give direction to that freedom, make it 

that much more profound for having a purpose, and en point. Fogle later remarks: “I think my 

father would have agreed with Mr. Glendenning’s statement that ‘Real freedom is freedom to 

obey the law’” (Pale King 192-3). This notion of freedom really being something we find in 

constraint—in our obedience to and submission under—is an idea that Wallace has continually 
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revisited. In a speech he gave at Kenyon College in 2005, Wallace offered a distinction between 

different kinds of freedom; between the kind of freedom that brings practical solipsism and 

despair (this comes from choosing the wrong things to worship),” and the alternative, which: 

“involves attention, and awareness, and discipline, and effort, and being able truly to care about 

other people and to sacrifice for them, over and over, in myriad petty little unsexy ways, every 

day. That,” Wallace asserts, “is real freedom” (This is Water 120-121). 

 

Childish things? 

Crucial to my reading of the passage above is the emphasis Fogle puts on his state of 

development. He insists, repeatedly, that he was, before he made a commitment to change the 

way he lived, for all intents and purposes, a child. Fogle recounts: “What I really was was naïve 

… I was a child, really” (Pale King 165); and he later repeats that he felt “just childish, like a 

spoiled little selfish child” (Pale King 171). This is in distinction to the figure of his father, who 

isn’t just technically an adult, but bears the characteristics of responsibility sharply contrasted 

with Fogle’s own “childishness.” Jon Baskin notes that Wallace’s work demonstrates an 

emphasis both in content and imagery on the adolescent, and this compels him to conclude that 

“A task worthy of Wallace criticism might then be to show, or to demonstrate how Wallace 

shows, adolescence to be not only a philosophical problem, but to be our philosophical problem” 

(154), arguing that “the pervasiveness of self-help, not to mention books of affirmation, yoga, 

evangelical preaching and television makeover shows, might be seen as evidence not of the 

insignificance or shallowness of the problem of adolescence, but of its depth and urgency” (155).  

He notes that the problem with “most self-proclaimed self-help”—a problem that I think is 

shared with the books of affirmation and the evangelical texts Baskin also lists—is “not that it is 
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so often unhelpful (what would be the harm in that?), but that it can so easily become 

programmatic, even dangerous in its self-certainty” (155-6).  

Dangerous in self-certainty this affirmative tale is not; unlike other conversion stories that 

might traditionally offer up a testimony for the purposes of expressing an indisputable truth, and 

a reality to which the reader is strongly encouraged to subscribe, Fogle’s tale is almost casual in 

how lightly he holds the truth of what he comes to see as the worthwhile direction for his life. He 

opens his narrative by saying: “I’m not sure I even know what to say” (154). And yet while his 

story is not rhetorical in this way, in its desire to persuade its audience, it is not unthinking, 

either. Despite Fogle’s linguistic marks of confusion and misremembering, chronology and 

causation, he is clear about the single moment he was himself persuaded to abandon his self-

indulgent “wastoid” and take up the role of being in service to others.  

For him, this is the defining moment of his entry into adulthood, this decision to emulate 

his father, and The Father. Fogle admits that previously (pre-moment of choice) he’d only ever 

held contempt for what he perceived as his father’s unthinking conformity, but he eventually 

comes to see his father’s hard-working existence as a form of self-forgetfulness, self-sacrifice: 

“he was very smart and somewhat unfulfilled, like many of his generation. He worked hard 

because he had to, and his own dreams were put on the back burner” (Pale King 167-8). Mr. 

Fogle is described as forward-leaning, other-directed, “not slumped but more like slightly bent 

forward at the waist, at a slight angle, which added to the sense of tension or always walking into 

some kind of wind” (Pale King 175). Fogle remarks that “it’s the posture of someone whose 

daily work means sitting very still at a desk and working on something in a concentrated way for 

years on end” (Pale King 175). Mr. Fogle thus provides a model of behavior that is the 

counterpoint to the nihilism and solipsism—the “wastoid” existence—of his son.  
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By the time we come to Fogle’s own conversion moment we are both primed (as Fogle 

himself says he was “primed”) to expect such a moment, but also more amenable to Fogle’s 

experience, since he has already indicated his skepticism through his story of the young woman’s 

experience. In this way, Fogle’s story serves both as a way for Wallace to establish his contempt 

for the too-easy testimony that is characteristic of the evangelical type for which she stands, and 

as a foil for Fogle and his own atypical conversion story. This woman, Fogle tells us, is a “self-

professed Christian […] Christian in this case meaning evangelical … The fact that members of 

this evangelical branch of Protestantism refer to themselves as just ‘Christians,’ as though there 

were only one real kind, is usually enough to characterize them, at least as far as I was 

concerned” (Pale King 210). Fogle’s descriptions of the young woman and her boyfriend here 

play into stereotypical, easily ironized types: the young Campus Crusaders. The man “had 

numerous pairs of chinos and blue blazers and Topsiders, and smile that looked as though 

someone had plugged him in” (Pale King 210). He admits that “In hindsight, it seems obvious 

that I actually liked despising the Christian because I could pretend that the evangelicals’ 

smugness and self-righteousness were the only real antithesis or alternative to the cynical, 

nihilistically wastoid attitude I was starting to cultivate in myself. As if there was nothing 

between these two extremes—which, ironically, was exactly what the evangelical Christian also 

believed. Meaning I was more like the Christian than either of us would ever be willing to admit” 

(Pale King 211). Fogle’s remark effectively puts these questions on the table: what would be in 

the middle of these two extremes? What might that look like? How would one be?  

John McClure argues that expressions of post-secularity are characterized by articulations 

that may traditionally have seemed religious, but which are now dramatically weakened or 

delinked from authoritative and absolutist sources, so that characters “must learn to reconcile 
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important secular and religious intuitions” (Partial Faiths 6). Matthew Mullins, arguing in 

support of readings of Wallace’s spirituality which characterize it as a preoccupation with “belief 

for belief’s sake,” contends that this is a “partial faith” of the McLurean kind: “Although Fogle is 

converted from his wastoid nihilism to a life of motivation, hard work, and gainful employment, 

there is no need for him to embrace any particular religious orthodoxy. The conversion is 

enough” (Mullins 195). I agree that this particular story offers up an expression of post-secular 

being that is close to McClure’s formulation: shorn of actual dogma, the story nevertheless flirts 

with traditional sources of meaning (the Jesuit priest’s sermon/lecture) and recognizably 

religious narrative structures (e.g. the testimonial-conversion story), and yet it does not rely in 

the way that other Wallace texts do (as I’ll show in this project’s other chapters), on the 

foundational beliefs of a recognizable religion or faith. Thus, the answers to the questions are the 

model of service that Fogle embodies: this is a humility, a commitment to others and to 

community, that provides meaning and purpose. This is a commitment to something other than 

himself. He comes to embody the liminal space between the “evangelicals’ smugness and self-

righteousness” and his own “cynical, nihilistically wastoid attitude.”  

Exhibiting some of the same ironic tendencies as the other characters in Wallace’s canon, 

Fogle mocks the language of this woman’s belief, remarking that “the girlfriend was seeing fit to 

tell me the story of how she was ‘saved’ or ‘born again’ and became a Christian” (Pale King 

211), a story Fogle was clearly in no frame of mind to want to hear, and one whose parallels with 

his own, later, conversion moment Fogle would only retrospectively recognize: “she said she 

was feeling totally desolate and lost and nearly at the end of her rope, sort of wandering 

aimlessly in the psychological desert of our younger generation’s decadence and materialism” 

(Pale King 211). And consider the irony of his next observation, given his descriptions of his 
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own state of being at the time of his dedication to the Service: “Fervent Christians are always 

remembering themselves as – and thus, by extension, judging everyone else outside their sect to 

be – lost and hopeless and just barely clinging to any kind of interior sense of value or reason to 

even go on living, before they were ‘saved’” (Pale King 211). The story the girlfriend goes on to 

tell has certain similarities, Fogle admits, with his own later experience of inexplicable 

coincidence and galvanization, and she explains that she  

happened, on this one day … [to turn] suddenly into the parking lot of what turned out to 

be an evangelical Christian church, which by coincidence happened to be right in the 

middle of holding an evangelical service, and—for what she claimed was no discernible 

reason or motive she could have named – she wandered aimlessly in and sat down in the 

rear of the church … the girlfriend testified as to how she had been stunned and deeply 

moved, and said she had instantly felt a huge, dramatic spiritual change deep inside of her 

in which she said she felt completely reassured and unconditionally known and loved, 

and as though now suddenly her life had meaning and direction to it after all, and so on 

and so forth. (Pale King 212) 

What we have from this woman is a clear conversion story, an example of bearing witness (to the 

miraculous circumstances, here, to her instantly possessing this level of certainty and 

conviction). Wallace has a tendency to privilege the male perspective in his stories, often 

bracketing off the thoughts of his female characters when the stakes are especially high (religious 

conversion, and as we’ll see later, the experience of sexual violence, and the turmoil over tough 

moral decisions) that typically seeks to persuade the listener of the authority and authenticity of 

the experience. But Wallace’s decision to filter her story through Fogle’s narration seems to me a 

rhetorical one, aimed at refracting her story through Fogle’s perspective in order to anticipate our 
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own reactions. Telling this story through Fogle’s point of view makes this testimony once 

removed, mitigating the woman’s own voice and allowing for Fogle’s editorializing, which 

subtly undercuts the credibility of the woman’s narrative: for example he says “she claimed” 

there was no reason for her going to this church—a qualifier that signals his own unwillingness 

to take her story at face velue. In other words, Fogle does the skeptical thinking for us readers, 

enacts it, vocalizes it for us. By pointing out the ironic reading of the girlfriend’s story, he 

presupposes our own reading, performs it for us. This is important because Fogle’s own story 

will follow these same structures, use the same axiomatic language, and so in performing this 

skeptical reading of the Christian woman’s story, he anticipates the skeptical response to his 

own.  

Because Fogle’s story is of course an unlikely conversion story as well, one that demands 

that he eschew his rebellious dislike of authority and convention and instead take back out those 

things that his generation had put away: those things his father embodies. Fogle admits that later, 

when he has his own miraculously coincidental experience and change of perspective, “there 

turned out to be certain parallels with my own case, but the only real response I had at the time 

was that I felt annoyed” (Pale King 212). The difference between the Fogle who is annoyed and 

the Fogle who is himself open to persuasion by an authority figure is the space in which we, as 

readers, exist. And Fogle’s response to the girlfriend in that moment supports this; he goes on to 

give her a “condescending little lecture on people’s narcissism and illusion of uniqueness” (Pale 

King 213), to which the girlfriend responds: “she didn’t think that my cynical comparison was 

any kind of refutation or nullification of her vital Christ experience that day or its effect on her 

inner rebirth at all, not one little bit” (213).  
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Despite refuting it, Fogle goes on to contemplate and interrogate the idea of “truth” as it 

applies to this woman’s story. He explains that  

It’s true that her story was stupid and dishonest, but that doesn’t mean the experience she 

had in the church that day didn’t happen, or that its effects on her weren’t real. I’m not 

putting it very well, but I was both right and wrong about her little story. I think the truth 

is probably that enormous, sudden, dramatic, unexpected, life-changing experiences are 

not translatable or explainable to anyone else, and this is because they really are unique 

and particular – thought not unique in the way the Christian girl believed. (213) 

Despite his presumptions about the stupidity and dishonesty of her story—judgments, I presume, 

that stem from Fogle’s reception to the evangelical nature of her testimony as well as her sense 

of being singled out in the moment by both the preacher and the divine—Fogle raises an 

important idea here, that lends credence to the intangible “truth” of her story that Fogle can’t 

seem to pinpoint. He suggests that the individual religious experience is the prime 

authenticator/arbiter of the truth of religious belief.  Marilynne Robinson explains this idea in 

Absence of Mind:  

This goes to the very nature of religion. [William] James defined religion as the ‘feelings, 

acts and experiences of individual men in their solitude, so far as they apprehend 

themselves to stand in relation to whatever they may consider divine.’ The words 

‘solitude’ and ‘individual’ are crucial here, since this is the unvarying condition of the 

mind, no matter the web of culture and language by which it is enabled, sustained, and 

limited. The thing lost in this kind of thinking, the kind that proposes a ‘moment’ in 

which religion is freed by ‘hermeneuticization,’ is the self, the solitary, perceiving, and 

interpreting locus of anything that can be called experience. (Absence of Mind 7).  
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Like our “default setting,” individual, subjective experience is as important for rooting a faith as 

any other “authenticating” authority. As Robinson points out, outside of the “thinly populated 

upper atmosphere where a phrase of Nietzsche’s matters, where the ‘deconstruction of 

metaphysics’ has consequences” (Absence of Mind 6), people construct meaning and belief from 

experience. 

The ambivalence and uncertainty is everything; the presence of a dogmatic certainty 

about things is what we find repulsive—and Wallace knows this. And so while Fogle had 

mocked the girlfriend’s sense that God spoke directly to her, as an individual, the day of her 

conversion, Fogle goes on to tell the long and involved story in which he just happens to wander 

into the wrong lecture hall, where he has the experience of feeling that he is being personally 

addressed by The Father (A Professor who is also a Jesuit priest, as the setting is DePaul, a 

Catholic University) a man whose exhortation convinces him to abandon himself as he knows 

himself, and give up his life to one of humility and dedication to (the) Service. And like the 

girlfriend’s inexplicable reasons for just wandering into the church that day, the circumstances of 

Fogle entering, not his proper classroom, but one that looked precisely like it in a building almost 

identical to it, seem similarly implausible, fated, meant just for him. He writes: “To this day, I do 

not know precisely how I took the wrong building’s door. I am not the sort of person who gets 

lost easily” (Pale King 215). But he resists the kind of providential uniqueness upon which the 

girlfriend insists; he says, “To this day, I can never be totally sure whether bumbling into the 

wrong building’s 311 right before final exams might not just have been one more bit of 

unconscious responsibility on my part. You cannot analyze sudden, dramatic experiences like 

this this way, though – especially in hindsight, which is notoriously tricky (though I obviously 
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did not understand this during the exchange with the Christian girl in the boots)” (Pale King 

216). 

Recalling the authenticating experience, Fogle ponders: “perhaps all the hushed and 

solemn older other students … felt picked out and specifically addressed as well – though, of 

course, that would make no difference as to its special effect on me, which was the real issue, 

just as the Christian girlfriend’s story would have already demonstrated if I’d been aware and 

attentive enough to hear what the actual point she was trying to make was. As mentioned, the 

version of me that listened to that story in 1973 or ’74 was a nihilistic child” (Pale King 228). 

Here, Fogle’s reflection on himself as a “nihilistic child” aligns childishness with this nihilism of 

“ironic living,” and suggests, then, that what is adult is that which is believes that there is 

meaning to be found, and who is open to religious and moral principles in pursuit of that 

meaning  (i.e. the opposite of a nihilist). In Infinite Jest, “childish naivete” is the antithesis of the 

masks of hip irony donned by most of the characters in that novel, and characters who are 

receptive of so-called clichéd ideas are considered, in the context of the novel, to be 

unsophisticated (as Fogle says it, “stupid”).  

The artlessness of the professor’s presentation—his supposed lack of sophistication—is 

an important trope, then, because of the simplicity and naivete associated with such single-

entendre transparency. The lack of masking or posturing on the professor’s behalf is something 

that Wallace takes pains to make clear: the Father’s demeanor is repeatedly describes as 

“unposed,” Fogle says “the presentation had a kind of zealous integrity that manifested not as 

style but as the lack of it” (Pale King 219, emphasis mine). This is, of course, in stark contrast to 

the carefully constructed ennui, of Fogle and his friends’ wastoid existence, a cultivated 

detachment of a directionless nihilism that hasn’t come to know real stakes, that Wallace writes 
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about in his non-fiction, and that also characterizes the culture of the other worlds we encounter 

in my analyses. Wallace pokes fun at intellectual elites (a frequent target of his), as Fogle 

compares the earnestness of The Father’s speech to the “too cool” profs who would undercut 

anything they really mean to say with the protective cloak of a kind of irony that serves only to 

distance and ridicule. He says: “it was clear that he wasn’t joking or trying to slightly undercut 

what he was about to say the way so many humanities profs of that era tended to mock 

themselves or their hortations in order to avoid seeming uncool” (Pale King 226). That is to say: 

The Father is not being ironic, despite the highly ironized aspects of Fogle’s narration of The 

Father’s speech. He admits that “this substitute was actually the first instructor I’d seen at any of 

the schools I’d drifted in and out of who seemed a hundred percent indifferent about being liked 

or seen as cool or likable by the students, and realized – I did, once I’d entered the Service – 

what a powerful quality this sort of indifference could be in an authority figure” (Pale King 226-

7). The “indifference” Fogle is describing is the priest’s lack of irony; he’s lecturing his students 

on the call to a life of Service without the slightest care that this exposes his convictions in a way 

that makes him vulnerable, or betrays the existence of a belief system informing his decisions 

and convictions. The priest assumes the meaningfulness of concepts like “humility” and 

“service” in a way that would undoubtedly mark him as naive in this culture. He is not seeming: 

he is just being.  

There is a kind of transparent quality to the way the “truth” is presented here: the Jesuit 

priest’s hortation is Wallace’s Dostoevesky-like attempt to speak earnestly, directly. The heroism 

of accounting is presented as a bald fact – not an opinion. The Jesuit speaks of “truth” with a 

straight face. He is, as Fogle observes, an embodiment of the phrase, “no-nonsense” (Pale King 

219). The distance between Wallace and this priest – one granted through Fogle’s frequently 
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comical observations and evaluations – creates the aesthetic distance that protects Wallace by 

preventing him from sounding too earnest. Thus, the earnestness of the Jesuit’s speech rings out 

simultaneously alongside the tone of Fogle’s narration and the stereotypical and caricatured 

moments in the vignette. It is precisely through this double quality that Wallace’s ironic, 

questioning, in-between threshold position is created and conveyed: both the “truth” of Fogle’s 

experience and Wallace’s ambiguous attitude toward it are left on the page: does this guy really 

mean it? It is that ambiguity that is the mark of irony, and the aesthetic of Wallace’s post-secular 

interventions.  

It is during this lecture that Fogle experiences a kind of awakening; a coming into his life 

with a renewed sense of purpose and meaning. He finally feels “unusually aware and alert, but in 

a different way from [Obetrolling]” (Pale King 218). And while he does not use the phrase 

“conversion experience,” Fogle does admit that “What I’m trying to say is that it [the experience] 

was ultimately much more like the evangelist girlfriend with the boots’ own experience than I 

could have ever admitted at the time” (Pale King 220).  Echoing the girlfriend’s religious 

experience of being singled out and called on, Fogle admits that in the classroom: “It felt as 

though he [the Jesuit] and I were at opposite ends of some kind of tube or pipe, and that he really 

was addressing me in particular – although obviously in reality he couldn’t have been. The literal 

reality was that he was addressing me least of all, since obviously I wasn’t enrolled in Advanced 

Tax” (Pale King 230). But, he asserts, “a feeling is a feeling, nor can you argue with results” 

(Pale King 230), a phrase that reiterates his newfound relationship to nuanced, subjective truth, 

and his new respect for this kind of authenticating experience (it also, in Boswell’s view, “recalls 

William James’s pragmatic view of religion because it values the results of belief more than the 

particular content” [Mullins 195]). It also seems to me more like the evangelist girlfriend’s than 
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Wallace could have allowed it be on its own, without the foil of the evangelical testimony as an 

ironic parallel narrative of the “wastoid” who grows up and gets a job. Because it’s not just that 

he realizes that he’s a spoiled brat; it’s that he decides to “put away childish things,” “things” 

that once again serve to criticize the skeptical Fogle rather than the evangelical girlfriend. 

Through the ironized lens of Fogle’s bizarre ‘conversion’ story, Wallace challenges his own 

culture’s skepticism toward strong conviction, holding up this (however comical) priest and his 

new converts as just the kind of conformists Wallace’s peers would have laughed out of town—

but who have more to offer, and possess a fuller sense of meaning, than those who would remain 

in an “ironic” state.  

 In the increasingly parodic climax of Fogle’s story, the Jesuit speaks to “certain truths,” 

about the adversity one faces after choosing a life of Service. He speaks of the “dreadful interval 

of looking down before the leap outward, to hear dolorous forecasts as to the sheer drudgery of 

the profession … the lack of excitement or chance to shine on the athletic fields or ballroom 

floors of life heretofore” (Pale King 227-8). Let’s look past the mock-heroic grandeur of the 

Jesuit’s diction for a moment; he is saying, in other words: to choose this life is to abandon your 

own glory, and to choose instead anonymity and humility. Fogle’s response is comical, and 

points to the ironic language we’ve already noticed: “I don’t think many of us in the classroom 

had spent a lot of time ‘shining on ballroom floors,’ but that might have been just a generational 

thing – he obviously meant it as a metaphor. I certainly got what he meant about accounting not 

seeming like a very exciting profession” (Pale King 228). The Jesuit prof warns them that, at 

least initially, they will “experience commitment as the loss of options, a type of death, the death 

of childhood’s limitless possibility, of the flattery of choice without duress – this will happen … 

Childhood’s end. The first of many deaths. Hesitation is natural. Doubt is natural” (Pale King 
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228, emphasis mine). The father is, of course, simply describing what having a faith is like, what 

choosing to conduct oneself according to a set of (necessarily constricting) values is like. The 

doubt, the humility, the quotidian nature of it all contrasts sharply with the pleasures and glories 

of being praised and seeking material fulfillment—but by this point in our reading of Wallace, 

one knows how that story ends.  

The Jesuit’s words about heroism provide a startling parallel with the narrator’s dilemma 

in “The Devil Is a Busy Man,” a story about motive, and the possibility of being good while also 

taking credit, or praise for a good deed. The father says: “True heroism is a priori incompatible 

with audience or applause of even the bare notice of the common run of man” (Pale King 230). 

They also recall Wallace’s definition of freedom in the Kenyon address, which I’ve included as 

the epigraph to this chapter. The Jesuit tells his class:  

Enduring tedium over real time in a confined space is what real courage is. Such 

endurance is, as it happens, the distillate of what is, today, in this world neither I nor you 

have made, heroism … I mean true heroism, not heroism as you might know it from films 

or the tales of childhood. You are now nearly at childhood’s end; you are ready for the 

truth’s weight, to bear it. The truth is that the heroism of your childhood entertainments 

was not true valor. It was theater. The grand gesture, the moment of choice, the mortal 

danger, the external foe, the climactic battle whose outcome resolves all – all designed to 

appear heroic, to excite and gratify an audience … actual heroism receives no ovation, 

entertains no one … True heroism is minutes, hours, weeks, year upon year of the quiet, 

precise, judicious exercise of probity and care – with no one there to see or cheer. (Pale 

King 229-30)  
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In a scene that’s deploys slapstick strategies to comedic effect, the hortation ends when 

the Father takes his “dark-gray business fedora” and while holding it “aloft” in a mock-heroic 

gesture, concludes: “Gentlemen, you are called to account” (Pale King 233). On its face, of 

course, accountants aren’t typically characterized as heroes—which is why this scene is dripping 

with irony. There is a dissonance between Fogle’s response to this lecture—which is to change 

his life—and to readers, who find the scene’s mock-heroic elements comical, exaggerating the 

Father’s rhetorical call to action to such a degree that it seems more absurd than earnest. And yet 

even as we question the seriousness of this speech, Fogle reinforces his belief in it, going so far 

as to reflect that “the substitute may have been the first genuine authority figure I ever met … I 

became aware for the first time that ‘authority’ was actually something real and authentic, that a 

real authority was the same as a friend or someone who cared about you, but nevertheless could 

be good for you, and that the authority relation was not a ‘democratic’ or equal one and yet could 

have value for both sides, both people in the relation” (Pale King 227). Not ‘democratic’ or 

‘equal’ are interesting evaluations: the former suggests a lack of autonomy/having a say or vote 

in the outcome (and suggests the opposite: being ruled), and the latter, a reduction of one’s own 

status following from that. Together, they suggest that this ‘authority’ is a constraint on the self, 

but one that is instructive and useful. And crucially, the decision to defer to this authority is 

voluntary: finally reconciling himself to a kind of authority his hip, nihilistic self had formerly 

rejected, Fogle now sees that the Jesuit’s authority came from “a certain kind of power that he 

exerted and that I was granting him, voluntarily. That respect was not the same as coercion, 

although it was a kind of power” (Pale King 227, emphasis mine).  

But considering the religious trope that has been at play, and the unique ability of ironic 

devices to lay side by side both two or more ‘readings’ of what the Jesuit (and Fogle) are 
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conveying, we might consider the double entendre of the verb “to account,” which in its most 

primary use, means “to render a reckoning,” “to answer for, explain or justify” (OED). While it 

also means, of course, “to present an account (of transactions, given or received),” the religious 

sense of having to answer for one’s life prevails, at the end of this long speech. It suggests the 

kind of careful self-inventory some of Wallace’s other characters undergo, and indeed, as Fogle 

heads to his first IRS recruiting station weeks later, he thinks precisely of “the childish things 

[he] was anxious to put away” (Pale King 239), echoing the same 1 Corinthians allusion with 

which he opened the narrative. That verse, which Paul wrote in his epistles to the people at 

Corinth, reads: “When I was a child, I spoke as a child, I understood as a child, I thought as a 

child; but when I became a man, I put away childish things” (Corinthians 1: 11). These phrases 

appear in the context of a longer letter attempting to explain what it means to be charitable; or, as 

C.S. Lewis explains it, “Charity means ‘Love, in the Christian sense’” (Mere Christianity 129).  

Describing the characteristics of the post-secular fiction, John McClure notes the 

restlessness of a “middle zone” of what he calls “partial faith,” arguing that in post-secular 

fictions “we find characters negotiating a middle position in the space between the 

postmodernists’ critiques of secular certainty and the “secular critiques of traditional religion” 

(McClure 2007, 342). What we have in place of an assured, doctrinal religious belief is an 

instance of “partial conversion,” in which characters’ openness to the religious or spiritual gives 

them the sense that “the world is seamed with mystery and benignity,” as they are “awakened by 

impulses to reverence, wonder, self-forgetfulness, and care … (6). The shape of Fogle’s story: 

his reluctant acceptance of the mystery of the conversion moment, his uncharacteristic reverence 

toward both his father and The Father, and his newfound commitment to the service of others, 
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together form the content of his “choice,” and form an instance of post-secular interruption of the 

unthinking rejection of authority, limits, tradition.  

This does not necessarily entail a transcendent element—though the narrative toys with 

the images and structures of traditional religion. For Allard den Dulk, drawing on Kierkegaard, 

Wallace’s work reflects an understanding of the Danish philosopher’s concept of boredom, in 

which “the individual experience of the implication of the transcendence, the freedom of his 

existence, namely: that there is no automatic, intrinsic meaning. In boredom, the world is 

emptied of meaning” (53). For Dulk/Kierkegaard – and purportedly for Wallace, then – this 

leaves us with two choices: we either move from one thing to the next, as a form of distraction 

(through “fantasy and pleasure”) from this emptiness, or else we choose to commit ourselves to 

someone or something outside of ourselves from which we can begin to define and extract 

meaning (55, 57). Indeed, Dulk asserts that it is “only through choice, as a commitment to the 

outside world and to others, will the individual be able to develop a self” (57). Michael J. 

O’Connell similarly notes the presence of Kierkegaardian thought in Wallace, identifying 

Wallace’s religiosity as what he calls “Christian existentialism,” arguing that “Wallace was 

fixated on the isolation and despair of the individual in the midst of contemporary mass society, 

and (like Percy) Wallace indicates that the way beyond this alienation can be found in a 

Kierkegaardian leap of faith, or the embrace of a transcendent reality that one does not rationally 

comprehend” (267).  

Fogle’s acceptance of the mysteries that compelled him to his life of service reflect that 

which he cannot rationally comprehend. What we have in place of an assured, doctrinal religious 

belief is an instance of “partial conversion” (“Postmodern/Post-Secular” 342). Fogle’s decision 

to change his life comes, crucially, as the culmination of forces outside of himself—but this is 
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rather more the stuff of cosmic irony than it is of some miracle. While Fogle does identify and 

take accountability for the actions he takes following this pivotal moment, his “chosenness” in 

the classroom – his sense that he was being singled out for “conversion,” as it were – as well as 

the half-asleep way in which he goes about the administrative tasks involved in joining the 

service in the weeks following this pivotal moment, all reflect this paradoxical choice-as-

compulsion: this choice that seems at once voluntary and also compulsory. Something one is 

compelled to do. And what Fogle chooses is a form of heroism born of humility that becomes the 

basis of a more profound existence, one that finds its meaning in self-forgetfulness and in the 

tedious service of others: that, rather than the overthrowing of authority and limits, is the true 

“childhood’s end.”   

 

Doubt’s complete absence: the child’s wonder as model for post-secular being   

Like the story of Chris Fogle, “All That” is another intriguing example of Wallace’s 

expression of religious thinking, and one that also juggles the implications of a childlike naivete 

that undermines the skeptical rebellion against limits and authority that characterizes 

postmodernism. “All That” suggests to us that if religion was the “childish thing” postmodernism 

(and modernism before it) put away, then it is worth reconsidering some of what was thrown out. 

For in this story, we encounter the joy and wonder of the ecstatic vision through the narrator’s 

remembrances of his childhood “religious feeling”: something that the adult narrator is 

apparently now trying to recover in himself. The child’s openness to joy and wonder, humility 

and benevolence, offers a model for us that represents an expression of what we might call a 

post-secular mode of being, and is a powerful antidote to what Wallace calls the congenital 

skepticism of our own art’s culture.  
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In this story, we are presented with the first-person account of an adult who recalls the 

origins of what he terms a lifelong “religious feeling.” This child reveres and regards with 

wonder the sense of magical otherworldliness that he once perceived surrounding him and 

infiltrating his everyday life, and we learn that this retrospective is being told from the point of 

view of a man who is no longer full of that wonder, but yearns for it. If the central affliction of 

many of the characters in Wallace’s fiction has been a propensity for selfishness, for worldly 

pleasures that cut off human connection and threaten to be lethal, and for a deep interiority 

brought on by skepticism, affectation, and pride, then this child’s capacity for wonder and 

credulity presents a counterpoint to that affliction. We learn that this character’s struggle with 

belief has been ongoing, his faith history dotted with relapses, as his very act of writing and 

recounting seems to be a reclamatory project, an attempt to recover the “magic” of that 

childhood feeling. Of course, a child’s regard for “magic” toys and voices he hears – things the 

narrator attributes to the birth of his religious feeling – suggests that we might read these 

episodes ironically, dismissing any religious feelings as we would the fancies of a child—that 

which we might, to use a phrase Wallace himself used often, “put away.” However, I want to 

argue that despite the story’s typically ironic structure, we are meant to privilege the child’s 

wonder over the skepticism of the parents, and indeed the child’s experience of joy and mystery 

provide a compelling alternative to the culture of irony, and imagine, if briefly, what it would be 

like to see things through the eyes of someone who is seeing everything for the first time, 

without the lens of skepticism.  

Like post-secularity itself, explanations of wonder in recent philosophical discourse 

repeatedly characterize the experience, or disposition, as a “liminal,” “threshold” space. Indeed, 

the various definitions of wonder offered in both materialist and philosophical assessments tend 
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to “converge around a constellation of ideas” (Costa 142): for John Onians, “to feel ‘wonder’ is 

to acknowledge the impact of an extraordinary sensory experience” (Costa 142), while John 

Bulkeley “speaks of wonder as ‘the feeling excited by an encounter with something novel and 

unexpected, something that strikes a person as intensely real, true, and/or beautiful’” (Costa 

142).  In much philosophical discourse on the experience and function of wonder, the wondrous 

experience is “used to describe our interactions with the physical world” (Schlick 1), and is thus 

considered the origin of ethical openness to the world and its inhabitants: a crucial caveat to 

viewing the world as a place that is seamed with inscrutable mystery just beyond our 

(materialist) explanation. Charles Taylor describes this as “fullness,” what he describes as the 

human tendency to “see our lives, and/or the space wherein we live our lives, as having a certain 

moral/spiritual shape. Somewhere, in some activity, or condition … life is fuller, richer, deeper, 

more worthwhile, more admirable, more what it should be” (Partial Faiths 5). Many scholars 

have found Taylor’s notion ideologically presumptuous, and his insistence on the desirability of 

a re-enchanted world has drawn criticism from scholars in fields as diverse as science and 

literary criticism, who argue for an immanent secularism that grants human life meaning and 

value without recourse to a supernatural entity. For example, Bruce Robbins, in an essay that 

responds directly to Taylor’s use of this Weberian term, seeks to disabuse us of the idea that the 

world has been somehow disenchanted. Robbins argues that the nostalgia surrounding the 

enchanted world of Taylor’s “porous self” is misleading, not least because, as he points out, “the 

disenchantment story celebrates the premodern past without bothering to remember the evil 

spirits” (76). He points out that a “disenchanted” world is understood as a world that has lost a 

sense of meaning, and he counters this with the insistence that meaning is still to be found within 

the “immanent frame”: in “the ordinary bonds of work, family, play, and politics … the infinitely 
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varied and surprising forms of love and hope and tenderness” (90). He argues that one of the 

strategies of the disenchanters has been to relegate everyday life to the status of the ordinary in 

an attempt to contrast an exaggerated banality with a desired transcendence. Simon During 

seems similarly disturbed by Taylor’s basic governing assumption that what it “means to be 

properly human is to be possessed by spiritual hunger” (113), and During explains that the 

spiritual experiences of the mundane— which category he insists falls outside of Taylor’s 

description of the spiritual hunger that ostensibly causes us to feel pulled “between the two poles 

of the secular and the religious” (113)—involve a sense of connection to the world that is not 

reduced to or articulated as a religious one. Such a connection, or experience, involves a love of 

the world that is thoroughly delinked from notions of transcendence or theological thinking.  

Like Robbins and During, Jane Bennett also rejects the Weberian notion of disenchantment, 

arguing that modern enchantment is a secular wonder characterized by “an energetic love of the 

world” that is not linked to belief in a “designed universe” (Bennett 10).  

This divide over the source or foundations of meaning is precisely what post-secularist 

discourses seem keen on reconciling. In post-secular narratives, McClure notes, we find plots of 

partial faith, in which characters’ openness to the religious or spiritual gives them the sense that 

“the world is seamed with mystery and benignity” (Partial Faiths 6). It is not just that the 

definitive source of that mystery is left open, undefined, ungrasped: characters’ conversions to 

new kinds of religious thinking and practice do not come with a clear map or understanding of 

the cosmos (6). Rather, promptings toward the extraordinary and inscrutable are “partial, or 

plural, or only imperfectly decipherable to human ears,” and while they provide the “grounds for 

belief in real but limited sources of spiritual support” (Partial Faiths 16), they never gain the 

status of an “authoritative representation of the real” (Partial Faiths 17). The concept of wonder 
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is similarly crucial to negotiating the space between dis- and re-enchantment, secularity, and 

religiosity: this is wonder as the sense of profound in-betweenness. Interested in “how and why 

religion—at its best—holds us in a state of wonder” (viii), Robert C. Fuller argues that a life 

“shaped by wonder” is more likely to steer a “middle course between a purely secular life and a 

narrowly religious life,” since wonder simultaneously encourages the contemplation of a 

metaphysical reality to which our “highest fulfillment” might be related, while also 

“encourage[ing] an open-ended or heuristic approach to life … making it unlikely that we will 

reduce our basic belief in the existence of something ‘more’ to narrow doctrines or creeds” (2). 

What Fuller imagines here is the middle course that results from such a threshold position vis-à-

vis religious belief, and it is similar to post-secular conceptions of this liminality between belief 

and unbelief. Building on Aristotelian and Descartian conceptions of wonder as “the perceiving 

subject’s initial experience of surprise yield[ing] to [her] desire to know and explore further,” 

Jerome A. Miller similarly conceives of wonder as a threshold space, calling it the “hinge” 

between “ignorance and knowledge … oblivion and insight” (33). Deliberately invoking a door’s 

hinge, Miller insists that wonder is the experience of being on the threshold of knowledge, 

“always in the doorway, never completely on either side of it,” since wonder is the “origin of all 

human inquiry” (Miller 33).  

What also emerges in these discussions of wonder is the importance of humility, of knowing 

that we do not know. In her discussion of the commonalities between the function of wonder and 

the experience of defamiliarization (in literary art), Yael Schlick argues that “the moment of 

wonder … is followed by the attempt to understand only in order to reflect back to us our 

inability fully to do so” (Schlick 15). Miller echoes this same sentiment insisting that one of the 

key characteristics of wonder is that it does not tend toward mastery or assimilation, but instead 
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places us in the “throes of questioning” (4). Discussing the “rationalization” of the world since 

about the 17th century, Miller explains that, 

in construing knowledge as a goal to be achieved, we make the search for it a practical 

project which we are to accomplish by making the object of our search yield to our grasp 

of it. Inquiry is thus transformed into a way of mastering the unknown. What makes the 

achievement of such mastery so attractive is precisely the fact that it promises to provide 

us a way to escape the inferior position in which wonder places us when it makes us 

aware of the unknown which transcends us. (4)  

Miller thus points to one of the key characteristics of wonder: the willingness to sit in the place 

of humility, that “inferior position” that is open to the unknown and inexplicable rather than 

skeptical of that which it can not incorporate into its own modes of knowing.  

Jeff Malpas similarly defines wonder in terms of the fruitfulness of it as a threshold, writing 

that “it is the encounter—and the character of that encounter as a revealing, an opening up, of 

things and of the world—that seems to lie at the heart of the experience of wonder” (285). Like 

Fuller and Miller, Malpas emphasizes the liminality of wonder as somewhere between perception 

and inscrutability. He explains that in wonder “explanation finds its origin and absolute limit, 

and, consequently, part of the experience of wonder is finding oneself in the somewhat 

paradoxical situation of being confronted by that which seems both to demand explanation and 

yet also resists … we are thus led to question while having no capacity to answer” (292). And 

yet, as Schlick points out, “wonder is profoundly tied to the desire to know” (16), but 

presumably in a way that doesn’t necessitate domination: wonder is welcoming of the presence 

of the unknown, and wants to be intimate with it, to get on friendly terms with it.  
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It is this desire to know, that is—in these discussions, at least—a staunchly secular notion. 

And this isn’t a humility that comes from Christian doctrine: it is an essential part of the quality 

of wonder, this coming to the unknown (or unknowable) with a sense of one’s own fallibility, 

one’s smallness in the face of the universe and its complexity. In my analysis of the story that 

follows, I’ll admit that this particular instance is less about the traditional framework for the 

Christian understanding of selfhood, but it finds, again, a respite from the broader culture of 

irony and cynicism in the religious musings of (in this case) a child. The child’s attitude of 

profound openness is contrasted sharply against the skepticism of his parents (presumably a 

stand-in for the position of the adult reader), and with the Corinthians allusion ringing in our ears 

(Wallace has made it many times across these texts), the story asks: when did faith and belief 

become (to us) “childish things”? When did “putting away childish things” mean closing off that 

part of ourselves that is open to the wonder, to the beautiful mystery of the unknown? While the 

story is comically ironic in its structure, and signals strongly that the child’s perspective is not to 

be trusted, there is nevertheless something appealing in the narrator’s recollection of his 

childhood experience, and the uncertainty of the text creates the space for us to ruminate on what 

such a perspective would mean should we be capable of inhabiting it. In that way, the child’s 

perspective, as seen through the adult’s remembrances, becomes an instructive model for 

encountering mystery and wonder.  

 

“All That” 

As in Chris Fogle’s “conversion experience,” the story published as “All That” is 

concerned with both the origin and nature of what the narrator calls, interchangeably, his 

“religious experience” or “religious feeling.” And as in Fogle’s story, Wallace has found the 
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most antipodal spot to the accepted culture of hip cynicism and he has assumed that view. This 

inhabitation is not whole and is not without ambivalence; we come to “All That” with the 

skepticism one would expect as a response to an exploration of religious faith through the 

analogy of a child’s obsession with his “magic” toy cement mixer. But I am going to suggest that 

we read this story straight. This religiosity inflected with a disavowing tendency is interesting 

both for what it has in common with other “post-secular” fictions and discourses, and for how it 

accounts for the way in which Wallace was pushing past the (secular) dead ends of 

postmodernism, finding a space in which to ask the desperate questions in the only way left to 

ask: from within a culture of irony.  

The story is an uncomfortable believer’s recollection of the childhood experiences that 

sparked the narrator’s so-called “religious interest.” These experiences – and very importantly, 

the narrator’s articulation of them – hinge crucially on the liminal, threshold quality of wonder, 

and come to us as fraught articulations about what is real and heroic and joyful. He recalls the 

way in which a “magic” cement mixer he received for Christmas as a small child became the 

catalyst for what he calls a “lifelong religious feeling.” Apparently, the narrator’s parents tell him 

that the mixer has “magical properties,” casually convincing him that the cement mixer’s drum 

rotates when—and only when—he is not looking. This note is important, since it means that the 

child’s witnessing of the cement mixer’s working is impossible. And rather than making that the 

basis for a rejection of the cement mixer’s magic, this detail is what reinforces the child’s 

obsession with the cement mixer’s wonder: the profound unknowability and mystery is what 

draws him to it. In an apparent attempt to “catch the magic,” the narrator explains that upon 

learning of the cement mixer’s rotation, he spent months “trying to devise ways to catch the 

drum rotating … My strategies were very involved. I was in kindergarten and home half the 
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day.” But indeed the narrator admits that “it never occurred to [him] to doubt,” as his attempts to 

catch the mixer rotating were motivated less by a desire to “catch” the magic, as to confirm it: 

the magic mixer that somehow eludes his schemes is what heightens and strengthens his desire, 

since he wants to believe in its magic. He admits: “the reason I spent so much time trying to 

‘catch’ the drum rotating was that I wanted to verify that I could not. If I had ever been 

successful in outsmarting the magic, I would have been crushed. I know this now.” He knows 

now that he would have been crushed, since his current state—he says he’s in the midst of a 

“crisis of faith”—suggests that what has led to his fall from belief is that he has somehow, as an 

adult, outsmarted the magic. We aren’t given the details of his current crisis of faith, but it seems 

safe to assume that the adult narrator has many tools, in his contemporary context, to dismantle 

and outsmart the magic. This is why this narrative, as a sort of nostalgic remembering, is 

interesting, not only for the child’s perspective it sometimes inhabits, but because the telling of it 

expresses the narrator’s desire to recapture the experience the story describes.  

The child’s naivete and propensity to wonder are contrasted sharply with the the story’s 

characterization of the parents’ attitudes: academics who possess an “ad-hoc intellectual mania 

for empirical verification,” they are represented as having not the desire not to sit in wonder, but 

rather, to trap and outsmart any potential source of mystery. Indeed, it is their lack of faith and 

imagination vis-à-vis the fascinating qualities of magic that accounts, in the narrator’s view, for 

their ability to “whimsically” dupe their child into the story of the cement mixer in the first place. 

While the child’s credulity is comical—“I never, even for a moment, doubted what they’d told 

me”—it is also deadly serious: “This is why it is that adults and even parents can, unwittingly, be 

cruel: they cannot imagine doubt’s complete absence. They have forgotten.” If, in Wallace’s 

discursive community, we are most closely aligned with the child’s academic parents, who are 
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also “devout atheists” and yet “tolerant and large-hearted” when it comes to their small child’s 

interest in religion, then we are in fact the intended recipients of this aside: it is we who cannot 

imagine doubt’s complete absence; it is we who have forgotten. And it is Wallace, I submit, who 

yearns for this feeling of wonder, to, as the epigraph to this chapter suggests, “be old enough to 

start reading fairy tales again” (C.S. Lewis). 

This is not the kind of obsession most children have with Santa Claus; the narrator notes that 

his interest in the cement truck’s magic was markedly different from his father’s own childhood 

attempts to catch the Tooth Fairy or Santa Claus—those “other ‘mythical’ figures of childhood.” 

His father sees his child’s preoccupation with the mixer as “evidence that [he] was a chip off the 

[old] block of ad-hoc intellectual mania for empirical verification.” Indeed, the narrator’s own 

father’s incredulity—his doubt, his irreverence for mythical figures—makes the narrator sad, as 

he senses a chasm between his own reverence for—and joy in—the mystery of the cement mixer, 

and what seems like his father’s tireless efforts to disenchant the world. He thus reveals his 

desire to remain on this threshold of wonder, and now admits that he “never found a way to 

observe the drum’s rotation without stopping that rotation,” even as he is still, it seems, searching 

for something just beyond his perception, just past his understanding. But, like the experience of 

wonder in which “explanation finds its origin and absolute limit” (Malpas), the narrator 

recognizes this paradoxical, threshold position as the core characteristic of his “religious 

feeling,” admitting that every time he failed to catch the cement mixer’s magic, he felt “a mix of 

crushing disappointment and ecstatic reverence.” This is the mixer’s seemingly uncontainable 

mystery: “[t]he magic was how it could not, not ever, be trapped or outsmarted.” Again, it is easy 

to see only the preciousness of the child’s regard for his toy, both ridiculous and deadly serious, 

but the wonder the child experiences in these childhood episodes is an expression of religious 
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feeling that the story wants us to take seriously. The narrator manages to reconcile his own 

religious interest with his parents’ putative skepticism, shutting down the polarizing partisanship 

that so often characterizes contemporary discussions of religious belief. Indeed, the way in which 

the narrator manages to articulate his middle position in such an even-handed way is through 

both a Taylor-esque appeal to the presence of metaphysical questions in every human life, and in 

his negotiation of the category of the real in his discussion of his other wondrous experience: 

hearing voices.  

The narrator reveals that his lifelong religious interest originated not only with that fateful 

cement mixer, but also his childhood tendency to hear voices, voices he insists are (like the 

religious feeling itself) “very hard to describe or convey adequately to anyone else.” His 

articulation of his experience of hearing these voices, which he compares to having “another set 

of parents” and confirms was “analogous to the feeling of turning a pillow over to the cool side,” 

seems as far from his grasp as the magic itself, and the narrator continually struggles with the 

difficulty of clarifying not only the reality of the voices, but how the magic made him feel. He 

says: “without prompting or even understanding, I was a religious child—meaning I was 

interested in religion and filled with feelings and concerns that we use the word ‘religious’ to 

describe;” he continues: “I’m not putting any of this well. I am not and never have been an 

intellectual. I am not articulate, and the subjects that I am trying to describe and discuss are 

beyond my abilities.” Notice that the narrator takes pains not only to address the meaningfulness 

of the words he uses—he feels he needs to gloss the word ‘religious’ for his readers—but also to 

emphasize his own artlessness. Once again, Wallace aligns this artless demeanor with truth, 

simplicity with reality: this is as compared to the ironic constructions that create dissembling 

masks that hide agenda and real motive.  
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He also raises once more the power of religious experience to authenticate the truthfulness of 

experience. Reminding us of Fogle’s own difficulty conveying the power and veracity of his 

experience, the narrator admits that that these voices are difficult to describe, but nevertheless 

insists that they “appeared to him” as “entirely real and autonomous phenomena.” He says:  “I 

tend to fall into attempts to argue that the voices were ‘real,’ when in fact it is a matter of 

indifference to me whether they were truly ‘real’ or not,” since, as he later reveals, “the 

experience of the real but unobservable and unexplainable “voices” and the ecstatic feelings they 

often aroused doubtless contributed to my reverence for magic.” What seems important is the 

narrator’s simultaneous anxiety around the problem of verifying the real and his seemingly 

contradictory willingness to remain in a liminal place where the voices are neither empirically 

verified in any way, nor explicitly ascribed to a divinity. As the narrator fumbles around 

attempting to verbalize an experience that seems beyond linguistic expression, we might recall 

Marilynne Robinson’s reflections on the expression of religious experience, as well as those 

conceptualizations of wonder that describe the liminality of the experience as characteristic of 

the phenomenon.  

Eventually abandoning attempts to justify the reality of his experience, the narrator launches 

into a vividly descriptive recreation of the experience that he associates with his religious 

feeling, one that is rife with irony, but also provides a beautiful description of joy and ecstasy:  

Sometimes the experience of the voices was ecstatic, sometimes so much so that it was 

almost too intense for me—as when you first bite into an apple or a confection that tastes 

so delicious and causes such a flood of oral juices that there is a moment of intense pain 

in your mouth and glands—particularly in the late afternoons of spring and summer, 

when the sunlight on sunny days achieved moments of immanence and became the color 
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of beaten gold and was itself (the light, as if it were the taste) so delicious that it was 

almost too much to stand, and I would lie on the pile of large pillows in our living room 

and roll back and forth in an agony of delight and tell my mother, who always read on the 

couch, that I felt so good and full and ecstatic that I could hardly bear it, and I remember 

her pursing her lips, trying not to laugh, and saying in the driest possible voice that she 

found it hard to feel too much sympathy or concern for this problem and was confident 

that I could survive this level of ecstasy, and that I probably didn’t need to be rushed to 

the emergency room, and at such moments my love and affection for my mother’s dry 

humor and love became, stacked atop the original ecstasy, so intense that I almost had to 

stifle a scream of pleasure as I rolled ecstatically between the pillows and the books on 

the floor.  

This is an overwhelming description of an ecstatic vision. The ecstasy is so joyful it hurts; it’s so 

beautiful that it threatens to overwhelm all of the narrator’s sensory capabilities. It is sexual: as 

the child rolls back and forth in agony, he can “hardly bear it,” and has to “stifle a scream” at the 

moment of climax. All the while, his mother watches, bemusedly, from the couch, where she is 

reading a book. The narrator’s choice to revisit this makes me wonder if there is anything that 

gives him this kind of joy now, anything that has so lowered the narrator’s sense of self-

consciousness, the way this experience of benign presence did when he was a child. For it is 

precisely this sense of joyful wonder, of benevolent presence that I think the narrator is keen to 

recapture, relocate for himself. And his recourse to his childhood religious feeling suggests that 

he has not had much luck locating it elsewhere.  

Furthermore, the voices’ complex relationship to the narrator’s own sense of the real 

challenges rationalist separations of reality and fantasy alike: as he says himself, the voices, “two 
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of them, each distinct in timbre and personality,” are both “real but unobservable and 

unexplainable.” His articulation of “real but” collapses the binary distinctions that police the 

secular “real,” so what we get is the expression of a religious experience that is an uncertain 

blending of secular and religious ways of seeing, one that is happy existing in the middle space 

of desire that is created by undecidability. As McClure explains, in post-secular fictions, what we 

have in place of an assured, doctrinal religious belief is an instance of “partial conversion,” in 

which characters’ openness to the religious or spiritual gives them the sense that “the world is 

seamed with mystery and benignity” (McClure, Partial Faiths 6). Indeed, these fictions represent 

“promptings” toward the extraordinary and inscrutable, which are “partial, or plural, or only 

imperfectly decipherable to human ears” (Partial Faiths 6).   

This is also the place in which Wallace’s evaluation of this quasi-religious experience ends 

up: an undecided prompting, ambivalent and ambiguous. Thus, the source and content of this 

benign presence is represented in uncertain terms; indeed, the magic of this presence, or event, is 

bound up in its unpresentability and mystery. In the absence of a traditional religious or 

conversion narrative, we instead have a highly ironic story about a children’s encounter and 

obsession with the divine, one that nevertheless leaves a sense of longing and aspiration that 

follows from the child’s sense of wonder. This narrator, after all, is one who is prompted to 

speak of his religious feeling because of recurrent crises of faith that keep him questioning the 

name of what he senses, but nevertheless chasing after a presence he has once, himself, known. 

Characteristic of Wallace’s fiction, the narrator here earnestly expresses a spiritual longing, a 

desire, while his approach to religious belief is a curious blend of espousal and disavowal that 

characterizes much of what many critics would characterize as post-secular expression, and is an 

ambiguity that is enabled, in this case, by irony. The narrator’s insistence on bracketing words 
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like “religious” and “voices” and “real” and “reverence” reflect his disavowing tendency, as the 

status of these words as accurate representations or realities are continually called into question.  

Along with the cement mixer’s profound mystery and the benignity of the voices, the final 

source of religious feeling that the narrator recalls in this story is that aroused in him by a 

character in a film he watches with his father. Unlike the cement mixer, which represents a kind 

of childish propensity to believe and desire that incredulous, and the voices, which represent the 

narrator’s interaction with an other-worldly but nevertheless loving form of otherness, this final 

source of religious feeling is more doctrinal in kind, in that its ties to his religious feeling are not 

about the supernatural but rather about human character. The narrator recalls the details:  

The movie in question’s subject was the First World War and … At this point my 

memory diverges sharply from my father’s, as evidenced by a disturbing conversation we 

had during my second year at seminary. My father apparently remembers that the film’s 

hero, a beloved lieutenant, dies when he throws himself on an enemy grenade that has 

been lobbed into his platoon’s trench … Whereas I remember clearly that the hero … 

suffers private anguish over the moral question of killing in combat and the whole 

religious conundrum of a “just war” and “justified killing,” and finally undergoes a total 

psychological breakdown when his own comrade successfully lobs a grenade into a 

crowded enemy trench and leaps screaming (the hero does, fairly early in the film) into 

the enemy’s trench and falls on the grenade and dies saving the enemy platoon, and that 

much of the rest of the film … depicts the hero’s platoon struggling to interpret the action 

of their formerly beloved lieutenant, with many of them bitterly denouncing him as a 

traitor … and only one shy, idealistic recruit … secretly believing that the lieutenant’s act 

of dying for the enemy was actually heroic and deserved to be recorded and dramatized 
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for posterity … and I never forgot the movie … or the impact of the lieutenant’s act, 

which I, too (like the shy, idealistic narrator), regarded as not only ‘heroic’ but also 

beautiful in a way that was almost too intense to bear, especially as I lay across my 

father’s knees. 

Like the child’s experience of the wondrous voices, this act of heroism is “almost too intense to 

bear”; that is, it bears the same mark of the ecstatic vision that the voices do, joining together the 

experience of a benevolent mystery and the nature of this hero’s action. I have to say that this is 

not necessarily that intuitive; it takes some labour to connect this concept of heroism to the 

narrator’s childhood religious feeling.  

 The connection lies in the way both the child’s ecstatic episode and the hero’s heroic act 

gesture toward both a transcendence—something outside of, beyond, and crucially, more 

important, than the self. The narrator tells us that the discrepancy between his and his father’s 

sense of the heroic is the topic of a “disturbing conversation [they] had during [his] second year 

at seminary”—the year, we are told, the narrator also has his first crisis of faith. So the nature of 

heroism is in some way tied to the narrator’s adult faith. I don’t want to be precious about the 

connections between the narrator’s reading of this film and the story of Jesus—I think it suffices 

to say that the difference between dying for those you love and dying for those who would kill or 

persecute you is on the nose enough for us to see the connections (as is the broader notion of 

self-sacrifice). I’ll look instead to a definition of heroism that Wallace provides elsewhere, in the 

story we just considered, through the character of the Jesuit priest. In Fogle’s story, that Father 

figure defines heroism as: “The grand gesture, the moment of choice, the mortal danger, the 

external foe, the climactic battle whose outcome resolves all – all designed to appear heroic, to 

excite and gratify an audience. An audience.  […] Here’s the truth—actual heroism receives no 
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ovation, entertains no one. No one queues up to see it. No one is interested” (Pale King 229, 

emphasis mine). What the Jesuit Father/professor’s definition captures is the humility and self-

forgetfulness of this form of heroism, a heroism that is presumably only compelled by love, the 

nature of which the child has the pleasure of experiencing in his ecstatic episodes.  

Memory and subjective experience in this narrative functions repeatedly to sideline the 

question of facticity – something that happens in Chris Fogle’s narrative, too, as he recounts his 

own conversion moment and the details of the events that constitute it. While negotiating the on-

its-face absurdity of his testimony about religious experience – the cement mixer, the voices, the 

detailed memory of a film the narrator saw while very young – the narrator insists on the 

meaningfulness and truthfulness and realness of his memories, which serve to validate his own 

sense of his continued religious feeling. Fogle’s sense of distinct memory is something he chalks 

up to the importance of that time for him: “a further sign of the clear demarcation in [his] own 

awareness and sense of direction” (Pale King 240). And here, the narrator’s memory of the film  

(not to mention of the cement mixer and the moment with his mother, in the sun, with the voices) 

is more pronounced than his father’s perhaps precisely because it is the moment of origin of his 

religious feeling. And there is another parallel as well: just as Fogle feels he has been primed 

(Pale King 239) to receive the message of the Jesuit priest the day he wanders into the wrong 

classroom, the child is sort of primed by his experiences of magic, and of his experimentation 

with different religions, to remember the movie’s hero in the way he does. It fits a narrative that 

has already begun to shape his worldview, his interpretive lens on reality.  

I know that I began by saying that I want to make an argument for reading this story straight. 

And yet, I must address the obvious ironies of this story, which I have already acknowledged in 

passing, and which might arguably inhibit one’s ability to read this story as a serious or straight 
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representation of religious belief and experience. For the ironies in the story are admittedly 

undeniable. The child/man’s hyperbolic narrative creates a structure in which the “naïve” child is 

focalized through the adult narrator. There is an obvious incongruity between subject matter and 

form: the form is like that of a religious confessional of sorts, but the subject is, at least on the 

surface level, a toy cement mixer. We have violations of shared knowledge, or conflicts of belief 

(cement mixers aren’t magic, and voices can’t possibly be real). We have clashes of style: 

various changes in voice register—from childlike observations like “I’m not very good with 

numbers” that seem to border on the inarticulate—to adult precision like in this recollection: 

“incremental’ meaning turning my head at roughly the rate of a clock’s minute hand.” We have 

also alterations of speed: short sentences mixed with much, much longer ones, as in the passages 

I’ve quoted (though this last feature is a standard characteristic of Wallace’s prose).  Even the 

narrator’s tendency to place certain words under within scare quotes (“reality,” “real,” 

“religious,”) signals to the reader that they are not words to be taken at face value, but rather, 

interrogated, questioned.  

Acknowledging that the presence of irony does not necessarily have to undermine the 

sincerity of the story’s engagement with religious thinking—or its commitment to the ideas it 

expresses—but rather, considering that it might in fact set up a constructive tension, open up a 

new space created by this ambiguity, we might instead consider how the presence of irony 

functions to create the very conditions for the possibility of our own thoughtful reflection on 

religious belief. Despite the many ironic elements, the story nevertheless demands a reflective 

reading, one that enables us to take the narrator and his commitments seriously. Despite these 

ironic elements, the story does not seem to undermine or negate the value of religious belief; 

rather, it invites us to consider both the highly subjective and perhaps uniquely difficult nature of 
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trying to express spiritual commitments, and to assume, if only for a moment, the moderate 

outlook of the narrator, whose ability to imagine possibilities outside of his own is what makes 

his story so appealing. If there is irony here, it does not suggest that the narrator continues to be 

“duped”; instead, the irony seems to be one that destabilizes or demands critical reassessment of 

all positions expressed in the story, atheist and religious alike. Claire Colebrook notes that “the 

ironic self can question whether life might not be otherwise” (Colebrook 122), and this story 

seems to demand something similar of us: to truly be otherwise in this way is to embody what 

Graham Huggan calls the “philosophical possibility” of post-secular thinking: to make “an 

imaginative leap that implicitly accepts the value of other possible beliefs” (765). It seems to me, 

then, that taking back up a childlike wonder and credulity is a starting point for this 

“philosophical possibility,” and one that Wallace’s stories present as a desirable alternative to 

what he saw as a pervasive nihilistic incredulity that has reached its end game.  
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Chapter Two.  

Ego, repentance & liberating constraint in Infinite Jest 

 

“What would it take to overcome the cultural pull of irony? Moving away from the ironic 

involves saying what you mean, meaning what you say and considering seriousness and 

forthrightness as expressive possibilities, despite the inherent risks. It means undertaking the 

cultivation of sincerity, humility and self-effacement, and demoting the frivolous and the kitschy 

on our collective scale of values. It might also consist of an honest self-inventory.” 

- Christy Wampole, “How to Live Without Irony”  

 

Worship of self: tiny, skull-sized kingdoms  

In Wallace’s postmodern USA—both in his non-fiction and in his 1996 novel Infinite 

Jest—there is little evidence of earnest public discourse about religious belief. The repression of 

deep, metaphysical questions is the result of an unbalanced, hyperbolic will to succeed in 

material terms, and this sense of success is formed in the absence of some higher, universal, 

moralizing figure—and becomes the solitary source of meaning. The endless drive to succeed is 

explored in the novel through the rigors of the tennis training academy that a number of the 

novel’s characters attend. One of the foreign trainers captures this sense of emptiness, remarking:  

“you attain the goal and realize the shocking realization that attaining the goal does not 

complete or redeem you, does not make everything for your life ‘OK’ as you are, in the 

culture, educated to assume it will do this, the goal. And then you face this fact that what 

you had thought would have the meaning does not have the meaning when you get it, and 

you are impaled by shock.” (680) 
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Jest’s narrator explains, less dramatically than the foreign trainer, that this sense of defeat can be 

understood more generally as  “the crises that afflict extremely goal-oriented people who reach a 

certain age having achieved all or more than all they’d hoped for. The what-does-it-all-mean-

type crisis of middle-aged Americans” (693).  

Not only God, but also sincerity, earnestness and honesty are met with ironically rolled 

eyes in the millennial America of Wallace’s novel. Answers to the question: “what does it all 

mean?” are frustrated by the absence (or obsolescence) of traditional avenues for meaning in this 

world. Infinite Jest represents a world in which, as Catherine Nichols points out, the ubiquitous 

pressures of social reality create a “requisite pain of existence” (8). What is instead projected is a 

version of the “unblemished, socially valued self,” creating the state Wallace calls “anhedonia,” 

or the “psychoequivalent of analgesia, which is the neurologic suppression of pain” ( IJ 1053, 

note 280). Indeed, it is the suppression of both pain and feeling that afflicts the novel’s 

characters, and they populate Ennet House Alcohol and Recovery House (sic) and Enfield Tennis 

Academy in equal measure. In the world of this novel, which presents a postmodern world full of 

image, irony, and distraction, the need for human connection and the strain of succeeding on 

material terms results in characters who are solipsistic and suicidal, addicted to substances, and 

withdrawn from others and from the world. In this context, the tenets of Alcoholics Anonymous’ 

12 Step Program becomes a rare locus for earnest discourse about the self and about belief. An 

“irony free” zone in which traditional notions of reality are shared as real truths, AA constitutes, 

in McClure’s terms, a “religiously inflected disruption of secular constructions of the real” 

(Partial Faiths 3). Unlike McClure’s broader formulation of what constitutes the post-secular, 

this intervention in secular reality in Jest is not shorn of any association with strong religious 

tradition; rather, the ideas shared in this novel through AA are identifiably Christian, and offer 
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the Christian belief about human nature's sinfulness as the root explanation for what afflicts all of 

these characters.  

The pervasive postmodern condition of what the novel calls “anhedonia” – a symptom of 

a broader culture of irony – manifests as the myriad addictions of the patients at Ennet House, a 

recovery house down the hill from Enfield Tennis Academy. Through Alcoholics Anonymous 

and its well-known12-Step program, this affliction of profound interiority is treated by a 

deliberate and vigorous attempt to relinquish the ego by reaching outside of the self in order to 

surrender control of one’s life to a “Higher Power.” The alcoholic who refuses to submit to this 

external, divinely imagined reality meets the same fate as Jim Incandenza and other recidivists: 

this is truly a matter of life and death for these people. The “Big Book,” the members’ 

affectionate name for the Alcoholics Anonymous handbook, states:  

Most people try to live by self-propulsion. Each person is like an actor who wants to run 

the whole show […] still the play does not suit him. Admitting he may be somewhat at 

fault, he is sure that other people are more to blame, He becomes angry, indignant, self-

pitying. What is his basic trouble? […] Our actor is self-centered—ego-centric […] the 

alcoholic is an extreme example of self-will run riot. (AA 60-2) 

The alcoholic is also a stand-in for the human condition, a microcosm of what Wallace saw as 

every human being’s central affliction: the illusion of power, the desire to be without limit.   

And it’s no wonder: as Wallace explains, the culture—both Wallace’s experience of 

contemporary America, and the culture that defines the world of Infinite Jest—does nothing but 

recommend this very kind of power. As Wallace explores elsewhere, this drive to power and to 

material success has everything to recommend it. He tells the graduating class at Kenyon College 

in 2005:  
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The so-called ‘real world’ of men and money and power hums along quite nicely on the 

fuel of fear and contempt and frustration and craving and the worship of self. Our own 

present culture has harnessed these forces in ways that have yielded extraordinary wealth 

and comfort and personal freedom. The freedom to be lords of our tiny skull-sized 

kingdoms, alone at the center of all creation. (This is Water 115-117) 

In this world of chasing material goals and seeking happiness through self-glorification, AA 

offers a surprisingly stark alternative to the dominant culture’s cultivation of ego. The basic 

premise of the AA program’s message can be heard from Tiny Ewell, a resident at Ennet House 

who shares his own downfall with Gately. Echoing the handbook, he explains, “the power had 

roused something dark in my personality, and the adrenaline drove it forward. Self-will run riot 

[…] I was no longer a third-grader. I lived only to feed the dark thing in my personality, which 

told me any consequences could be forestalled by my gift and grand personal aura” (812). 

This “dark thing” in Ewell’s personality, this “self-will run riot,” is a tendency that 

Wallace also articulates as fundamentally human in his speech to the graduating class of 2005 at 

Kenyon College. In that address, he talks about our human tendency to be “deeply and literally 

self-centered and to see and interpret everything through this lens of self” (This is Water 44) – a 

tendency that emerges in this novel as the basic problem of both the anhedonic and the addict, 

who both search for ways to feel power and to keep the fear of empty meaninglessness at bay. 

The problem, as Infinite Jest demonstrates in considerably more detail than this later 

commencement speech, is that everything in contemporary, postmodern American culture either 

implicitly supports or explicitly recommends this view that self-worship and self-service are of 

tantamount importance to achieving success and happiness. Or, as Wallace puts it, “everything in 

my own immediate experience supports my deep belief that I am the absolute center of the 
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universe; the realest, most vivid and important person in existence” (This is Water 36). This is so 

immediate to our experience, he insists, that “the insidious thing about these forms of worship is 

not that they’re evil or sinful; it is that they are unconscious. They are default settings” (This is 

Water 112-113). This is an age-old problem, of course, this “default setting” and one need look 

no later than Genesis for a narrative about the ills brought on humankind as a result of this kind 

of self-will—what is more commonly referred to in a Christian context as pride. C.S. Lewis 

writes: “According to Christian teachers, the essential vice, the utmost evil, is Pride […] Pride 

leads to every other vice: it is the complete anti-God state of mind” (Mere Christianity 121-2). 

He elaborates, in a way that is useful to consider alongside Wallace’s words. For if Christianity 

argues that Pride is the “Original Sin,” the informing reality of human nature, then Wallace’s 

insistence that we must all overcome our “default setting,” an unconscious and involuntary 

tendency to put ourselves at the centre of the universe, can be read as a revelation of what 

informs Wallace’s sense of what’s “really human.” Lewis explains the immediacy of Pride as a 

constant and undeniable reality of our humanity; he writes: “The moment you have a self at all, 

there is a possibility of putting yourself first—wanting to be the centre—wanting to be God, in 

fact” (Mere Christianity 49).  

And this gets more interesting, as Wallace tells the graduates about the reality that we all 

“worship” something, place something at the centre of our lives. The danger is not in the act of 

worship itself, but in worshipping the wrong thing(s). Wallace insists that despite our apparently 

secular culture, “in the day-to-day trenches of adult life, there is actually no such thing as 

atheism. There is no such thing as not worshipping. Everybody worships. The only choice we get 

is what to worship” (This is Water 98-99). He continues, explaining that most forms of worship 

place the self at the centre, and turn out to be traps:  
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If you worship money and things – if they are where you tap real meaning in life – then 

you will never have enough. Never feel you have enough. It’s the truth. Worship your 

own body and beauty and sexual allure and you will always feel ugly, and when time and 

age start showing, you will die a million deaths before they finally plant you [...] Worship 

power—you will feel weak and afraid, and you will need ever more power over others to 

keep the fear at bay. Worship your intellect, being seen as smart—you will end up feeling 

stupid, a fraud, always on the verge of being found out. And so on. (103-106; 109-10) 

Lewis explains it this way:  

What Satan put into the heads of our remote ancestors was the idea that they could ‘be 

like gods’—could set up on their own as if they had created themselves—be their own 

masters—invent some sort of happiness for themselves outside God, apart from God. 

And out of that hopeless attempt has come nearly all that we call human history—money, 

poverty, ambition, war, prostitution, classes, empires, slavery—the long terrible story of 

man trying to find something other than God which will make him happy. (49) 

Given his reflection in this address, Wallace’s choice in Jest to focus on a 12-Step “cure” that 

emphasizes the need to look past the self is not a coincidence. I read this address as a clue to the 

not-so-subtle Christian framework that animates his sense of human trouble: pride.  

 

Pride: the Disease that makes its command headquarters in the head 

Fittingly, the failures in Jest who struggle with various incarnations of the same form of 

suffering are those who “identify their own selves with their head”; they are those characters 

who insist on their own “self-will”: they are, finally, unwilling to consider a power outside of the 

self, and are skeptical of any external truth their own reason cannot grasp. Brendan Beirne points 
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out that “Despite a sincere desire to get sober, [Geoffrey Day] balks at full participation in his 

recovery program because it runs counter to his sense of himself as an autonomous individual” 

(22), a conundrum that is echoed in Hal’s father, the alcoholic and suicidal James O. Incandenza, 

who, Hal reveals, “lasted two and a half months [in AA] and then drifted gradually away, turned 

off by the simplistic God-stuff and covert dogma” (689). And the apple doesn’t fall far from the 

tree: Hal is similarly opposed to AA, as Pemulis tells us: “[s]ome got through by they joined NA 

or a cult or some bug-eyed church and went around with ties talking about Jesus or Surrendering, 

but that shit’s not going to work for [Hal] because [he is] too sharp to ever buy the God-Squad 

shit” (1065-66n321, qtd. in Goerlandt 311-12). This position – of being “too sharp to ever buy 

the God-Squad shit” – is the one with which both Wallace and the bulk of his readers are meant 

to identify. Like Day, who resists giving up his sense of being an “autonomous individual,” this 

is both a matter of pride, of intellectual argument, and a matter of association: with “some bug-

eyed church,” with the “God-Squad” that is as revolting to Avril Incandenza and her sons, but 

also to Wallace himself, who describes fundamentalists as having “one eyebrow straight across 

their forehead and knuckles that drag on the ground and really tall hair and in general just seem 

like an excellent crowd to want to transcend … most of us will take nihilism over 

neanderthalism” (“E Unibus Pluram” 69-70). Now, he’s being hyperbolic, and he’s addressing 

the most extreme example of a religiously-informed politics and worldview that does not admit 

of difference or nuance, but he’s captured the stigma attached with the association. This is one of 

the ways Wallace signals his distance from characters like Gately who don’t seem to have a real 

filter for what association with a religiously- based community might mean.  

Wallace’s equivalents in Ennet House are those “newcomers with some education,” who 

are “the worst” because “they identify their whole selves with their head, and the Disease makes 
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its command headquarters in the head” (Jest 272). They are those characters whose incredulity 

and desire to outsmart the program act as a stand-in for Wallace and, presumably, most of Jest’s 

readers. In a section titled “Selected Transcripts of the Resident-Interface-Drop-In-Hours of Ms. 

Patricia Montesian, M.A., C.S.A.C, Executive Director, Ennet House Drug and Alcohol 

Recovery House (SIC),” we see some examples of this kind of resistance to facing the hard truth 

of one’s self-will manifested as – or masked as – an intellectual argument: 

I’m not denying anything. I’m simply asking you to define “alcoholic.” How can you ask 

me to attribute to myself a given term if you refuse to define the term’s meaning? I’ve 

been a reasonably successful personal-injury attorney for sixteen years, and except for 

that one ridiculous so-called seizure at the Bar Association dinner this spring and that clot 

of a judge banning me from his courtroom […] How old are you, young lady? I am not in 

denial so to speak about anything empirical and objective. Am I having pancreas 

problems? Yes. […] Is there a spot of domestic disturbance surrounding my intake? Why 

yes there is. Did I experience some formication in detox? I did. I have no problem 

forthrightly admitting things I can grasp. Formicate with an m, yes. But what is this you 

demand I admit? Is it denial to delay signature until the vocabulary of the contract is clear 

to all parties so bound? Yes, yes, you don’t follow what I mean here, good! And you’re 

reluctant to proceed without clarification. I rest. I cannot deny what I don’t understand. 

This is my position. (Jest 177) 

This character (who is unidentified and so ungendered) has a definitional problem; s/he wants to 

circumvent what’s really happening or what s/he might have to do – or admit about her/himself – 

through arrogant verbal acrobatics. The speaker’s problem with authority and with the need for 

empirical proof and definitional clarity is the result of an inability to consider beyond her/his 
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understanding (what s/he can “grasp”), but it is also driven by a desire to remain the arbiter of 

what is graspable at all: things “empirical and objective.” Because the suggestions of AA fall 

outside of this realm, he doesn’t have the tools, the language with which to encounter it.  

Another skeptic exclaims:  

So this purports to be a disease, alcoholism? A disease like a cold? Or like cancer? I have 

to tell you, I have never heard of anyone being told to pray for relief from cancer. Outside 

maybe certain very rural parts of the American South, that is. So what is this? You’re 

ordering me to pray? Because I allegedly have a disease? I dismantle my life and career 

and enter nine months of low-income treatment for a disease, and I’m prescribed prayer? 

Does the word retrograde signify? (180) 

This accusation that the practices at Ennet House are “retrograde” signals the speaker’s distance 

– their desire to be seen as quite separate from—the thinking and practices associated with the 

“God Squad” types.  

And the arguments against accepting the tenets of AA get ever more complex in the 

hands of certain other characters who embody and represent the perspective of academics in 

particular. Joelle van Dyne, a graduate student who hosts an avant-garde nighttime radio show on 

college radio, and a newcomer to Ennet House (her object of worship is freebased cocaine), 

cannot initially begin the process of recovery because she similarly approaches things from the 

standpoint of having already figured them out: there is nothing possible that cannot be 

comprehended and explained in language she understands. It’s not simply that she over-

intellectualizes things – although at times it can seem like that is her problem – but rather, that 

she is unwilling to participate in the kind of intellectual exercise that forces her to rethink what 

she is sure she already knows. And rather than engage with the content of the program at the 
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level of its ideas about personal ego, she instead (like other characters in the novel whose 

education is a key part of what constitutes their identity) frames the question as a primarily 

semantic one. She explains that,  

her trouble with it is that ‘But For the Grace of God’ is a subjunctive, a counterfactual, 

she says, and can make sense only when introducing a conditional clause, like e.g. ‘But 

For the Grace of God I would have died on Molly Notkin’s bathroom floor,’ so that an 

indicative transposition like ‘I’m here But For the Grace of God’ is, she says, literally 

senseless, and regardless of whether she hears it or not it’s meaningless, and that the 

foamy enthusiasm with which these folks can say what in fact means nothing at all makes 

her want to put her head in a Radarage at the thought that Substances have brought her to 

the sort of pass where this is the sort of language she has to have Blind Faith in. (366) 

Joelle manages to circumvent (temporarily, at least), the whole question of belief, by instead 

focusing on the more “intellectual” question of the problematic way in which the issue of belief 

is presented in language. Specifically, by pressing on the subjunctive, Joelle points to her refusal 

to accept something that is, even grammatically, not a matter of fact, but an expression of 

unreality: of wish, of possibility. This counterfactual is so conditional on things Joelle cannot 

know – cannot explain confidently in language – that she refutes the whole idea on its face. Of 

course, she can talk her way around this all she wants, but substances have brought her to this 

place where this is the sort of language that might save her. The conditions of her own present 

circumstances might have been the stuff of another counterfactual for her, had it not turned out to 

be true.  

What all of these characters reflect is the fundamental problem of these addicts 

(according to AA): “self-will run riot” (Jest 812). They are fundamentally incapable of seeing 
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the fallibility of their own thinking, which is why another AA slogan meant to remind addicts of 

this fact is: “my best thinking got me here.” This is an ingenious phrase for undermining these 

characters’ attempts to use their own reasoning capacity to reason themselves out of submission 

to the program. One of the characters who engages AA’s rationale more energentically is 

Geoffrey Day, a recent Ennet House arrival and academic who the narrator (focalized through 

Gately), tells us: “taught something horseshit-sounding like social historicity or historical 

sociality at some jr. college up the Expressway in Medford and came in saying on his Intake he 

also manned the helm of a Scholarly Quarterly. Word for word, the House Manager had said: 

‘manned the helm’ and ‘Scholarly’” (Jest 272). Day is explicitly of those newcomers who 

“identifies [his] whole [self] with his head” (272), and so it makes sense that he devotes a 

considerable amount of time to getting himself right with the foundations of AA’s claims.  

Day comes to Gately wanting to discuss something he thought of while in an AA meeting earlier, 

and I’m going to quote this at length, not only because it is too good to edit down, but because I 

want to track how Wallace controls our identification with the characters in this passage through 

his subtle use of irony:  

 “Something this broken Ivy Leaguer said, some AA sally. He said that only one 

new-coming in a  million actually trudges into an Alcoholics Anonymous Closed 

Meeting and in fact doesn’t belong there.” 

 “Meaning doesn’t turn out to have the Disease you mean.”  

 “Yes. And that he said that quite if You—looking right at yours truly, seemingly, 

with that wearily amused patient expression you must all practice in front of the mirror—

he said that only one newcomer in a million doesn’t belong here, and if quote You think 

You’re that one-in-a-million, You definitely belong here. And everyone howled with 
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mirth, stomped their feet and blew coffee through their noses and wiped their eyes with 

the backs of their hands and elbowed each other. Howled in mirth.”  

 “But you were, like, unsmiling at it.”  

 “And everyone labels as Denial or ingratitude what’s actually horror, Don. The 

horror of acknowledging that you do apparently have some sort of problem with mild 

sedatives and fine Chianti, and wanting with all sincerity to give every fair chance to a 

treatment-modality which millions swear up and down has helped them with their own 

problem.”  

 “You’re talking about AA.”  

 “To want very much to believe in it, and to try, and then to your horror find the 

Program riddled with these obvious and idiotic fallacies and reductia ad absurdum 

which—“ 

 “I’m going to need to ask you to try and say that again in words I can follow, 

Geoffrey, if you want me to be right there alongside with you. And I’m sorry if that 

seems descending.”  

 “Don, I am sincere when I say I’m frightened when I find that there are things 

about this allegedly miraculous Program’s doctrine that simply do not follow. That do not 

cohere. That do not make anything resembling rational sense.”  

 “I’m with you on that one now, brother.”  

 “Tonight’s example of the one-in-a-million, say. Don, let me ask you, Don. In all 

earnest. Why shouldn’t every human being in the world be in AA?” 

 “Now I’m not with you any more again, Geoffrey.”  
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 “Don, why doesn’t every featherless biped on earth qualify for AA? By AA’s 

reasoning, why isn’t everyone everywhere an alcoholic?” 

 “Well Geoffrey man it’s a totally private decision to admit the Disease, nobody 

can go tell another man he’s—” 

 “But indulge me for a moment. By AA’s own professed logic, everyone ought to 

be in AA. If you have some sort of Substance-problem, in other words if you deny that 

you have a Substance-problem, why then you’re by definition in Denial, and thus you 

apparently need the Denial-busting Fellowship of AA even more than someone who can 

admit his problem.”  

 “…” 

 “Don’t look at me like that. Show me the flaw in my reasoning. I beg you. Show 

me why not everyone should be in AA, given the way AA regards those who don’t 

believe they belong here.” (Jest 1001-1002, FN 90).  

What Day does is point to what the novel as a whole seeks to show: that the program is not really 

just for addicts, as what afflicts these addicts—the Disease—is really the same thing that poses 

an obstacle to every other character’s desire to find meaning, make human connection, love and 

be loved, be free of the fear of not having control or power. The Disease is Pride. The way 

Wallace conveys this idea is fascinating: the reasoning comes from the mouth of a character who 

is initially ironized by the narrator (poking fun at his “bullshit-sounding” discipline, and his 

pretention during his Intake process), but during the course of this exchange, our identification 

shifts from being with the narrator (focalized through Gately), to being with Day, whose 

relentless questioning of the program is familiar to us. There are also some uncomfortable 

assumptions about class markers and identification; Gately’s apology to Day for seeming to 
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“descend” (rather than “condescend”) provides a moment where our identification with Day is 

solidified as we smirk at this error. But since we’re now right there with Day, we cannot so 

easily shift back to Gately’s response at the end of Day’s explication: “I’m not with you 

anymore, Day.” Because of course we are: Day’s rationalization that everyone ought to be in AA 

is the rational conclusion of AA’s basic tenets. And it’s Wallace’s conclusion, too, and he wants 

it to be ours, or at least to have us consider it. 

 

Everyone should be in AA: Pride as the state of human nature  

For many of the characters who populate Enfield and its environs, human connection 

proves incredibly difficult. The masks of hip ennui that the people of this novel has fixed create a 

barrier between themselves and others, hiding and distorting motive, feeling, belief. Hal 

Incandeza, a teenaged tennis prodigy at Enfield Academy, admits that he “hasn’t had a bona fide 

intensity-of-interior-life-type emotion since he was tiny,” and that “he finds terms like joie and 

value to be like so many variables in rarified equations, and he can manipulate them well enough 

to satisfy everyone but himself that he’s in there, inside his own hull, as a human being […] 

when in fact inside Hal there’s pretty much nothing at all, he knows” (694). Hal candidly reveals 

the extent to which depth has been subordinated by surface image, explaining that, “We are 

shown how to fashion masks of ennui and jaded irony at a young age where the face is fictile 

enough to assume the shape of whatever it wears. And then it’s stuck there, the weary cynicism 

that saves us from gooey sentiment and unsophisticated naivete. Sentiment equals naivete on this 

continent” (694). Where meaning is gone, weary cynicism has taken its place. Other instances of 

what develops as a motif of masking are legion in the novel. Masks, like cosmetics and other 

beauty products, serve to hide and “improve” the consumer, a point Wallace illuminates in a 
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brief episode that reveals one of Jest’s technical advancements, the “videophone,” for which 

users literally wear a mask—most commonly of a well-known celebrity’s face—to hide their 

own visage while interfacing with people. The narrator explains that videophone users had 

become so accustomed to donning masks “so undeniably better-looking,” than their actual faces, 

thus “transmitting to one another such horrendously skewed and enhanced masked images of 

themselves, that enormous psychosocial stress began to result” (149), until eventually, “the bulk 

of U.S. consumers remained verifiably reluctant to leave home and teleputer and to interface 

personally” (151).  

This flattening out of affect and broader alienation has consequences, as the narrator of 

Infinite Jest explains: “One of the really American things about Hal, probably, is the way he 

despises what it is he’s really lonely for: this hideous internal self, incontinent of sentiment and 

need, that pules and writhes just under the hip empty mask, anhedonia” (695). For even though 

Hal is himself just a child, not yet out of high school, he knows that the thing that is being 

suppressed is really his humanity; he is convinced that to be really human is  “probably to be 

unavoidably sentimental and naïve and goo-prone and generally pathetic, is to be in some basic 

interior way forever infantile, some sort of not-quite-right-looking infant dragging itself 

anaclitically around the map, with big wet eyes and froggy-soft skin, huge skull, gooey drool” 

(695).  

For some, intellectual argument is also erected as a barrier between the self and what is 

uncomfortably uncertain to them. Avril Incandenza explains that, “There are, apparently, persons 

who are deeply afraid of their own emotions, particularly the painful ones […] such persons 

usually have a very fragile sense of themselves as persons. As existing at all” (756). Avril seems 

oblivious to the fact that by her own definition, neither Hal, nor Orin, nor her late husband—nor 
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herself, for that matter – have much of a “sense of themselves as persons.” Jim Incandenza, who 

has already committed suicide by the time the novel opens, himself “wore the opaque blank 

facial expression his mother in French sometimes jokingly called Le Masque. The man was so 

blankly and irretrievably hidden that Orin said he’d come to see him as like autistic, almost 

catatonic” (737). Hal’s older brother Orin is similarly seemingly incapable of experiencing any 

interior emotions resembling joy, and Orin’s own “masking” takes the form of his inability to 

connect with his lovers, whom he views as conquests and refers to as “subjects.” Orin is indeed, 

by definition, an anhedonic: “Orin can only give, not receive, pleasure, and this makes a 

contemptible number of [his ‘Subjects’] think he is a wonderful lover, almost a dream-type 

lover; and this fuels the contempt” (Jest 596). The depthlessness of Orin’s connections with his 

“subjects” is profound: he is determined at all times to seem to be caring, but never actually has 

the experience of intimacy. He is addicted to using these women to satisfy his ability to seem the 

perfect lover; we are told that “[b]ecause the Subject’s pleasure in him has become his food, he is 

conscientious in the consideration and gentleness he shows after coitus, making clear his desire 

to stay right there very close and be intimate […] It gave him real pleasure to give the impression 

of care and intimacy” (Jest, 596-7, emphasis mine).  

Hal Incandenza hides behind a sophisticated ironic lingual system, possessing a verbal 

virtuosity so rhetorically effective that Hal can talk circles around, or out-intellectualize, anyone 

who tries to penetrate his hard exterior (Jest 966). His tendency to focus on representation rather 

than on the reality in front of him seems to be a trait he gets from his mother, Avril, the family 

matriarch who is utterly incapable of giving herself over to others. She is incapable of such 

affection because she, like all of her children but Mario, cannot speak plainly about her 
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emotions, or forget about herself long enough to really focus on the needs of another. This is 

Mario’s attempt to have an intimate conversation with his mother:  

“Moms?” 

“Can I ask you a thing?” 

“Please do.”  

[…] 

“There isn’t any secret. My day was I was wondering about something. In my 

mind.”  

“I’m right here for you anytime day or night, Mario, as you are for me, as I am for 

Hal and we all are for each other.” She gestures in a hard-to-describe way. “Right here.”  

“Moms?”  

“I am right here with my attention completely focused on you.”  

“How can you tell if somebody’s sad?”  

A quick smile. “You mean whether someone’s sad.”  

As smile back, but still earnest: “That improves it a lot. Whether someone’s sad, 

how can you tell so you’re sure?”  

[…]  

“You’re not exactly insensitive when it comes to people, Love-o,” she says.  

“What if you, like, only suspect somebody’s sad. How do you reinforce the 

suspicion?” 

“Confirm the suspicion?” 

“In your mind.”  

[…]  
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“How would I, for my part, confirm a suspicion of sadness in someone, you 

mean?”  

“Yes. Good. All right.” (Jest 763-768) 

Circumventing the actual question with constant corrections of her son’s grammar, rephrasing 

the question in order to avoid understanding what he “means”—Avril, like many other characters 

in the novel, hides behind the façade of language and logic in order to prevent having to admit 

that she’s never thought hard enough about anyone but herself to really know how to answer 

Mario’s question: “How can you tell if somebody’s sad?” This would require forgetting herself 

long enough to really see someone else. In another context, Wallace writes of a pervasive ironic 

tendency: “the ability to interdict the question without attending to the subject is, when 

exercised, tyranny” (“E Unibus Pluram” 67-8). Despite her insistence on being present, Avril 

also has trouble truly being emotionally present for her son; Mario’s second attempt to capture 

her attention – that second “Moms?” – indicates that while she is physically present, she seems 

to have drifted off in some way that Mario is able to detect. This forces her to insist that she is 

“right here,” despite the fact that her real presence – her real being there “for” Mario in that 

moment – is questionable. Avril promises intimacy, promises presence, but cannot deliver. Avril 

is not “right [t]here.” Where Avril really “is,” is where Hal is, too: in her own head, which is also 

the primary problem of the addicts who have ended up at Ennet House.  

And there’s an element of insincerity as well. Part of Avril’s transience—the sense that 

she’s not really there despite being physically present—comes from the hints the texts provide 

that her agenda is less than sincere. Avril’s “quick smile” is that of condescension: she has 

caught her son in a grammatical error, and it pleases her to look smart when she corrects him. 

This “quick smile” is in contrast to Mario’s earnest smile, which hides no agenda, and is only a 
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sign of his outward warmth and love toward his mother, with whom he’s attempting a moment of 

intimate connection. There are other references to the sincerity of Mario’s smiling, the 

earnestness of it.  Joelle van Dyne, while at dinner at the Incandeza house, notes that 

“[d]eformed Mario’s broad smile was so constant you could have hung things from the corners 

of it” (Jest 746); this is in contrast to the other members of the Incandenza family whose faces, 

rather than exhibiting true warm feeling, instead wear masks of pleasure: “Joelle noticed that 

pretty much everybody at the table was smiling, broadly and constantly […] She was doing it 

herself, too, she noticed; her cheek muscles were starting to ache” (Jest 746).  

Mario Incandenza is the only family member and possibly the only Enfield student who is 

not ironic or detached. Literally a deviation—“Mario doesn’t seem to resemble much of anyone 

they know” (101)—Mario’s ability to be present and to be sincere also markedly differentiates 

him from his classmates and family members. He has no desire at all to front a mask, or to hide 

behind altering substances; the narrator describes him as: “one of those people who wouldn’t see 

the point of trying recreational chemicals even if he knew how to go about it. He just wouldn’t 

get it” (154). Adam S. Miller says of Mario: “Appearance-wise, he is anything but cool. But, 

more importantly, he’s not cool in that he doesn’t keep his distance from what’s happening. 

Mario […] has an uncanny ability to just be where he is” (Miller 41, italics mine). This ability to 

be present, to be who and what he appears to be, is in stark contrast to the dissembling effect of 

the ironic mask. In this way, Mario represents a counter-point to both our own cynicism and that 

of most other characters in the novel; he rejects the tendency to incredulity and has no problem 

taking things at face value. Mario’s artless way of being reflects the self-forgetfulness that is also 

echoed in his lack of affectation or irony, as well as in his willingness to explore tough questions 

about feeling and belief. He demonstrates, in other words, a remarkable ability to operate outside 
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of the accepted norms of this culture of irony; he lacks the instinct to be suspicious of real feeling 

and conviction, and this is what makes him markedly different from the other suffering 

characters that populate the giant novel. In contrast to his brothers and father, Mario is 

unabashedly attracted to the sincerity of Ennet House, admitting that he “felt good both times in 

Ennet’s House because it’s very real; people are crying and making noise and getting less 

unhappy, and once he heard somebody say God with a straight face and nobody looked at them 

or looked down or smiled in any sort of way where you could tell they were worried inside” 

(591). The narrator tells us: “[t]he older Mario gets, the more confused he gets about the fact that 

everyone at E.T.A. over the age of about Kent Blott finds stuff that’s really real uncomfortable 

and they get embarrassed. It’s like there’s some rule that real stuff can only get mentioned if 

everybody rolls their eyes or laughs in a way that isn’t happy” (592). Indeed, “stuff that’s really 

real” is equated with infantile behavior, as Mario tells us that “when Mario brought up real stuff 

Hal called him Booboo and acted like he’d wet himself and Hal was going to be very patient 

about helping him change” (592, emphasis mine). Mario’s physical “deformities” serve to 

heighten the extent to which his personality and worldview do not fit in with the jaded 

environment he inhabits at Enfield.  

Other critics have read Mario as an emodiment of sincerity. Allard den Dulk examines 

the change Gately and others undergo in the novel, reading Mario Incandenza as a model for 

Sartrean “good faith,” and Don Gately and Hal Incandenza, examples of “bad faith” developed 

into Sartrean sincerity (“Good Faith and Sincerity” 214). Reading Sartre onto Wallace’s 

characters, he argues that the two are aligned in their notion that consciousness should be 

“directed outward,” and given that we tend to be self-centered, introspective beings, “an 

individual is not automatically a self, but has to become one” (“Good Faith” 200). While “bad 
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faith” is a form of “self-deceit” (204), “good faith,” embodied in the novel by Mario, is a virtue 

that “does not find [the] self inside, but in [one’s] relations to the world and others” (213). 

(Interestingly, while Dulk here argues that sincerity in the sense of brutal self-honesty is the 

virtue that follows from the Sartrean view of the self promulgated in Infinite Jest, he elsewhere 

argues that “Wallace’s works express a view of the self that is almost identical to that of 

Kierkegaard” [“Boredom, Irony, and Anxiety” 44]. Because that essay refers mostly to the work 

collected in Wallace’s posthumous novel, The Pale King, I have addressed Dulk’s other essay 

when I have looked at sections of that work).    

I agree with Dulk that Mario is indeed “a deviation, an abnormality” (“Good Faith” 211), 

and a model for Sartrean good faith he may well be—I do not possess the understanding 

necessary to wholly refute this. However, I read Mario as an embodiment of what Hal early on 

identifies as “really human”: Mario’s difference is marked physically in a highly exaggerated 

way, highlighting just how totally different, how noticeably marginalized, a truly open and 

unironic person would be: they become the equivalent of what’s under the mask, a “sort of not-

quite-right-looking infant” (695). (Hal also notes that this being would have a “huge skull,” an 

attribute that is repeatedly ascribed to Don Gately, the other character whose credulity and 

willingness to forget himself makes him different and marginal). If he is the unimaginably 

sincere person, then Gately and Hal are the mirrors for ourselves, for the attempt to overcome the 

pull to ironic masking; Mario is, just as his fantastic physicality is, quite unimaginable as a real 

character. He exists in the realm of near-fantasy because he is presently unimaginable. Dulk 

contends that Gately and Hal, then, are “examples of bad faith behavior,” and “both characters 

undergo a development from these problems toward an attitude of sincerity,” one that is aided by 

the AA program, at least for Gately. Dulk skips over any consideration of the content of the AA 
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program, remarking only that it forms “a community in which the importance of such clichés 

(the only reference to the program’s content), of real things, is pointed out” (“Good Faith” 214). 

Really, some of the only spaces Wallace is able to find in the novel – and in other texts – that are 

free of ironic posturing are religious ones, and yet neither critic stops to wonder why that is. 

Dulk just points to the shared experience the AA community creates, remarking that, “What AA 

does is bring fellow sufferers together, see to it that they open themselves up, that they are honest 

with each other—if only through that one sentences, “I am an addict”—and, in the course of 

doing that, learn to be honest with themselves, and thus becomes selves” (“Good Faith” 214). 

Hal, for his part, trods a similar path: even without a community in which to draw himself out, 

Hal “becomes increasingly aware of his own feelings, starts to open up and become a self” 

(“Good Faith” 218). The unified or “becoming” self, in this formulation, then, seems to be 

tantamount to a self that is keenly aware, and both Dulk and Holland make the move from 

awareness to responsibility, each arguing that the novel illustrates these characters’ need to 

overcome their ironic, disaffected existences by variously “reaching outside oneself and taking 

responsibility for oneself and others” (Holland 238); or “achieve a meaningful existence” by 

“connect[ing] to the world outside the self” (Dulk “Good Faith” 214), something that is done 

through “being honest” with oneself” (ibid 220). These readings are less focused on the actual 

content of the program on the level of the ideas it presents, so these readings are less focused on 

the logic of how the program (ostensibly) works. What most critics tend to focus on is the aspect 

of community that the program creates, highlighting such AA adages as “Identify, Don’t 

Compare” as an encapsulation of the way in which the program uses the identification with 

others’ problems to pull these addicts out of their own heads. Holland points out that the program 

helps to increase Gately’s “community-mindedness” (234); Dulk in focusing on the “choice” to 
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be committed to this community, asserts that this is a crucial act of will—as if the sense of re-

asserting one’s will isn’t totally antithetical to the central “teaching” of AA, which is hell-bent on 

convincing addicts to “surrender to win.”  

 

Irony-free zones: surrendering to our condition  

In Jest, the AA program represents not only a model for how one might move out of self-

worship; it is also the only space in this culture of irony (and 1,096-page book) in which one can 

eschew the hip mask of cynicism and be vulnerable and “real”—the only space in which one can 

simply be without seeming. Wallace writes: “If, by the virtue of charity or the circumstance of 

desperation, you ever chance to spend a little time around a Substance-recovery halfway facility 

like Enfield MA’s state-funded Ennet House, you will acquire many exotic new facts,” such as 

this: “That there is such a thing as raw, unalloyed, agendaless kindness” (203, emphasis mine). 

The real “irony-free zone” here is, of course, the AA meeting, which is lead by a member whose 

speaking engagement is referred to – not coincidentally – as a “commitment,” and whose attitude 

is truly irony-free. The narrator explains that,  “A Boston AA is very sensitive to the presence of 

ego […] Speakers who are accustomed to figuring out what an audience wants to hear and then 

supplying it find out quickly that this particular audience does not want to be supplied with what 

someone else thinks it wants” (358). Goerlandt rightly points out that the “veterans of Alcoholics 

Anonymous (AA), for whom Don Gately is the spokesperson, are highly anti-ironic […] 

Although AA demands that newcomers ‘surrender’ and admit that their ego will not save them 

from addiction, it is completely out of place to ironically attack the program rather than one’s 

ego” (311). Gately explains:  
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The thing is it has to be the truth to really go over, here [in AA]. It can’t be a calculated 

crowd-pleaser, and it has to be the truth unslanted, unfortified. And maximally unironic. 

An ironist in a Boston AA meeting is a witch in church. Irony-free zone. Same with sly 

disingenuous manipulative pseudo-sincerity. Sincerity with an ulterior motive is 

something these ravaged people know and fear, all of them trained to remember the coyly 

sincere, ironic, self-presenting fortifications they’d had to construct in order to carry on 

Out There, under the ceaseless neon bottle. (369) 

The extent to which success in the 12 Step program is reliant on a kind of transparent, 

unquestioned sincerity cannot be understated. Here, Wallace again sets up a dichotomy between 

irony and sincerity, highlighting the former as the foundation of the anhedonic mask—the “self-

presenting fortifications”—while the latter becomes the cornerstone of the genuine desire to be 

released from the narcissistic existence of the alcoholic, nicely aligned here with the anhedonic. 

It is worth noting, as well, that the anhedonic mask functions the same way as mass advertising 

and culture does: through “sly disingenuous manipulative pseudo-sincerity.” (Stories in 

Wallace’s later collection, Oblivion, explore this in more detail.) Indeed, Gately’s own success in 

the 12 Steps is linked to this kind of verbal transparency, this lack of “agenda”: “Gately’s most 

marked progress in turning his life around in sobriety, besides the fact that he no longer drives 

off into the night with other people’s merchandise, is that he tries to be just about as verbally 

honest as possible at almost all times, now, without too much calculation about how a listener’s 

going to feel about what he says” (Jest 369-70).  

And yet there’s a tension here. These kinds of narrative descriptions sometimes set up a form 

of structural irony – the trace of condescension in lines like “besides the fact that he no longer 

drives off into the night with other people’s merchandise,” might reasonably give us pause. But 
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even as the sense that Wallace-as-narrator might be undermining or devaluing Gately’s “marked 

progress,” and despite the fact that the third-person narration allows for an ambiguity that might 

have been avoided by a first-person account, I would argue that there is room for a “straight” 

reading of Gately’s progress, and indeed even a recommendation that we acknowledge and 

appreciate that progress as a model for what might aid the other characters in the novel. Even Hal 

eventually admits to preferring (though not acting on) what Ennet House has to offer; he 

concedes that he secretly likes his father’s entertainment cartridge, Wave Bye-Bye to the 

Bureaucrat, “possibly because of its unhip earnestness” (Jest 689, emphasis mine). Gately’s 

behavior – what motivates him, and how he interacts with other people and the world – is in 

stark contrast to Jim Incandenza, the postmodern artist whose art, for all of its tricks, is 

indifferent to the potential of communicating in any human way, and fails to carry any 

discernible message (Jest 12). Thus, the program’s insistence on verbal honesty is a kind of anti-

ironic method, and is about more than just the required transparency of AA members who must 

“take their personal inventory.” This is about avoiding dissembling: about finding ways to take 

off the cultivated, sophisticated mask, and to begin, like both Mario and the successful 

recoverees, to check our skepticism and relinquish control in an attempt to (re)consider 

outmoded clichés at face value. Gately asks the Ennet House residents: “How do trite things get 

to be trite? Why is the truth usually not just un- but anti-interesting?” (Jest 358), a point Wallace 

makes in his interview with Laura Miller, saying,  

It seems to me that the intellectualization and aestheticizing of principles and values in 

this country is one of the things that’s gutted our generation […] The idea that something 

so simple and, really, so aesthetically uninteresting—which for me meant you could pass 

it over for the complex stuff—can actually be nourishing in a way that arch, meta, ironic, 
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pomo stuff can’t, that seems to me to be important. That seems to me like something our 

generation needs to feel. (Miller 60) 

It is only when Geoffrey Day finally manages to set aside his tendency to over-intellectualize the 

workings of the 12 Steps, with the “low-income” infrastructure that buttresses it, that he admits 

to the other people who form his AA Fellowship: “’So then at forty-six years of age I came here 

to learn to live by cliches’ […] ‘To turn my will and life over to the care of clichés. One day at a 

time. Easy does it. First things first. Courage is fear that has said its prayers. Ask for help. Thy 

will not mine be done. It works if you work it. Grow or go. Keep coming back’” (Jest 270). Day 

seems to be dismissing these adages, but he’s not—not really. He’s doing what Wallace himself 

does: he is engaging with these clichés while holding the space for doubt, for questioning the 

premises on which he accepts them. Day continues:  

I’m grateful. I cultivate gratitude. That’s part of the system of clichés I’m here to live by. 

An attitude of gratitude. A grateful drunk will never drink. I know the actual cliché is “A 

grateful heart will never drink,” but since organs can’t properly be said to imbibe and I’m 

still afflicted with just enough self-will to decline to live by utter non sequiturs, as 

opposed to just good old clichés, I’m taking the liberty of light amendment. (Jest 271) 

To which Charlotte Treat, Ennet resident replies defiantly: “Well it’s true is all” (Jest 271). 

What these characters and Wallace alike recognize is the way in which seemingly clichéd 

ideas can actually have power, hold meaning. The narrator says:  

‘I Didn’t Know That I Didn’t Know’ is another of the slogans that looks so shallow for a 

while and then all of a sudden drops off and deepens like the lobster-waters off the North 

Shore. As Gately fidgets his way through daily A.M. meditation he always tries to remind 

himself daily that this is all an Ennet House residency is supposed to do: buy these poor 
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yutzes some time, some thin pie-slice of abstinent time, till they can start to get a whiff of 

what’s true and deep, almost magic, under the shallow surface of what they’re trying to 

do. (271)  

What is interesting in the repeated use of the word cliché is that it captures yet another 

irony to which I think Wallace is pointing: clichés are accepted, unthinking truths—contested 

ones, tired ones. They’re overused (“banalified” is the neologism Wallace would apply here), 

made meaningless—like all words, all signifiers, once we question the connection between 

signifiers and their signifieds. I think that part of the fun Wallace is having here is in pointing to 

the degree to which this denial of stable meaning has itself become sort of clichéd, over-used and 

readily accepted dictum of postmodernist thought, and his happy discovery is that when he 

eschews this accepted wisdom for long enough to consider these ideas for what they purport, on 

their face, to mean, he finds truths that are simple, yes, but instructive in a way that, as he says 

“arch, meta, ironic, pomo stuff” cannot necessarily be. Like the Normcore backlash against the 

“ironic living,” clichés are one of the ways Wallace stages the return of that which has been 

denied, dismantled. As Adam S. Miller points out, the clichés of AA “exhibit none of the 

sparkle, complexity, or appeal of big, high-powered ideas […] More, their value depends on this 

failure. Clichés remind us of things that are ordinary, local, boring, and taxing. They don’t rely 

overmuch on the head” (103). More than that, in their unoriginality, they also suggest a recourse 

to tradition, to accepted wisdom that was once known. This is dangerous in the wrong hands—

the ready acceptance of unexamined truths—but Wallace is handling them carefully. This isn’t 

anti-intellectualism; it’s a question about the limitations of postmodernist thought.  

Crucially, what Wallace must also do, as Gately does for these poor yutzes, is present 

these slogans, “like many clichés, so lame and banal on the surface, actually [express] a great 
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and terrible truth” (This is Water 57). He must present them knowing how they’re received 

(skeptically), but confident that his reader can come to the realization that even under the veneer 

of this ironic representation, there is something “true and deep”: something that can only emerge 

for audiences like us, who no longer consider “seriousness and forthrightness expressive 

possibilities.” Wallace finds a way to harness irony as an ambiguous mode to express what are, 

for people in this situation, serious and meaningful ideas—and I think he means them this way. 

In the context of the novel, AA’s clichés become, like the space irony creates, the site of 

rethinking opinions we have uncritically inherited. They become, if not purely “irony-free 

zones,” then at least “irony-suspicious zones”—an anomalous space in this environment, indeed. 

In the context of the novel’s representation of AA, these clichés are religious principles that are 

injected with meaning when they are actually taken seriously instead of disregarded as old 

platitudes. Like the lobster-waters off the North Shore, thinking deeply is distinguished from the 

kind of intellectualism that presents itself as real thought but is close-minded in reality.  

In the Enfield Academy thread, this version of close-mindedness parading as real 

intellectualism is embodied in the obstinate Avril Incandenza, who lacks the emotional 

intelligence necessary to care for and connect with her children. The addicts who show resistance 

to the 12 Step program might be read as Wallace’s critique of the postmodern skeptic of 

“objective truth” and other ostensible “dogma,” and the AA handbook provides the much-needed 

criticism of such resistance to—and skepticism of—all authority that Wallace sees as 

characteristic of postmoderns; its authors admit, “[w]e were bothered with the thought that faith 

and dependence upon a Power beyond ourselves was somewhat weak, even cowardly. We 

looked upon this world of warring individuals, warring theological systems, and inexplicable 

calamity, with deep skepticism” (AA 45-6). They also write: “[w]e read wordy books and 
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indulge in windy arguments, thinking we believe this universe needs no God to explain it […] 

Rather vain of us, wasn’t it?” (AA 49). Gately, attempting to explain the AA slogan, Analysis-

Paralysis, says: “there’s no set way to argue intellectual-type stuff about the Program. Surrender 

To Win, Give It Away To Keep It. God As You Understand Him. You can’t think about it like 

an intellectual thing” (1002, note 90), and it does seem, in Jest, that reason and over-

intellectualization prove to be the recovering addict’s worst nightmare. We already know that 

“it’s the newcomers with some education that are the worst,” because “the Disease makes its 

command headquarters in the head” (272): as if that point needed more belaboring, family 

patriarch, the auteur and alcoholic James Indandenza, commits suicide by exploding his own 

head in a microwave, a rather brutal but pointed way of emphasizing where the major problem 

lay. It’s not a criticism of a particular class, but rather, a way of identifying the various tools with 

which people arm themselves in resistance to cliché, conventional wisdom, traditional ideas: 

education, philosophy, science. Those without education will still have their own reasoning to 

discard first, presumably, but the suggestion is that for those who have identified their worth and 

their power over others in their possession of knowledge, relinquishing their own thinking will 

be much harder.  

 

The central paradox: freedom found in limits  

Don Gately’s own success in the AA program—the extent of his “true” belief—has led 

many critics to characterize the novel as one endorsing a kind of “provisional” belief: one that is 

essentially contentless, focused only on the results that practice and ritual can achieve. I can see 

the allure of reading Gately’s faith this way: We’re told that, “Gately may doubt a great deal, but 

he does what the Program asks of him, going through ‘the ritualistic daily Please and Thank You 
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prayers” so that the faith in a “Higher Power” with which he goes down on his knees every 

morning and every night, is nothing more than comparable to “a hitter that’s on a hitting streak 

and doesn’t change his jocks or pre-game routine for as long as he’s on the streak” (Jest 443). 

This isn’t a clear and perfect faith, but my sense from the reading is that no one has such a thing.  

I am inclined instead to read what seems like pragmatism as more of a complex form of 

freedom. It’s a seemingly paradoxical kind of freedom, one that involves both choice and 

compulsion, one that seems both intentional and unwitting. Gately unpacks this mystery in his 

own explanation of how AA “works,” a passage in which he shares his own experience of 

finding freedom through his commitment to the program:  

And so you Hang In and stay sober and straight, and out of sheer hand-burned-on-hot-

stove terror you heed the improbable-sounding warnings not to stop pounding out the 

nightly meetings even after the Substance-cravings have left […] and not only does the 

urge to get high stay more or less away, but more general life-quality-type things—just as 

improbably promised, at first, when you’d Come In—things seem to get progressively 

somehow better, inside, for a while, then worse, then even better, then for a while worse 

in a way that’s still somehow better, realer, you feel weirdly unblended, which is good, 

even though a lot of the things you now see about yourself and how you’ve lived are 

horrible to have to see—and by this time the whole thing is so improbable and unparsable 

that you’re so flummoxed you’re convinced you’re maybe brain-damaged, still, at this 

point, from all the years of Substances, and you figure you’d better Hang In in this 

Boston AA where older guys who seem to be less damaged—or at least flummoxed by 

their damage—will tell you in terse simple imperative clauses exactly what to do, and 

where and when to do it (though never How or Why); and at this point you’ve started to 
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have an almost classic sort of Blind Faith in the older guys, a Blind Faith in them born 

not of zealotry or even belief but just of a chilled conviction that you have no faith 

whatsoever left in yourself; and now if the older guys say Jump you ask them to hold 

their hand at the desired height, and now they’ve got you, and you’re free. (350-51, 

emphasis mine)  

I quote this at length, not only because finding a break in Wallace’s prose is incredibly difficult, 

but also because it is just so rich, and paraphrasing his experience doesn’t seem to do the passage 

justice. This passage captures his own struggle to overthrow his ego, his desire to re-assert 

control the second that seems available to him, and his commitment to mustering the humility 

this process demands of him. It captures the things he must see and feel about himself (of which 

he’s ashamed) as part of the process of engaging in what is, for all intents and purposes, a total 

repentance. And when he does this, things “seem to get progressively better,” which in turn helps 

to compel him along, even when things also get worse. But he hangs in not because he has any 

kind of certainty in himself, but because he has ceased to believe that he is even capable of such 

certainty—and so he relinquishes it to the process on the grounds that he is not in control of his 

own life. And that admission is so crucial: it both signals the limit of his own power, and frees 

him in a way he didn’t think was imaginable before Coming In. The mystery of this paradox 

can’t be emphasized any more than by the seemingly inherent contradiction at the centre of those 

last two clauses: and now they’ve got you, and you’re free. Part of what Gately is tracing is the 

moment when acting in good faith becomes faithfulness; that is, the moment when one’s 

compulsion to believe comes to constitute actual belief. And this compulsion is as urgent for 

Gately as it is for other converts who are faced with the only thing they’ve come to believe will 

save them: Gately must give up his power in order to gain his life back. It’s an exchange that is 
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both limiting and liberating. Gately recognizes that the struggles he experiences are part of the 

process, not a sign of the process’s failure, or its falsity; Gately tell us: “the way it gets better and 

you get better is through pain. Not around pain, or in spite of it” (Jest 445-6). Lewis elsewhere 

explains this process in startling similar terms: “repentance, this willing submission to 

humiliation and a kind of death, is not something God demands of you before He will take you 

back and which He could let you off if He chose: it is simply a description of what going back to 

Him is like” (Mere Christianity 57). Gately repeatedly takes pains to emphasize the voluntariness 

of AA’s “rules,” which define your membership in the group, but which do not have any form of 

(re)enforcement. He goes on to explain: “There are, by ratified tradition, no ‘musts’ in Boston 

AA. No doctrine or dogma or rules. They can’t kick you out. You don’t have to do what they 

say. Do exactly as you please—if you still trust what seems to please you” (Jest 356). Indeed, as 

Gately insists, “Boston AA’s take on itself is that it’s a benign hierarchy, that any order to the 

thing is a function of Miracle. No reg, no musts, only love and support and the occasional 

humble suggestion born of shared experience. A non-authoritarian, dogma-free movement” (Jest 

356). Describing the voluntary nature of one’s commitment to the program, Gately makes clear 

that while following the program’s rules and steps isn’t mandatory, it absolutely urgent—and 

besides, if you choose not to follow the rules, you just end up kicking yourself out. And to land 

back Out There, as the novel makes clear, is a matter of life and death … only you get to decide. 

Gately says:  “The bitch of the thing is you have to want to […] You have to want to take the 

suggestions, want to abide by the traditions of anonymity, humility, surrender to the Group 

conscience. If you don’t obey, nobody will kick you out […] It’s all optional; do it or die” (Jest 

357-8). This exchange of power, this renunciation of pride in the act of repentance is what is 

necessary for these characters to find real and lasting freedom.  
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We encounter another infantilized and (like Mario) grotesquely marginalized outsider in 

the character of Remy Marathe, a Quebecois assassin who is part of a terrorist plot to separate 

Quebec from the shared territory of the Concavity since the formation of O.N.A.N (Canada and 

the US as one nation, the Organization of North American Nations) by disseminating The 

Entertainment, a cartridge created by none other than the late James O. Incandenza, a cartridge 

that is so entertaining, to choose to watch it is to choose death.  Marathe shares an insight similar 

to Mario’s observation that his attempts to discuss “real stuff” are met by a resistance in the form 

of prohibition: Hal interdicts Mario’s attempts at “real” conversation by suggesting it is infantile 

before Mario’s even had a chance to broach a topic. Atop a mountain in the Arizona desert, 

Marathe wonders aloud to his American colleague, Hugh Steeply, “why the presence of 

Americans could always make him feel vaguely ashamed after saying things he believed in. An 

aftertaste of shame after revealing passion of any belief and type when with Americans, as if he 

had made flatulence instead of had revealed belief” (318). It is curious that Wallace locates this 

problem as particularly American, given that ONAN is a marriage of Canada, the US, and 

Mexico. Wallace tells Laura Miller of his idea for Infinite Jest: “I wanted to do something real 

American, about what it’s like to live in America around the millennium … [t]he sadness that the 

book is about, and that I was going through, was a real American type of sadness” (Miller 59). 

On the other hand, he tells McCaffrey that the “television-processed culture” he depicts in Jest 

isn’t necessarily American, but “seems distinctly Western-Industrial, anyway” (McCaffrey 23). 

I’m inclined to think that Marathe’s status as outsider-looking-in has more to do with what he’ll 

reveal about himself as a person than it does with his nationality as a Quebecois separatist in the 

context of ONAN. What matters is the point Marathe makes, which is one that Mario expresses 

as well: why is there a sense of shame, of regret and embarrassment, that attends the expression 
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of any form of belief? These characters become mouthpieces for the open expression of values 

akin to what Wallace deems admirable in Dostoevsky: “The big thing that makes Dostoevsky 

invaluable for American readers and writers is that he appears to possess degrees of passion, 

conviction and engagement with deep moral issues that we—here, today—cannot or do not 

permit ourselves” (“Joseph Frank” 271). What expression of such “deep convictions or desperate 

questions” requires, Wallace points out, is an “ironic distance”: one that Wallace achieves by 

making characters like Mario, Gately and Marathe the bearers of his novel’s most complicated 

and problematic ideas, those pertaining to belief and human nature, and freedom.  

For Gately and his housemates, but also for the other characters in the novel, it is this 

misplaced worship – this not knowing how to choose what to worship – that has them chasing 

the wrong things for their happiness. In having no guidelines to choose, they find themselves 

worshipping things that feed their ego and pride, and serve to remind them that they are the 

centre of the universe, rather than to reveal the reality of their insignificance. Marathe explains:  

[S]omeone sometime let you forget how to choose, and what. Someone let your peoples 

forget it was the only thing of importance, choosing. So completely forgetting that when I 

say choose to you you make expressions with your face such as ‘Herrrrrre we are going.’ 

Someone taught that temples are for fanatics only and took away the temples and 

promised there was no need for temples. And now there is no shelter. And no map for 

finding the shelter of the temple. And you all stumble about in the dark, this confusion of 

permissions. The without-end pursuit of a happiness of which someone let you forget the 

old things which made happiness possible. (319-20) 

Let’s attend to the obvious ironies here a moment. Remy Marathe’s mini lectures to Hugh 

Steeply take place atop a Arizona mountain, on which both men are perched, in women’s 
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costumes, in wheelchairs. Remy is himself a “disfigured,” “othered” character: he’s lost his legs 

in the ‘war’ and is bound to a wheelchair – a wheelchair he inhabits while in an undercover 

costume: women’s clothes. He is also marked as linguistically other, through the broken English 

that we hear around his Quebecois accent, which, together with the comic appearance of Marathe 

and his colleague, serve to shroud such observations in a dripping irony whose resulting 

ambivalence makes us question whether we should dismiss—or take to heart—this, and other of 

Marathe’s little diatribes.  

It seems fitting that Marathe’s monologues are framed the way they are: irony serves to 

protect Wallace from the ridicule he anticipates, but it also finds a way to usher this kind of 

thinking into the realm of literary fiction, into which it would not be welcome otherwise. 

Because what Marathe suggests, crucially, is that the characters in Jest don’t so much suffer, in 

the language of Wallace’s Kenyon address, from a lack of reverence so much as a failure to 

worship the right things. And a culture that is rife with distracting entertainment and invitations 

to self-gratification helps these characters in “choosing” to “worship” a variety of things: the 

dedication to being the smartest student and the best tennis prodigy – of getting to The Show – is 

what is eating at poor Hal, who only gets his sense of meaning from others’ validation of him.  

 

Reading beyond irony 

Initial criticism of Jest in the earliest years of its reception tackled the novel’s 

representation of mediation and information systems in contemporary America, and often 

compared Wallace’s work to that of his postmodern influences (Pynchon, DeLillo, etc), touching 

also on his representation of drug addiction, the encyclopeadic nature of Wallace’s “radical 

realism” (Tom LeClair), and the “dialogic carnival” of his canvas (Nichols). For my purposes 
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here, I look in particular at the work that has been done on the problem of irony in the novel, and 

on religious expression in Jest. That the world of Infinite Jest is both a world filled with 

characters who seem to embody Walpole’s notion of “ironic living, and one in which the 

characters are ironized by Wallace, who uses irony to poke fun at his characters and exploit 

discrepancies between how characters think about themselves and how Wallace – standing in for 

us as readers – might think of them—has not been lost on critics, who have frequently addressed 

the problem of reading beyond his irony in this novel. For me, the novel’s ironies are a way for 

Wallace to think through the very traditional Christian notion of pride and the act of repentance 

without axiomatically revealing his unquestioning commitment to these concepts and the tenets 

that follow from them. The irony creates an ambiguous space in which we both question 

Wallace’s earnestness, and nevertheless encounter these characters’ reality. The irony both 

enables and keeps in check Wallace’s post-secular expression of religious reality in the context 

of an otherwise completely emblematic postmodern text.  Once we’ve accounted for the irony 

this way— as a space-clearing—it opens up the opportunity for us to engage directly with the 

ideas the novel explores.  

Following in the “second wave” practice Kelly identifies (that of using Wallace’s own 

irony/sincerity dichotomy to gauge the “success” of the novel), we see critics going to work to 

determine, most often, that Wallace’s penchant for irony does not undermine the occasion for 

sincere connection between, by turns, readers and Wallace, and readers and Wallace’s characters.  

Iannis Goerlandt and Lee Konstantinou look to the novel’s framing of “The Entertainment,” a 

film made by the late Jim O. Incandenza (whose suicide has already taken place at the outset of 

the novel, and who is famous in the novel for playing hateful jokes on his imagined audience of 

pretentious art critics, premiering avant garde films which purposefully have no content or 
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meaning, just to entice his viewers to rise to the bait and attempt analysis) for the express 

purpose of uniting him and his son in a genuine form of communication. Goerlandt argues that 

readers of Jest forge a discursive community as they make their way through the novel, 

equipping them with the shared memory of the text that comes before (including this context of 

“The Entertainment”), and this enables them to be sufficiently sensitive to the problems of irony 

to know that the book does not ironize its readers. And both he and Konstantinou seem to read 

this film as a stand-in for the relationship between Wallace and the reader of Jest, who at some 

point must wonder if the sheer difficulty and frustrations of the book are not, as Wallace has 

said, intended to wake readers up to mediation, but instead meant to play into the hands of 

pretentious readers everywhere keen to have mastered a (potentially unmasterable) 1,079 page 

book.  

Only Mary K. Holland provides, to my mind, a compelling reading of the presence – and 

effects on our interpretation – of Wallace’s own ironic sneer, his “attitude of aloofness” as 

authorial voice. She argues that Wallace fails to escape his own “unconscious addiction to irony” 

(“Art’s Heart’s” 220), and so his “greatest accomplishment in the novel will be to construct not a 

character strong enough to escape the ironic trap that the novel has set, but rather one earnest 

enough to suffer the irony and brave enough to struggle heroically to escape it, but still doomed, 

almost sadistically so, by an author who cannot overcome his own ironic ambivalence” (“Art’s 

Heart’s” 220). In short, Holland argues that Gately cannot escape irony because Wallace is too 

ambivalent about the earnestness Gately might represent to even let him. She comes to the 

conclusion of this failure of “escape” by arguing that Wallace “punishes” rather than celebrates 

those characters who eschew hip irony in favour of earnestness; she asserts that Gately “suffers 

both emotionally and physically in ways that define him as grotesque and so socially 
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unacknowledged” (“Art’s Heart’s” 230-1). She claims that the punishment takes the form of 

social marginalization, and indeed it is hard to believe that figures so counter-cultural to the 

ironic existence writ large in that novel could be anything but marginal: their very success in 

bucking the culture seems to demand this. What Holland’s argument also implies is that Wallace 

denies these characters any “straight” representation shorn of his own ironic sneer; that is, 

Wallace ensures their existence on the fringes of marginalization in order to also ensure that we 

encounter these ideas on the edge of Wallace’s own ambivalence: that space where a 

constructive tension opens up between this context of irony and the novel’s clear insistence that 

Gately and his grotesque comrades are, in fact, the heroes. Were Wallace to create an 

unambiguously earnest and pious character to whom the narrative voice (standing in for Wallace, 

forgive any theoretical qualms this causes) has only a sincere, uncomplicated relationship to 

would make this a different kind of book, a didactic novel, one that offers up these kinds of ideas 

with a degree of certainty Wallace does not, apparently, possess. This ambivalence plays out in 

the novel through Wallace’s careful handling of Gately, who offers us a glimpse of what an 

eschewal of congenital skepticism might look like, and the benefits of living this way. But 

despite the novel’s often ironic portrayal of such credulous characters as Gately, it is the ability 

to recognize one’s limited sense of control, and the humility to accept that limit, that is offered 

up as the antidote to the various forms of suffering these characters endure at the hands of their 

own egos.  

Despite critical insistence on the novel’s pervasive irony, the fact that Jest depicts the 

struggle of some of its characters to commit to something beyond and outside of the power of the 

self has been the topic of much critical conversation, coalescing in particular around Wallace’s 

use of the AA program. Most critics have pointed to the community of AA as the key enabler of 
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the Ennet House addicts’ recoveries. Holland asserts that the novel “privileges above all else the 

sheer power of [the AA program] in bringing sufferers together to connect with each other’s 

pain,” arguing that the shared storytelling acts as an antidote to the solipsism sought by drug use, 

and so the Program becomes “a stand-in for the drug” (“Art’s Heart’s Purpose” 233).  

Indeed, the AA program’s 12 Steps, some of which are covered quite extensively in the 

novel, do require of its members the submission to a “Higher Power as You Understand Him,” 

(Step 2: We came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity; right 

after Step 1: We admitted we were powerless over alcohol - that our lives had become 

unmanageable). This non-optional step has prompted some other critics to look more closely at 

the propositions here, and to question what, exactly, Wallace might be suggesting. Mark Bresnan 

looks at the way in which the tenets of the AA program are uniquely postmodern since they 

acknowledge the necessity of creating of “a provisional identity.” Bresnan argues that despite the 

program’s description of a “core” self that is the addicted self, the practicalities of the steps and 

the rituals of the AA community instead focus its members on an always-changing, always- 

becoming, always-recovering self. As Bresnan puts it: “[t]he change is not ontological—Gately 

is still an addict and still does not believe in God; instead, it is provisional—he strategically 

constructs a self that can comply with all of AA’s ‘suggestions’” (Bresnan 65-66). Similarly, 

Robert Bolger posits that Infinite Jest offers up “a set of practice steps […] that must be applied 

rather than a series of beliefs that must be assented to” (Bolger 33). But the notion of a clear 

conversion is important to him, as Bolger asserts that: the “conversion that Wallace is advocating 

is a conversion away from ourselves, but it is also a conversion that we bring about volitionally 

and possibly circularly; we create new beliefs and change our inner narrative, which changes our 

beliefs, which … you get the idea” (Bolger 44). I agree that what Wallace’s characters need to 
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undergo is a “death of self,” but I’m particularly interested in how the AA program, as a 

microcosm of religious belief and practice, shows how the acknowledgment of one’s own 

limitations and the admission that we do not have the ability to help ourselves, brings with it a 

paradoxically more freeing reality. Timothy Jacobs, too, reads Wallace’s fiction as “an 

unflinching and eschatological depiction of debased and despairing human nature toward a 

redemptive end” (Jacobs 226), but he stops short of describing what informs that end, concluding 

only that Wallace’s characters in this novel “express the nature of the individual struggle for 

belief in something larger than the self” (289). 

These critics are, for the most part, not interested in a Wallace who might be exploring 

the possibility that there are truths which can be true or false—which are not a matter of how we 

“see-as,” but are a matter of the reality of our being. That is, they aren't open to the idea that 

Wallace might be re-engaging the possibility of a truth that is objective or universal in nature. 

The religious expression we get in Wallace, these critics overwhelmingly argue, is not a 

religiosity derived from traditional denominations, but rather, a form of “secular mysticism” 

(Bolger 51), a religiosity emptied of actual belief and enacted as ritual for purely pragmatic 

ends. It’s a kind of meta-consideration of what the shape of belief might be, rather than an 

attempt to encounter the content of these characters’ beliefs at the level of the ideas they express.  

Many critics have read the practicality of the AA program as proof that Wallace should 

be considered in the American pragmatic tradition. David H. Evans positions Wallace as an 

inheritor of the American pragmatic tradition, arguing that Wallace takes on William James’s 

pragmatic conception of religious belief, where “the truth of faith […] is not to be measured by 

how it corresponds to a state of affairs, but by its practical consequences in the life of the 

individual” (Evans 182). In pragmatist thought, “faith,” as Evans explains, “‘becomes’ true by its 
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results,” and “[t]he believer, therefore, has a right to believe what truths he may, if those truths 

give him a reason to live; it is not the substance, but the result of belief that matters” (Evans 

182).Without making reference to the pragmatic tradition, Petrus van Ewijk similarly notes the 

way in which Gately’s prayer is simply a means to an end: “the older members make him see 

that it is not a matter of believing or not believing, Gately just needs to do it” (qtd. in van Ewijk 

137). Evans finally argues that “[w]hat the novel seems to endorse … is not the reality of a 

Higher Power, or even belief in a Higher Power, so much as the willingness to act as if one 

believed in a Higher Power” (Evans 187). One can certainly see an argument for this reading in 

Gately’s description of his religious practice, and yet, I want to read the role of AA in this novel 

not as a meditation on pragmatism, but as an exploration of the Christian concepts the program 

teaches.  

The pragmatic readings tend to miss crucial aspects of Gately’s success, and of the nature 

of freedom Wallace explores, when the principles of the addicts’ belief is passed over. Evans 

thus misreads the AA program in my view, recognizing that Gately “seem[s] to be moving in the 

direction of freedom” (181)—the pragmatic end for which this contentless “belief” is being 

cultivated—but fundamentally mistaking the source of that freedom, arguing that “the decisive 

event is the critical choice that they [AA members] make to assert control over their own lives” 

(181). While this call to action is crucial to Wallace’s sense of what needs to be done to remove 

these addicts from their infant-like state of solipsistic worship, I think that the notion that it is 

Gately’s decision to assert control is a misguided one, and one that misses the central point of 

total humility at the heart of the program’s message (and codified in those initial first two steps). 

There is, of course, the initial step toward AA, but what finally leads to these characters’ 

freedom is quite the opposite of asserting control: rather, it is their relinquishing of control and 
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their acknowledgment of a higher power as the source of their newfound freedom. The Big Book 

reads: “The central fact of our lives today is the absolute certainty that our Creator has entered 

into our hearts and lives in a way which is indeed miraculous. He has commenced to accomplish 

those things for us which we could never do by ourselves” (AA 25). As Adam Miller more 

rightly puts it, “[Wallace] knows that this kind of waking up involves the surrender, not the 

victory, of your individual head” (112), and in Jest, it is the ability to let go of ego, and admit 

that you are not able to help yourself, that leads to salvation. Like many other critics who address 

the rule of AA in the novel, Evans reaches the conclusion that the beliefs of AA are a means to 

an end rather than truths that inform reality.  

 

Choose with care 

In “A Supposedly Fun Thing I’ll Never Do Again,” Wallace’s journalistic account of his 

week aboard a luxury Caribbean cruise, he describes the account of the unchecked pursuit of 

pleasure as an infantile solipsism combined with an utter lack of constraint—one that precludes 

the very possibility of adulthood. He writes of the “product” that is this condition on the cruise 

ship:  

a blend of relaxation and stimulation, stressless indulgence and frantic tourism, that 

special mix of servility and condescension that’s marketed under configurations of the 

verb ‘to pamper’ […] The fact that contemporary adult Americans also tend to associate 

the word ‘pamper’ with a certain other consumer product is not an accident, I don’t think, 

and the connotation is not lost on the mass-market Megalines and their advertisers. And 

there’s good reason for them to iterate the word, and stress it. (260-1) 
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Wallace ultimately finds the limitations of adulthood more liberating, more pleasurable, than the 

“pampered” state of the passengers on the m.v. Zenith (which Wallace immediately dubs the m.v. 

Nadir). Crucially, he links this choiceless, materialistic, infantile existence that the ship (as a 

microcosm, surely, of the broader culture) endorses, to the gut-level despair he feels aboard the 

m.v. Nadir; he reflects:  

There is something about a mass-market Luxury Cruise that’s unbearably sad […] on 

board the Nadir—especially at night, when all the ship’s structured fun and reassurances 

and gaiety-noise ceased—I felt despair. The word’s overused and banalified now, 

despair, but it’s a serious word, and I’m using it seriously. For me it denotes a simple 

admixture—a weird yearning for death combined with a crushing sense of my own 

smallness and futility that presents as a fear of death. It’s maybe close to what people call 

dread or angst. But it’s not these things, quite. It’s more like wanting to die in order to 

escape the unbearable feeling of becoming aware that I’m small and weak and selfish and 

going without any doubt at all to die. It’s wanting to jump overboard. (261) 

Thus part of this infantilization—and the attendant despair—Wallace makes clear, is the denial 

of death: through both the health and wellness programs aboard the ship that contrast sharply 

with the obese sunbathers and the general decay of the ship’s guts, to the sheer freneticism of the 

ship’s activity, which seems more or less to be a distraction, Wallace realizes, from the 

undeniable reality of our smallness and mortality—and it seems we’ll do anything we can to 

avoid encountering that mortality, anything we can to avoid the unpleasantness beyond the 

frenetic consumption of the cruise ship.  

In Jest, we encounter a world in which profound entrapment and self-worship threaten to 

create for many characters the suffering state of a kind of death-in-life. It is a world in which, 
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like on the m.v. Nadir, pleasure—or at least the promise of pleasure—is related to a freedom that 

is characterized by the absence of choice: instead, there is a proliferation of distractions, 

substances, and entertainments—all purporting to keep the dark emptiness at bay. He writes of 

the ship’s “promise” (a “lie,” he makes clear): “Your troublesome capacities for choice, error, 

regret, dissatisfaction, and despair will be removed from the equation. The [ship’s] ads promise 

that you will be able—finally, for once—truly to relax and have a good time, because you will 

have no choice but to have a good time” (267). What Wallace realizes is that such an 

unconstrained pleasure is impossible: there is no real joyful (rather than despairing) existence 

other than the one you create precisely through the choices you make (ie. the things you 

worship), and the ends to which those choices lead.  

In Infinite Jest, the addicts’ worshipping of self – inherent in their reliance on substances, 

which leads them to a kind of oblivion-by-choice – is a deadly distraction to assuage the gut-

level feeling that there might be something that could make real happiness possible. As Marathe 

makes clear: it is not just the decision to choose, or the act of choosing, that matters. Our 

“commitments” – “attachments” – define us, and so what we choose to commit to is the 

difference between finding real happiness, and forever stumbling about. Speaking of the 

momentous occasion when he made the (right) choice that has ensured his own freedom, 

Marathe shares the way in which his split decision to risk his own life for someone else’s 

becomes the defining action that saves him from what Steeply terms “a clinical depression” (Jest 

777). Marathe explains that this woman, who was about to be hit by a truck, and whom Marathe 

risked his life to save,  

saved my life. For this saved my life. This moment broke my moribund chains, 

Katherine. In one instant and without thought I was allowed to choose something as more 
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important than my thinking of my life. Her, she allowed this will without thinking. She 

with one blow broke the chains of the cage of pain at my half a body and nation. When I 

had crawled back to my fauteuil and placed my tipped fauteuil aright and I was again 

seated I realized the pain of inside no longer pained me. I became, then, adult. (778) 

Though this woman goes on to become his wife, Marathe insists that he did not fall in love with 

her in a romantic sense; but rather, enacted a form of love whose nature is captured in the self-

forgetfulness, the charity, of his act. The choice is, Marathe makes clear, utterly voluntary and 

totally constraining, and yet it is also freeing: “this choice, Katherine: I made it. It chains me, but 

the chains are of my choice. The other chains: no. The others were the chains of not choosing” 

(781). Remy Marathe says of his moment of decisive choice: “I became, then, adult.” The nature 

of this liberating decision to choose the nature of his “chains” is parallel to the freedom in 

constraint that Gately describes: his submission to AA practices and to the limits of his own 

thinking and will enable his newfound freedom from his ego, this liberation from his own skull. 

As I have said above, these little speeches from Marathe are delivered in dripping irony: 

it’s undeniable that Remy functions as a comical figure, an outside alien, retrograde and other-

wordly, steeped in irrelevance and decidedly unhip: not cool. And yet, what choice does Wallace 

have but to present these speeches in the protective cloak of an aesthetic distance that both 

protects him from ridicule and opens up the possibility that we might, for a moment, consider the 

truth of what Marathe is saying. Marathe responds to Steeply’s ridicule, as I imagine Wallace 

responding to us, his ironic and incredulous readers:  “Make amusement all you wish. But 

choose with care. You are what you love” (107). 
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Chapter Three. 

In search of what is real: seeming versus being as a moral conundrum 

 

Plausibly realistic characters: Wallace’s problem with contemporary fiction’s humans 

 Wallace expressed two major problems with contemporary American fiction. The first 

was that contemporary fiction – and its authors – had “absorbed too much of [television’s] 

raison” (McCaffrey 24). He shared that he was guilty of this himself, admitting: “I’ll catch 

myself thinking up gags or trying formal stunt-pilotry and see that none of this stuff is really in 

the service of the story itself; it’s serving the rather darker purpose of communicating to the 

reader ‘Hey! Look at me! Have a look at what a good writer I am! Like me!” (McCaffrey 25). 

Elaborating on this, he explains that “if the artist is excessively dependent on simply being liked, 

so that her true end isn’t in the work but in a certain audience’s good opinion, she is going to 

develop a terrific hostility to that audience, simply because she has given all her power away to 

them” (McCaffrey 25). What he describes is a dynamic by which the motives of the author (to be 

liked) breed a resentment in the author toward her reader— a dynamic that Wallace assures 

McCaffrey “isn’t exclusive to art” (25). This also works to inform – in regrettable ways, Wallace 

makes clear – the output: as he says elsewhere, there has been “a transition from art’s being a 

creative instantiation of real values to art’s being a creative rejection of bogus values” (“E 

Unibus Pluram” 59).  

The second problem, related to this first one, is that a culture both obsessed with 

appearances and pleasing comes to produce works of fiction in which “[v]elocity and vividness 

replace development,” and “[t]here’s a brashly irreverent rejection of ‘outmoded’ concepts like 

integrated plot or enduring character” (“E Unibus Pluram” 80). What we have instead, Wallace 
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notes, are novels that are “both amazing and forgettable, wonderful and oddly hollow,” where 

“brand loyalty really is synecdochic of character (“E Unibus Pluram” 81). What we suffer are  

Characters who are stupid, vapid, emotionally retarded … [w]ith descriptions that are 

simply lists of brand-name consumer products. Where stupid people say insipid stuff to 

each other. If what’s always distinguished bad writing—flat characters, a narrative world 

that’s clichéd and not recognizably human, etc.—is also a description of today’s world, 

then bad writing becomes an ingenious mimesis of a bad world. (McCaffrey 26) 

 What we lose to this raison, in other words, is the fullness of human experience, which is 

something that literature has typically been tasked with exploring.  

 I opened this project with a quote from this same interview with Larry McCaffrey, in 

which Wallace explains that the role of good fiction in dark times is to “both to depict this dark 

world and illuminate the possibilities for being alive and human in it” (25). The task of the 

writer, then, is to craft fiction that’s about “what it is to be a fucking human being” (25). My 

sense is that Wallace’s, by turns, religiously inflected and traditionally sourced notions of reality 

and human nature, in their interrogations of secular constructions of the self and of reality, 

constitute examples of what many critics and theorists have called a post-secular perspective. In 

this final chapter, I will look at two stories from Wallace’s 1999 collection, Brief Interviews with 

Hideous Men: “Think,” and “The Devil is a Busy Man,” considering recourse to traditional 

religious sources in those two very different stories. I will close the chapter with a parallel 

reading of a story called “Good People,” which was initially published as a stand-alone piece in 

The New Yorker in 2007,  and has subsequently been published as part of Wallace’s posthumous 

novel, The Pale King. Together, these stories reveal what Wallace believed was crucial to both 

the reality of human nature and the creation of character: “motive, feeling, belief”: the central 
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drama Zadie Smith describes as “that old Christian double bind: the wish to be seen to be good” 

(Smith 289). In my reading, the way in which the central problem of irony – this discrepancy 

between “seeming” and being – becomes, for Wallace, a moral issue rather than just a literary-

aesthetic one. Like in other works I have already discussed, these characters’ understandings of 

themselves, their natures, and the nature of reality, draw on sometimes very recognizable 

traditional religious sources, and together provide a strong interrogation of secular conceptions 

of the real. Chapter One showed that this post-secular exhaustion with the “ends” of 

postmodernism came primarily through a recapitulation to traditional forms of authority, as well 

as an openness to wonder—and I argued that the texts challenge the notion that either of these 

things should be considered “childish.” Chapter Two argued that AA functions, in Infinite Jest, 

as a religious intervention in the universal disease of human pride, and suggested that the novel’s 

post-secularity comes from its ambivalence: the novel’s pervasive irony creates an ambiguity 

that results in a an endorsement of religious principles about human nature that are tenuous at 

best. Overwhelmingly, this is Wallace’s strategy, and what sets his religious explorations apart 

from strictly religious writing, which seeks to glorify God, or bear witness with an aim to convert 

the listener. Wallace’s work has no such agenda, and his continual undermining of the concepts 

he explores—the simultaneous espousal and disavowal by which McClure and others 

characterize post-secular fiction—is achieved primarily through the destabilizing effects of 

irony. The works I examine in this final chapter are no different: building on the Christian 

notions of pride and repentance explored in the Jest chapter, this chapter looks at the ways in 

which Wallace sometimes explores the complex reality of motive, intention, and the desire for 

praise as being at the heart of what complicates human happiness and human relationships. In 

these readings, his work suggests that only a truly self-forgetting love can put us in right 
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relationship with others, can help us to be “good.” In these texts, goodness (as opposed to 

hideousness) is achieved when the desire to be seen to be good—that is, the mask or posturing of 

goodness—is supplanted by the reality of one’s goodness as it comes about through a love of the 

other that is in no way self-serving. Though the insights of these texts are sometimes strongly 

rooted in recognizably Christian sources, they are conveyed in such as a way as to maintain the 

tenuousness of the ideas the texts represent. 

 

Self-preserving creatures: the barrier to real love 

In his reading of William Golding’s 1956 novel, Pincher Martin, which depicts the 

efforts of a shipwrecked naval lieutenant to stay alive (efforts that eventually prove to be futile, 

since Martin has died upon the ship’s sinking), Terry Eagleton thinks about this allegory of 

purgatory and the exploration of Martin’s potential damnation. His characterization of evil as this 

admixture of entrapment in one’s own head and the instrumental use of other bodies for one’s 

own pleasure or profit bears much in common with the portrait of detachment, entrapment and 

hideousness that we find in this story, and elsewhere in Wallace’s work. Eagleton writes:  

What the novel portrays, in the figure of its dead-but-won’t-lie-down protagonist, is a 

chilling image of Enlightenment Man … it captures with superb immediacy some of its 

less savoury aspects. Martin … is a rationalist who treats the world, including his own 

and others’ bodies, as mere valueless stuff to be moulded by his imperious will. All that 

counts is his own brutal self-interest … It is almost as though his briskly efficient activity 

on the rock is a way of concealing from himself the fact that he is dead. (23) 

And of course the “briskly efficient activity” is because this moment of self-preservation is not 

new to Martin; in fact, his whole life has been motivated by a sheer self-interest that has so 
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isolated him from other selves that he is now literally trapped in his own mind, and arguably was 

never really alive at all. Eagleton writes:  

Pincher Martin is the tale of a man who refuses to die. Yet we soon learn from a series of 

flashbacks that this grasping, lecherous, manipulative naval officer was never really alive 

in the first place … His isolation on the rock magnifies the fact that he has been a solitary 

predator all along […] As the sinewy, muscular style of the novel suggests, the hero is 

stripped down to his animality—to the instinctively self-preservative creature he has 

always been. (21).  

Rather than a human, then, Martin, in the absence of loving anything but himself, is merely “a 

mass of lifeless stuff pinned together only by a relentless drive,” and his inability to reflect on 

himself as fallible—his inability, as it were, to get “outside of his own head,” means that he is 

instead “stuck fast within his own skull” (22). And it is this firm grip on himself that makes him 

unable to die, just as it prevented him from living in life. Martin’s problem is that he cannot give 

himself up: “he is terrified of slackening his grip on himself, which is what dying would involve” 

(23). Thus, he continues, “Martin cannot die because he regards himself as too precious to 

disappear forever. But he is also unable to die because he is incapable of love. Only the good are 

capable of dying. Martin cannot yield himself up to death because he has never been able to yield 

himself up to others in life. In this sense, how you die is determined by how you live” (23). This 

inability to “slacken his grip” on himself is a classic instance of that most damning of sins in the 

Christian worldview: Pride. And part of what pride entails, as this novel makes clear, is denial 

not only of one’s mortality, but of others’ mortality as well. In other words, part of this self-

centredness is a denial of the existence and dignity of other selves. But this degree of ego, 

Golding makes clear, is not able to admit of constraint; as Eagleton puts it: “the damned are too 
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proud to submit to limit. They will not bow the knee to the finite, least of all to their own 

creatureliness. This is why pride is the characteristic Satanic vice. This is also why they are so 

terrified of death, which is the absolute limit of the human” (26). Zadie Smith writes of the 

“hideous men” that populate Wallace’s volume that they are 

Trapped alone in language. The questions in those interviews (represented by the letter 

Q) are not only formally “missing” from the conversations, their respondents have 

internalized them. These men anticipate all questions and also their own expected 

answers and also the responses they have already concluded these answers will receive. 

In fact, all exterior referents have been swallowed up by language and loop back into the 

self. In this spiral, other people simply can’t exist. “You” has become just another word, 

encased in quote marks, and the results are hideous indeed. (Smith 268) 

 

Brief Interviews with Hideous Men, David Foster Wallace’s 1999 follow-up to Jest, is a 

collection of strange and unusual stories: told mostly in the form of one-sided conversations 

(“interviews”), they function together as a collective confession of the thoughts and deeds of 

“hideous” men, whose hideousness takes many forms, but whose source is a common root cause: 

these men are the embodiments of ironic living; they have so relegated “being” to “seeming” that 

the very act of conversing is strained with duplicity and they are incapable of any real human 

relationships. They are deceitful, wearing masks of goodness and openness that hide their evil 

motivations. Marshall Boswell remarks that this collection, following just three years after 

Wallace’s hit novel, “functions as a more accessible and yet also less satisfying treatment of 

many of the central concerns at work in Infinite Jest” (Understanding 181). Indeed, it does 

continue what have now become the characteristic Wallace themes, Boswell points out: 
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“depression, solipsism, community, self-consciousness—both textual and psychological – and 

the impact on our collective consciousness of therapeutic discourse writ large” (Boswell 182). It 

continues the work of Jest in other interesting ways as well; if that novel functioned to show both 

the utter desperation of characters at the mercy of their own “spider” egos, and the power of 

capitulation to a power “higher” than themselves to gain freedom from their own limiting default 

settings, then this collection of stories is frequently engaged in showing just how difficult such a 

repentance might be, how tightly attached we are to ourselves.  

Much of the work on this collection is concerned with two areas: the irony/sincerity at 

work in the text, and a consideration of the politics of language and (gender) identity—not 

surprising given the sometimes difficult-to-read treatment of women in this collection, and the 

clear misogyny of most of the narrators. The misogynist tendencies of the author, too, has been a 

topic of recent discussion and debate, fuelled by Mary Karr’s allegation that D.T. Max glossed 

over Wallace’s mistreatment of her in his biography of the writer. This is an area ripe for more 

debate and investigation, as Wallace’s representations of women—and of the treatment of 

women by men—is very often problematic (and would constitute a whole other project worth of 

exploration). I want to draw attention, though, to the two most outspoken voices on this issue: 

Clare Hayes-Brady, who argues that Wallace’s “failure” to represent women is a failure in the 

face of alterity (and not necessarily antipathy). That is, she maintains that while women “form 

the silent, shifting center around which [Wallace’s] representations of masculinity can locate 

their stable orbits,” this distancing is a matter of the author’s “awareness of the inviolable 

strangeness of the female” ([2013] 131). Mary K. Holland, on the other hand, argues that 

Wallace characterizes the problem of “self-definition” as fundamentally masculine, and that 

female being only arises out of relationship to the defining male (she draws on Lacan here, who 
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posits that subjects are male; females, their desired Others). That is, the solipsistic “self” is one 

that is shorn of all “particularities,” including gender … but the basic human self is imagined as 

male (Holland [2017] 66). Like Eve from Adam’s rib, women in Wallace are often derivative.   

In this collection in particular the misogyny of these men seems to be in service of their 

hideousness, and thus something of which Wallace himself is disapproving. But as Zadie Smith 

points out about Brief Interviews, “[t]his is what [Wallace’s] men truly have in common, far 

more than misogyny: they know the words for everything and the meaning of nothing” (Smith 

272). As Adam Kelly points out, much Wallace criticism concerning his use of irony points to 

the way in which Wallace has turned irony back on itself, returning meaning to the text/words 

through calling out such destabilizing forces. Kelly similarly says of this collection that Wallace 

“produce[s] texts that display impatience with rhetorical innocence and self-justificatory claims 

of detachment or transcendence […] a writing that relentlessly interrogates its own 

commitments” (“New Sincerity” 138). Concerned with the ability of the text “sincerely” to give 

anything to the reader, Kelly reads stories like “The Devil is a Busy Man” as a contemplation of 

the “spiraling paradoxes involved in gift-giving” (139), reading the dialectic of motive and intent 

as one that requires a recipient (i.e. the reader, receiving the gift of the story) to truly determine 

sincerity. He argues that “in an era when advertising, self-promotion and irony are endemic, the 

endpoint to the infinite jest of consciousness can only be the reader’s choice whether or not to 

place trust and Blind Faith” (145).  

Mary K. is similarly interested in what is being given—or rather, asked of—the reader, 

calling the collection a “brazen solicitation of empathy” which she identifies as one of Wallace’s 

“goals in fiction,” as “the book continues his rejection of postmodernism’s unproductive irony in 

favor of a return to sincerity through metafiction” (“Mediated Immediacy” 107). Whereas in the 
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past Holland found this ambition to come up short (as when, in an earlier essay, “The Art’s 

Heart’s Purpose,” she argues that Jest fails to overcome “empty irony” and narcissism), she finds 

here that the metafictional techniques in stories like “Octet” return to the text an empathy and 

sincerity that overcomes the text’s narcissism and irony. Holland continues the work of showing 

how the text itself acts as conduit for identification and empathy: “Brief Interviews implies 

commonality of experience and struggle while also staying true to its fundamental post-structural 

acknowledgment of the irreducible singularity, particularity, and multiplicity of human 

experience” (“Mediated Immediacy” 111). While Holland looks to the singularity of experience 

in the collection as the balancing counterpoint to this commonality, my sense is that Wallace’s 

commitment to self-reflexive techniques provides the check and balance needed against some of 

the collection’s ideas, which have come from traditional, universal authoritative sources.  My 

reading, then, is not that Wallace sought to reject irony as a literary technique, or that he thought 

literature might return to the halcyon days when literature was not fundamentally pre-occupied 

with its own authority. Rather, I will continue to consider that Wallace saw irony as a useful 

strategy for both the author (himself, to hide), and for the reader (to engage with these ideas in 

the space opened up by ironic ambiguity).  

Part of what contributes to these characters’ profound interiority is their tendency to 

exhibit insincere affectations—their eagerness to mask or hide their true emotions and intentions, 

their desire to conceal, to be deceitful in order to be pleasured or praised. Indeed, much of their 

“hideousness” manifests in this duplicitous nature, and many of the collection’s stories and 

vignettes explore the relationship between seeming and being, the distance between what 

something appears to be, and what it is, in reality. The brief, “A Radically Condensed History of 

the Post-Industralized World,” serves as a useful introduction to the mediated, ambiguous world 
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of Brief Interviews with Hideous Men. The short piece that opens the collection quickly but 

effectively reproduces the flat, affectless world of masking and posturing that the other stories go 

on to explore in its many formations:  

 When they were introduced, he made a witticism, hoping to be liked. She laughed 

extremely hard, hoping to be liked. Then each drove home alone, staring straight ahead, 

with the very same twist to their faces.  

 The man who’d introduced them didn’t much like either of them, though he acted 

as if he did, anxious as he was to preserve good relations at all times. One never knew, 

after all, now did one now did one now did one. (0) 

Here, the initial proximity of these two characters is finally undercut by their solitary drives 

home, and by the self-conscious barriers between them. They are further divided by just how 

profoundly they turn in on themselves: rather than looking outside of themselves for the answer, 

the final question in this passage is turned in on the asker, which can only result in a seemingly 

infinite recursive loop—“now did one, now did one, now did one”—which further highlights the 

speaker’s entrapment in his own head, his utter estrangement from other people.   

The humans who populate the “postindustrial” world of Wallace’s fictions exist in a façade 

of appearances: they have more stock in appearing likable than in actually being liked, and their 

relationships are motivated by a desire to “preserve” the kinds of “good relations” that might 

benefit them later down the road—human interaction is more like a calculated transaction than 

anything like a “real” human relationship full of vulnerability and openness. The false reality of 

appearances—appearances that serve to hide an unknown, perhaps unknowable reality—is 

introduced as the cultural context of Wallace’s 1999 collection immediately, in that first short 

story.  
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Clearly responding to and writing out of the seminal texts that provide the pillars of 

postmodern theory, Wallace incorporates Jean Baudrillard’s sense of the “simulacrum” in stories 

like “Think,” in which a man declines a sexual invitation from the younger sister of his wife’s 

college roommate and instead falls to his knees in prayer. The narrator describes a situation in 

which the woman, left alone in the house with this man, enters his room, and unsnaps her bra. If 

it feels like something we’ve seen before, it’s because Wallace is making sure it feels that way. 

As Baudrillard explains, this sense of having already experienced or seen something in advance 

which is (in)forming our sense of expectation is part of the experience of living in a postmodern 

consumerist society:   

The world is remade in the image of our desires. The signs (the images of what we want) 

exist before we create the thing to which the sign refers. Thus, for example, sexual desire 

is no longer a response to a person whom we meet and know face-to-face. Rather, sexual 

desire is stimulated by images promulgated by the media, and we strive to remake our 

bodies to fit those images. The “hyperreality” of the model overwhelms the reality of the 

people we actually live among. Consumer society provides a “precession of simulacra,” a 

parade of images that project a life that consumers are encouraged to live. (Baudrillard 

1730-31).  

The situation is almost comical: this potential pair of adulterers, one of whom takes her sexual 

cues from a combination of daytime TV and “page 18 of the Victoria’s Secret catalogue” (72), 

and whose expression is “a combination of seductive and aroused, with an overlay of slight 

amusement meant to convey sophistication, the loss of all illusions long ago … the sort of 

expression that looks devastating in a photograph but becomes awkward when it’s maintained 

over real time” (“Think” 73).  
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This young woman’s ability to “seem” as like a Victoria’s Secret model speaks to this world 

of manufactured image, of self-fashioned selves, of flat and affected surfaces that dissemble the 

real identity beneath, and make real relationships impossible. The man's forehead, presumably 

wrinkled with confusion or concern about what is going on and at once “snaps clear” as “[h]e 

thinks to kneel” (72). We are told that “[w]hat cleared his forehead's lines was a type of 

revelation” (72), as he realizes what this woman has had planned all day, and he immediately 

begins to fight off his sexual arousal by conjuring up images of his wife and son: “Her breasts 

have come free. He imagines his wife and son. Her breasts are unconfined now” (72). And 

suddenly, the man is kneeling—and the (re)action seems almost unconscious, involuntary: “[i]t's 

not even that he decides to kneel - he simply finds he feels weight against his knees” (73). The 

narrator notes the potential ambiguity of his stance on the floor, as “[h]is position might make 

her think he wants her underwear off” (72);  however, “[w]hen he claps his hands in front of his 

chest it's now clear he is kneeling to pray. There can now be no mistaking what he's doing. His 

color is very high ... His gaze at the room's ceiling is supplicatory. His lips are soundlessly 

moving ... His eyes are not closed” (73). As the man kneels, blushing, praying, the narrative 

point of view shifts to focus on the woman, who has become uncomfortable with her own nudity, 

and crosses her arms. She considers that “[s]he could try, for just a moment, to imagine what is 

happening in his head ... Even for an instant, to try putting herself in his place” (73). Instead, she 

crosses her arms and asks him a “three-word question” (Perhaps “Are you praying?” or, “Are 

you serious?”) that “makes his forehead pucker as he winces” (73). The man replies: “It's not 

what you think I'm afraid of” (74).  

What is this man afraid of? The answer does not seem to be as easy as adultery; this prayer is 

too unnatural, too obviously not habitual—he seems as surprised as she is to find him on his 
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knees. And yet, there is something here that the narrator wants to resist, and his inclination—

seemingly his only option—is to turn to prayer. He might not be asking for a traditional way out 

of “temptation,” but his gesture certainly suggests that he is suddenly aware of, as Zadie Smith 

puts it, “the falsity of living a cliché,” so that he “has a sudden urge to feel like a human being, 

which is to say, humbled and really connected, both to the person standing naked before him and 

to the world” (Smith 271-272). This character’s last-ditch effort to locate the real is what brings 

him to his knees, in prayer: it is an attempt to access something beyond the superficiality of 

situation in which he finds himself, and which is itself (along with the short opening vignette I 

discussed above), a microcosm for the artificiality of the culture at large, a culture that has no 

recourse to traditional avenues for meaning, a culture that has bracketed off traditional sources of 

meaning and connection and selfhood.  

 

In pursuit of goodness: “The Devil is a Busy Man” 

A peculiar story, “The Devil is a Busy Man” is the brief first-person account of someone who 

has recently done a good deed—a “nice thing,” a “generous thing”—for someone else, and 

whose desire to be known and praised for the good deed threatens, to the narrator’s mind, to 

undo the “goodness” of it. As a meditation on the way in which one’s motivations can (or 

cannot, it should be said) change the status of the “goodness” of one’s actions, the story frames 

the question of goodness in even more recognizably Christian terms, and through the concepts of 

charity and religious pride. The drama consists of the narrator’s struggle to extract himself from 

the very pride that will undo him, not in the context of a resistant culture of irony, but rather, in 

the presence of a diabolic influence, what the narrator refers to as “the forces of darkness, evil, 
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and helplessness in the world at large” (191), and manifests, in the narrator’s situation as 

temptation and deception.  

In “Devil,” hideousness finds its ultimate source in the Christian belief that human beings 

have a propensity to selfishness and pride. In the world of Wallace, the Devil is alive and well, a 

felt “presence,” and a force to be reckoned with. Opting to forego the vocabulary of 

contemporary attempts to describe moral transgressions – “disorder,” “neuroses,” etc. – Wallace 

opts instead to take us back to the Biblical situation of evil’s origin, and to the ongoing reality of 

what is called “spiritual warfare,” in which the Devil has an intimate relationship to our 

motivations and actions. Precisely because we don’t have the vocabulary for coded religious 

references, glossing these kinds of terms for evidence of their Christian contexts becomes 

necessary, and so I look to the Evangelical Dictionary of Theology, where theologian A.S. 

Moreau explains that "on the cosmic level, spiritual warfare is not a dualistic fight between 

equals or a chess game in which the better strategist wins. Further, as the Creator, God infinitely 

deserves our glory, which is simply recognizing what he has done. For whatever reason, Satan 

desires that glory and uses a false claim of sovereignty to get those in his bondage to glorify him 

through living lives contrary to God's ordained order" (1145). Thus, "[o]n the personal level, 

spiritual warfare is the daily struggle to live our lives at the level to which God calls us in Christ" 

(Moreau 1146).  

C. S. Lewis charts this “spiritual warfare” in The Screwtape Letters, his dramatization of 

this supernatural reality. The book – which Wallace admitted to J. Peder Zane to be one of his 

favourites (Burn, “A Paradigm” 158)– is an epistolary novella, composed of a series of 

exchanges between a senior devil (the titular Screwtape), and his nephew, Wormwood, in which 

the older devil schools his junior on how best to lure humans away from goodness and back in 
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the direction of their fallen natures. As Eagleton asserts, “The doctrine of original sin … is 

among other things a protest against a reified or superstitious view of evil. Evil is an ethical 

affair, not a question of certain toxic entities which infect our flesh” (On Evil 126). This is the 

point Lewis makes in this short but powerful book, in which Screwtape’s letters expose the 

mechanisms of evil at work in the world to work precisely at the quotidian level: at the level of 

the individual whose daily thoughts and choices and actions are a slow accretion of either their 

goodness or their evil, their redemption or damnation. Attuned to the insidiousness of this 

gradual drift away from God, Screwtape assures his nephew that there are “consistent scoffers 

and worldlings who without any spectacular crimes are progressing quietly and comfortably 

towards our Father’s house” (Screwtape 57). He insists that “Murder is no better than cards if 

cards can do the trick. Indeed the safest road to Hell is the gradual one—the gentle slope, soft 

underfoot, without sudden turnings, without milestones, without signposts” (Screwtape 65).  

The narrator of Wallace’s story faces a similar dilemma, one of motives that threaten to 

undo his goodnesss. The narrator explains, "[t]hree weeks ago, I did a nice thing for someone. I 

can not say more than this, or it will empty what I did of any of its true, ultimate value" (190). 

Thus, the kindness and inherent goodness of the act - indeed, the value of it - hinges on the old 

maxim that the narrator's left hand never knows what his right hand was doing, and applies now 

to the narrator's act of "'diverting' money to someone in 'need'" [190]). Indeed, this well-worn 

adage originally comes from the Gospel according to Matthew:  

1 Beware of practicing your piety before others in order to be seen by them; for then you 

have no reward from your Father in heaven. 2. So whenever you give alms, do not sound 

a trumpet before you, as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, so that 

they may be praised by others. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward. 3 But 
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when you give alms, do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing, 4 so 

that your alms may be done in secret; and your Father who sees in secret will reward you. 

(Matthew 6:1-4) 

What is at issue here, then, is the nature of the speaker’s alm-giving, and whether he has behaved 

as a hypocrite, which would undermine the goodness of his piety. For in the Christian framework 

out of which it seems Wallace is imagining this character’s reality, the heart of the hypocrite 

seeks approval for his actions, thus undoing the goodness of that action. The hypocrite heart 

desires to prove its goodness to others. It wants the credit – it needs the credit. But this undoes 

the goodness. A certain anonymity – because a kind of thankless quality – is necessary for the act 

to retain its value. The narrator puts it clearly, providing an explanation of what is otherwise 

found in scripture:  

[A] lack of namelessness on my part would destroy the value of the nice act. Meaning, it 

would infect the 'motivation' for my nice gesture -- meaning, in other words, that part of 

my motivation for it would be, not generosity, but desiring gratitude, affection, and 

approval towards me to result. Despairingly, this selfish motive would empty the nice 

gesture of any ultimate value, and cause me to once again fail in my efforts to be 

classifiable as a nice or 'good' person.  (190-191) 

What it means to be "good," then, has to do with staring down temptation, with admitting defeat, 

with battling deception.  

We all desire to prove our goodness before others, to “be liked,” as Wallace puts it when 

he’s being more secular. But his preoccupation here comes back to this internal flaw, this 

division between being good and wanting recognition for the goodness of one’s acts. This is 

where the division between being and seeming emerges, and where we see, in Wallace, the 
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frequent embodiment of ironic living as an way of exploiting the distance between what seems 

and what is. In Wallace’s story, selfish ends – “sincerity with a motive” – is what undoes the 

"goodness" of the act. The narrator continues, explaining that when he finally does get a call 

from the person in 'need,' he refuses to take any responsibility for the act, but admits that 

'[i]nternally, however, I was almost dying with temptation. As everyone is well aware, it is so 

difficult to do something nice for someone and not want them, desperately, to know that the 

identity of the individual who did it for them was you, and to feel grateful and approving towards 

you, and to tell myriads of other people what you 'did' for them, so that you can be widely 

acknowledged as a 'good' person” (191). The narrator acknowledges the reality of spiritual 

warfare for him, asserting that “[l]ike the forces of darkness, evil, and hopelessness in the world 

at large itself, the temptation of this frequently can overwhelm resistance" (191). This is how the 

Devil figures here: as the temptation to be proud, the temptation to do things for the wrong 

reason: to have a hypocrite’s divided heart, as it were. Seeing this tendency to temptation as the 

deprived humanity of all people, the narrator notes that his revelation about the nice act was 

offered “impulsively,” and “unprescient of any danger” (191). Like the initial Fall that results in 

humanity’s fallen nature (in this worldview), the narrator ignores what he knows to be right in a 

moment when he also cannot fathom the consequences of his action. In short: he has done a 

“generous” thing not to serve merely his neighbour and not for the glory of God, but rather, to 

glorify himself. Plus, he has attempted to deceive both his neighbour and himself by pretending 

to a humility he full well knows does not exist.  

What the story dramatizes is the battle of pride that I think Wallace found true of all 

human nature: the speaker desires to have the goodness of the deed reflected back on him, for 

him to be glorified against his need to relinquish himself. This is a battle made difficult because 
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of the narrator’s inherent desire for the very gratitude that would undue his humble charity. The 

desire for praise, the motivation of doing good deeds for the sake of one’s own glory, will only 

every breed resentment—as it does in this story, between the speaker and the recipient of his 

charity. When the narrator, ostensibly unintentionally, reveals that s/he was in fact the 

bequeather of the money by asking the caller how that money was spent, the narrator reports that 

s/he detects, in the caller's voice, a change in tone, "with the tone of his voice's emotion 

transmitting both gratitude, approval, and something else (more specifically, something almost 

hostile, or embarrassed, or both, yet I can not describe the specific tone which brought this 

emotion to my attention adequately)" (“Devil” 192). What the narrator seems to detect is a kind 

of resentment; and what the narrator realizes is that this insinuation has undone the goodness of 

his act twice-over, since now, what s/he had just done,  

was to not only let him know that I was the individual who was responsible for the 

generous gesture, but to make me do so in a subtle, sly manner that appeared to be, 

insinuationally, euphemistic ... which, combined together with the interest I revealed in 

the money's "uses" by them, could fool no one about its implying of me as ultimately 

responsible, and had the effect, insidiously, of insinuating that, not only was I the one 

who had done such a nice thing, but also, that I was so 'nice' -- meaning, in other words, 

'modest,' 'unselfish,' or 'untempted by a desire for their gratitude' -- a person, that I did not 

even want them to know that I was who was responsible. (192) 

It is the very "insinuating" nature of this episode that recalls Lewis' Screwtape, as the narrator 

only belatedly realizes this second nail in the coffin of his act's goodness, since "not even I, until 

after-ward -- meaning, after the call was over -- knew what I had done" (“Devil” 192-193). What 

the speaker thinks is “bad”: this self-obsession, this worship of self that makes it all but 
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impossible, in the Christian view, to really love others, is not really badness (hideousness) at all, 

but just part of what it means to be a human being. The real drama of this story lies in the 

narrator’s attempts to resist the diabolical temptation that threatens to damn him by turning an 

other-directed act of charity into an occasion for pride, that “spiritual cancer” (Lewis Mere 

125)—and my sense is that Wallace saw this drama, this struggle to be good and to truly love 

others, as an interesting way to frame the crux of what is enduringly human.  

 

What if we have no earthly idea what love is?: The concept of agape 

Wallace once remarked to David Lipsky that, “it’s very hard to talk about people’s 

relationship with any kind of God, in any book later than like Dostoevsky. I mean, the culture, 

it’s all wrong for it now. You know? No, no. Plausibly realistic characters don’t sit around 

talking about this stuff. You know?” (Lipsky 82). This may seem sound enough, but in “Good 

People,” a story that was first excerpted in the New Yorker and later collected as a chapter of The 

Pale King, Wallace explicitly takes up the power of religious thinking in shaping conceptions of 

what it means to be human, perhaps his most emphatic attempt to try out an ostensibly 

“implausible,” “unrealistic” character. In a story that is certainly firmly counter-cultural, Wallace 

takes up the struggle of two young people who are earnestly attempting to be good. 

In the story, Lane Dean, Jr., through whom the fragment is closely focalized, and his 

girlfriend, Sheri, have gathered at a picnic table to discuss their difficult decision to abort an 

unplanned pregnancy. They both assume prayerful postures, and their stoic and silently 

meditative postures somewhat betray what is happening in each of their heads, as they process 

the consequences of their decision, and reflect on what they think is the good thing to do in their 

difficult situation. The story takes as its drama an experience informed by a very specific and 
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specifically identifiable set of beliefs, and in clearer ways than earlier “internal dramas” such as 

“The Devil is a Busy Man,” which I have just examined. As in that other story, we see the 

internal workings of the character’s own justificatory attempts to convince himself that what he 

wants for himself at any given moment is also what is right or good. Lane’s realization of that 

gap—between who he really is, and who he has so far taken himself to be (what is and what 

seems to be)—is the central conflict of the story. So he just sits there, frozen, and the frozenness 

Lane experiences is the recognition of his own hypocrisy and deception: while simultaneously 

pretending to pray for guidance, he secretly hopes that Sheri will keep the appointment, even as 

he admits that he knows the right answer to their problem: he should tell his girlfriend that he 

loves her, so that she will keep the baby and not the appointment: “He knew he was wrong, he 

knew something was required of him and knew it was not this terrible frozen care and caution, 

but he pretended to himself he did not know what it was that was required” (The Pale King 37-

8).  

Taking up the issue of motivation explicitly, Lane admits that his “hypocritical” 

behaviour is motivated by his efforts to avoid asking for help through prayer, since he senses the 

gap between his own desires and what he says he knows to be right. This, he realizes, might be 

the “frozen” resistance: he is divided within himself, lying to himself while still trying, half-

heartedly, to be good and do the right thing (37). He admits that “[h]e was starting to believe that 

he might not be serious in his faith. He might be somewhat of a hypocrite, like the Assyrians in 

Isaiah, which would be a far graver sin than the appointment—he had decided he believed this. 

He was desperate to be good people, to still be able to feel he was good” (38-9). This Old 

Testament passage refers to God sending the Assyrians – known for their military ferocity – 

against the Israelites, and reflects the serious degree to which Lane is taking this internal debate, 
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the level at which he regards this feeling of hypocrisy. This clause also reveals the tension at play 

in Lane’s desires: on the one hand, to really be good, and on the other, to feel he was good – and 

this is further compounded by the fact that he wants to appear good, to Sheri, who is “serious in 

her faith and values” (37), someone his mother describes as “good people” (37). Indeed, R.H. 

Smith explains that, in Christian theology, “‘hypocrisy’ describes a splintering, a division, an 

inconsistency between the inner and outer person, between hearts and lips, between words and 

deeds” (353)—precisely the kind of divided self that Lane Dean describes himself to be.  

This of course echoes Wallace’s preoccupation with the discrepancy between being 

versus seeming, which we have now seen in every text I have covered, and which, in “Joseph 

Frank’s Dostoevsky,” Wallace also faces head-on, asking: “Am I a good person? Do I even, deep 

down, really wish to be a good person? Or do I only want to seem like a good person so that 

people will approve of me? Is there a difference?” (early archival draft of “Joseph Frank’s 

Dostoevsky”). I hope that we know by now that Wallace believes there is a difference, and that 

difference is one that he frames through a Christian formulation of goodness that involves the 

considerations of motive and the kind of self-forgetfulness to which Lane is eventually 

prompted. It is not, as even Lane Dean Jr. imagines it, an epic sin, but rather, it is the little 

denials and deceptions (as in “The Devil is a Busy Man”) that one drifts further from goodness, 

and thus from God. Even as he appears prayerful and supportive of Sheri, he admits that he is 

thinking of ways to convince Sheri to come around to what he wants. In other words, his outward 

appearance is at conflict with his internal motivation. He admits 

he also knew he was also trying to say things that would get her to open up and say 

enough back that he could see her and read her heart and know what to say to get her to 

go through with it. He knew this without admitting to himself that this is what he wanted, 
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for it would make him a hypocrite and a liar. He knew, in some locked-up little part of 

him, why it was that he’d gone to no one to open up and seek their life counsel, not 

Pastor Steve or prayer partners at campus ministries, not his UPS friends or the spiritual 

counseling available through his parents’ old church. (39-40) 

He does not go to these channels for support, apparently, because they will only confirm that he 

must do what he wants to avoid: keep the baby. And so instead he barters with God, saying he 

“promised God he had learned his lesson,” an admission that he quickly realizes is itself just 

another deception: “what if that, too, was a hollow promise, from a hypocrite who repented only 

after, who promised submission but really only wanted reprieve?” (40). Indeed, he worries he is 

rather more like the false teachers and hypocrites in 1 Timothy 6 (which he cites himself) who 

“disputeth over words” (40). Indeed, the subjects of that passage are, apparently, “conceited and 

understand nothing;” like many of the characters we’ve met elsewhere in Wallace’s oeuvre, they 

also have “an unhealthy interest in controversies and quarrels about words that result in envy, 

strife, malicious talk, evil suspicions” (1 Timothy 6:4). Lane’s sense that he is “conceited and 

understands[s] nothing,” reflects this admission that he’s attempting to outwit that which he 

believes, deep down, to be true. And this frozen resistance within himself, this refusal to submit 

his own will to his sense of what is right, is what he now imagines Hell to be like: “two great and 

terrible armies within himself, opposed and facing each other, silent. There would be battle but 

no victor. Or never a battle—the armies would stay like that, motionless … frozen like that, 

opposed and uncomprehending, for all human time. Two hearted, a hypocrite to yourself either 

way” (41).  

Yet these ruminations and self-doubts prove to be a form of prayer themselves, a prayer 

that clarifies Lane’s faith, and moves him to action. Suddenly, Lane is “given then to know that 
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through all this frozen silence he’d despised he had, in truth, been praying all the while, or some 

little part of his heart he could not know or hear had, for he was answered now with a type of 

vision, what he would later call within his own mind a vision or moment of grace” (41-2), and 

what Lane realizes during this “vision” is the fundamental crux of how Christians describe the 

human condition: “He was not a hypocrite, just broken and split off like all men. Later on, he 

believed that what happened was he'd had a moment of almost seeing them both as Jesus saw 

them—as blind but groping, wanting to please God despite their inborn fallen nature” (5). What 

Lane is “given to know” is the Christian idea of “brokenness” as a human separation from God. 

Lane’s oscillation, then, between a sense of himself as a “hypocrite” (in the Biblical sense, 

someone who prays for one thing, but secretly wants another, as we’ve just seen Lane do) and as 

simply “broken and split off like all men” provides a gloss of the basic Christian view of 

humanity as having a broken relationship with God and others because of that original sin: Pride. 

In language that reflects Lane’s military imagery and echoes the hole Lane feels, Lewis explains 

sin this way:  

Fallen man is not simply an imperfect creature who needs improvement: he is a rebel 

who must lay down his arms. Laying down your arms, surrendering, saying you are sorry, 

realizing that you have been on the wrong track and getting ready to start life over again 

from the ground floor—that is the only way out of our ‘hole.’ This process of surrender—

this movement full speed astern—is what Christians call repentance. Now repentance is 

no fun at all. It is something much harder than merely eating humble pie. It means 

unlearning all the self-conceit and self-will that we have been training ourselves into for 

thousands of years. It means killing part of yourself, undergoing a kind of death. In fact, 

it needs a good man to repent. And here comes the catch. Only a bad person needs to 
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repent: only a good person can repent perfectly. The worse you are the more you need it 

and the less you can do it. The only person who would do it perfectly would be a perfect 

person—and he would not need it. (Lewis, 56-7).  

“Only a good person can repent perfectly.” This story’s title, “Good People,” draws attention to 

the definitional task at hand: what constitutes “goodness”? How can we ever really be good, 

when we’re up against a “default setting” that places us “alone, at the centre of all creation,” as 

“lords of our tiny, skull-sized kingdoms”? What is “good,” then is the inflection point, the 

moment of recognizing our own fallibility: Lane is no more “good” than the narrator of “Devil,” 

or than Gately or anyone else—he’s just on his own path to repentance.  

Describing this also as a “moment of grace,” Lane calls out the role of God in confirming 

his faith in this moment, and giving him the insight into Sheri’s courage, so that he can also step 

into his own. Because what Lane is given to know is that Sheri, as well, “prayed all last night” 

and “searched herself and decided this is what love commands of her” (42). So that while Lane is 

also sure that he doesn’t love Sheri in the way he should, she doesn’t love him that way, either, 

but will nevertheless go on to tell him she cannot go through with the abortion, but will carry the 

child to term - on her own - because "this is what love commands of her" (5). Here, love means 

something bigger, more profound than the erotic love that has so far guided Lane’s reasoning. 

This is the concept of agape that God commands, and which Screwtape describes thusly: “The 

good of one self is to be the good of another. This impossibility He calls love, and this same 

monotonous panacea can be detected under all He does and even all He is—or claims to be” 

(Lewis, Screwtape 92).  

This focus on the nature of agape is crucial, and is a culmination of the forms of and 

attempts at that profound selfless love of which we have seen instances in the work of Wallace’s 
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I have examined throughout this project. For while Lane has sat on that picnic bench, insisting he 

doesn’t love Sheri in that way, and insisting that this is the barrier to him doing what he knows to 

be good, we are suddenly introduced to a kind of love that transcends the self-interested love that 

governs Lane’s decision-making. We are encountering the agape of true Christian charity: the 

commandment to love thy neighbour as thyself. The crucial thing about agape is that it is not 

something that people can possess on their own, not something of which they can be the origin. 

It is a grace-enabled kind of love, one that only works when something else is working with you. 

That is why it took a moment of grace for Lane to come upon his path forward, his decision to 

act out of a total selflessness, and in Sheri’s service. As Lewis explains: “The rule for all of us is 

perfectly simple. Do not waste time bothering whether you ‘love’ your neighbour; act as if you 

did. As soon as we do this we find one of the great secrets. When you are behaving as if you 

loved someone, you will presently come to love him” (Mere 129-131). Indeed, it is this so-called 

vision that provides Lane suddenly with the direction he must also take, and the will to do so. 

But this is not “self-will run riot,” because crucially, Lane only has access to this ability to be 

other-directed, to really love Sheri, through prayer, and with God’s help. Like many others in 

Wallace’s fiction, he cannot be the sole source of his own redemption. This must come from 

outside of himself.  

Lane’s final revelation about Christian love comes in the form of four questions: “why is 

he so sure he doesn't love her? Why is one kind of love any different? What if he has no earthly 

idea what love is? What would even Jesus do?” (43). These questions, as I’ve said, are important. 

The first two highlight a distinction Lewis makes between affection and agape, namely: that 

“love, in the Christian sense is not an emotion. It’s not a state of feelings but of the will; that 

state of the will which we have naturally about ourselves, and must learn to have about other 
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people” (Mere 129). It is a distinction that H.W. Hoehner also explains this way: “[i]n contrast to 

agape, eros has two principle characteristics: it is a love of the worthy and it is a love that desires 

to possess. Agape is in contrast at both points: it is not a love of the worthy, and it is not a love 

that desires to possess. On the contrary, it is a love given quite irrespective of merit, and it is a 

love that seeks to give” (709). The third question highlights Lane’s relinquishing of his own 

thinking, his admission that he may not be able to trust his own reasoning, may not have the 

capacity for that understanding, which is beyond his own abilities. He is forced to surrender his 

own (lack of) understanding, and does so on the grounds that his thinking might be wrong. Like 

the broader gesture of acting in Sheri’s (and the baby’s) self-interest rather than his own, this 

admission of the limits of his own understanding is one of the constraints on his own will, his 

own desire, but a constraint that, when applied, opens up new horizons for Lane.  

That final question, “What would even Jesus do?” also defamiliarizes what, for Lane, would 

be an all-too-familiar platitude. This little word – “even” – calls out the tired phrase on which 

Lane is drawing: WWJD is a common acronym on the bracelets, etc. that would have been worn 

by precisely the kind of youth at the “church ministries” at which Lane and Sheri met. As an 

authorial intrusion, it reminds us of another chasm: the one between the Wallace we think we 

know, and this character, Lane Dean, Jr. This is a moment when the narrative, otherwise 

focalized through Lane very closely, with language that is remarkably tame for Wallace, instead 

lets through some other perspective, an attitude that reminds us of this author’s ambivalence, and 

contributes to the text’s ambiguity. Read this way, “What would even Jesus do” is the narrator’s 

sly wink to the reader, a moment when this character, and his stereotypical phrase is being 

ironized. The phrase serves to flatten him into a type, just as the description of the young woman 

in “Think” serves to flatten her, and makes us suspect of Wallace’s thoughts and feelings toward 
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his character. His handling of Lane’s narration is interesting throughout, in fact. Wallace has 

chosen close third person narration over a first-person narrative, and while the latter could have 

provided unmitigated access to Lane’s perspective, Wallace has chosen a narratological strategy 

that allows for him to expose the narrative as mediated—and he does this many times, 

culminating in this most obvious one, “What would even Jesus do?” Because while Wallace 

seems to want to stay close to Lane’s mind, there are little tells throughout the narrative, little 

authorial intrusions where we’re reminded that Lane’s experience is being mediated, and by 

someone who is perhaps not really as comfortable with Lane’s reflections as the character 

himself is. There are little words that border on mimicry that give Wallace away: like when Lane 

thinks about “times when alone and thinking or struggling to turn a matter over to Jesus Christ in 

prayer” (37); or when he thinks to himself that he “might be somewhat of a hypocrite, like the 

Assyrians in Isaiah” (38); or when he cites 1 Timothy 6 to himself (40), or reminds himself that 

“he’s just broken and splitt off, like all men” (42), right after he’s had a moment of grace (42, 

italics Wallace’s). This character doesn’t require this glossing: Lane wouldn’t need to remind 

himself of the details of 1 Timothy, wouldn’t think to himself in such a prescriptive way about 

his own religious practice of prayer. What is flagged to us, then, is that Wallace is unsure about 

entering Lane’s mind, and he’s unsure about us entering it, too.  I think he really does want to 

pose these thoughtful questions to us, but he seems finally uncomfortable with collapsing the 

distance between himself and Lane, and so we’re left with the ambiguity of Wallace’s ironic, 

evaluative stance on his own character.  

And this is where the shadow of irony resulting from his clichéd expressions comes in handy 

for Wallace: it can serve to distance him from his characters, from the very ideas with which his 

characters are engaged—rather than suggesting that they are a mouthpiece. This kind of distance 
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is predictably ideal for someone uncomfortable with his own close relation to his subject matter 

(as Wallace was), since, Linda Hutcheon points out, “[y]ou can always protect yourself and 

argue (from an intentionalist perspective) that you were only being ironic … using or even 

attributing irony in this way is drawing on its function to act as a ‘protective garment’” (50). It 

opens up the space for Lane to become the recipient of our potential scorn, our condescension, 

even as the story itself also creates a space in which Lane has shared – in as close as things get to 

straight representation in a Wallace fiction – deep convictions and desperate questions about 

motive, feeling, belief. And so not just a protective garment, this resistance to a straight religious 

narrative in the inkling of irony is Wallace’s way of being sincere in an environment of 

“congenital skepticism,” a literary community suspicious of all conviction, averse to the 

presumably banal topic of religious belief: the possibility of other meanings, the introduction of 

Lane’s personal faith crisis, are left on the table once the constructive space of irony has been 

opened up.  

Critic Christopher Douglas notes that it is sort of remarkable that Wallace accomplishes 

this introduction of religious thinking in this story. He remarks that, given the context (2007) of 

the George W. Bush presidency, the appearance of this story in The New Yorker was “surprising, 

even transgressive […] shocking that such a sympathetic view of evangelical faith would appear 

in the arch-liberal organ of the coastal progressive cultural and political elites” (549). Indeed, 

Douglas argues that Wallace’s readers should have expected nothing less than for this “tale to 

revel in the religious hypocrisy of the situation: that these sexually self-repressed followers of the 

abstinence-only sex education movement had obviously not practiced what they preached” (551-

2). But what the story does, as Douglas points out, is “draw a deeply sympathetic portrait of a 

young couple in spiritual pain, trying and failing to find an easy solution to their dilemma” (552). 
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While at times the language of self-deception and manipulation lends itself, Douglas admits, to a 

reading of the story as an example of hypocrisy, by the story’s climax, “faith becomes a kind of 

technique for deep spiritual introspection and self-interrogation,” as Wallace locates “in the very 

evolutionary retrogrades he had indicted years before a renewed capacity for self-examination,” 

and instead “in this sequence Wallace grants Lane precisely the agonizing second-guessing and 

ironic self-consciousness he had previously contrasted to conservative religious faith” (554). As 

Douglas points out, this story represents “a mode of experience and belief the literary world had 

largely ignored” (555).  

Wallace’s negotiation of the capitulation and self-sacrifice in these stories does not always, 

as it does more readily with Lane Dean Jr., result in seamless and unquestioning depictions of 

religious belief. But Wallace is consistently and insistently fixated on exploring this constructive 

tension between freedom and constraint, even as he uses another kind of tension—that created by 

the ambivalence of irony—to create an ambiguous space in which to explore this Christian 

paradox. The conclusion of Lane’s story seems to ask us to acknowledge the contingency of our 

own thinking and for a moment imagine what might presently be unimaginable to us. And thus 

the story ends with a question, opening up the space into which our own ironic reflections might 

be filled: “What if he is just afraid, if the truth is no more than this, and if what to pray for is not 

even love but simple courage, to meet both her eyes as she says it and trust his heart?” (43). 

I would like to suggest that this ambiguity of the text makes possible the creation of the 

“post-secular” middle space: that between absolute certainty and congenital doubt. Linda 

Hutcheon, for instance, suggests that irony’s “distancing reserve,” rather than just being a 

defense-mechanism of the ironist, may “also be interpreted as a means to a new perspective from 

which things can be shown and thus seen differently” (49). It is in this opening up of new 
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perspectives, that irony and post-secularity cross paths. In a post-secular text we face the same 

ambiguity as when we grapple with an ironic text, and what is interesting about Wallace’s irony 

is that it seems to achieve the same middle position—between utter certainty and naïve 

credulity—and the same reflective distance that characterizes post-secular approaches to 

religious belief. In my reading, then, irony in these texts does not merely serve to undermine 

Wallace’s treatment of the traditional themes of religious belief and Christian love; rather, it is 

precisely through the constructive space opened up by the necessarily ambiguous and ambivalent 

nature of irony, that doubleness, that Wallace is able to simultaneously question and propose for 

consideration the sense of human struggle Lane undergoes.  

As Wallace’s texts suggest, part of the desire to hang on to oneself, to deny others at the 

expense of one’s own needs and sense of superiority, is a function of one’s pride, of one’s 

unwillingness to submit to limit. This being-for-others is undeniably a constraint—it replaces 

being-for-ourselves, which has the illusion of freedom—but it is a constraint that is ultimately 

more freeing. As both Golding and Wallace make clear, being-for-ourselves can only result in 

the kind of profound entrapment and isolation dramatized by the marooned Martin and the self-

reflexive, self-obsessed characters we frequently encounter in Wallace’s texts.  For those who 

embody this kind of being-for-others—what Christians call agape—the self isn’t really limited to 

their creatureliness, their bodies, at all: this kind of love is self-emptying, self-negating. These 

people can’t die because there is nothing left of themselves to die—they’ve given it all away to 

others. These people both can’t really be killed and aren’t afraid of death because they aren’t 

really even there. They’re elsewhere, where their love is. That seeming absence of a mediating, 

deceitful ego is, as Martin sees God’s forgiveness, “an intolerable affront to those who cannot let 

go of themselves” (25). Similarly for Lane Dean Jr., who struggles to overcome his own 
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hypocrisy and trust his faith enough to act on a completely other-centered love, demonstrates that 

love is the only true motivation that cannot turn back on itself. Agape, it turns out, is not 

recursive. I wish I could have seen Wallace’s face when he stumbled across that revelation. 
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Conclusion. 

“Motive, feeling, belief”: that which is still human in dark times 

 

Most aesthetic concepts are pieces of displaced theology. The work of art, seen as mysterious, 

self-dependent, and self-moving, is an image of God for an agnostic age. Yet culture is not in fact 

able to fill the role of an ersatz religion … Works of art cannot save us. They can simply render 

us more sensitive to what needs to be repaired.  

- Terry Eagleton, Reason, Faith & Revolution: Reflections on the God Debate  

 

In an interview with Hugh Kennedy and Geoffrey Polk, Wallace reveals his sense of the 

problems faced by contemporary writers interested in traditionally “religious” questions; he says: 

This is a generation that has an inheritance of absolutely nothing as far as meaningful 

moral values, and it’s our job to make them up, and we’re not doing it … every two or 

three generations the world gets vastly different, and the context in which you have to 

learn how to be a human being, or to have good relationships, or decide whether or not 

there is a God, or decide whether there’s such a thing as love, and whether it’s 

redemptive, become vastly different. And the structures with which you can 

communicate those dilemmas or have characters struggle with them seem to become 

appropriate and then inappropriate again and so on. (Kennedy and Polk 18)  

Certainly, we know that Wallace felt his milieu would have found the literary representation of 

the human capacity for real love and faith in God laughable, retrograde. In Infinite Jest, Mario 

Incandenza observes: “It’s like there’s some rule that real stuff can only get mentioned if 

everybody rolls their eyes or laughs in a way that isn’t happy” (592). This captures Wallace’s 
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sense that, in our contemporary culture, we have become so used to accompanying the 

expression of real feeling with the protective cloak of ironic cynicism that our ability to be 

serious about what really matters has dissipated almost entirely, making it impossible to write 

about religiously inflected perspectives on human nature without, as it were, getting laughed out 

of town.  

A member of the congenitally skeptical milieu of which he was both a part and an 

outsider, Wallace demonstrates his own tendency to be a jaded reader in a piece he wrote about 

his experience of 9/11. In “The View from Mrs. Thompson’s,” Wallace describes the cultural 

estrangement to which his other comments gesture, as he watches the news coverage of the 

terrorist attack in New York City from the Bloomington, Illinois, living room of his elderly 

neighbor, Mrs. Thompson, whose home has become a kind of impromptu meeting place for a 

community in shock.  The essay documents the hallmarks of a nation that has come together in 

solidarity—Wallace spills a good deal of ink on the phenomenon of flag-flying, asking neighbors 

and shop-keepers about the purpose of this gesture—but the piece ends with the image of a 

nation divided. After explaining to a frazzled group of elderly church ladies exactly where, in 

lower Manhattan, the Twin Tours are, Wallace remarks that  

the half-assed little geography lesson is the start of a feeling of alienation from these 

good people that builds in me all throughout the part of the Horror where people flee 

rubble and dust. These ladies are not stupid, or ignorant … What these Bloomington 

ladies are, or start to seem to me, is innocent. There is what would strike many 

Americans as a marked, startling lack of cynicism in the room. It does not, for instance, 

occur to anyone here to remark on how it’s maybe a little odd that all three network 

anchors are in shirtsleeves, or to consider the possibility that Dan Rather’s hair’s being 
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mussed might not be wholly accidental, or that the constant rerunning of horrific footage 

might not be just in case some viewers were only now tuning in and hadn’t seen it yet … 

Nobody’s near hip enough to lodge the sick and obvious po-mo complaint: We’ve Seen 

This Before. Instead, what they do is all sit together and feel really bad, and pray. (139-

40)  

The alienation Wallace notes is felt in the chasm that opens up between his “sick and obvious” 

sophisticated cynicism and the “innocence” of these women, who see this moment not as a 

chance to demonstrate just how media savvy they are by critiquing the ‘constructed’ nature of 

the medium through which they are learning about the horrible act of terrorism, but rather, as a 

moment of quiet, other-directed reflection. In a way, what Wallace initially sees as a kind of 

naiveté seems to be the thing that allows these women really to experience the moment for what 

it is: a moment of shared devastation, a moment into which irony need not enter. Instead of being 

too smart, too “hip” or too world-weary to really feel the force of what happened that day, the 

women are meditatively silent. Wallace, mired in his “hip” “po-mo” observations about the 

media coverage of the event rather than of the event itself, catches himself missing the point. 

And in place of a knowing eye-roll, of a comment about just how unfortunate and naïve this level 

of “innocence” is, Wallace articulates his desire to emulate this kind of pause:  

Make no mistake, this is mostly a good thing. It forces you to think and do things you 

most likely wouldn’t do alone, like for instance while watching the address and eyes to 

pray, silently and fervently, that you’re wrong about the president, that your view of him 

is maybe distorted and he’s actually far smarter and more substantial than you believe, 

not just some soulless golem or nexus of corporate interests dressed up in a suit but a 
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statesman of courage and probity and … and it’s good, this is good to pray this way. 

(140)  

But even his defense of these women’s intercessions admits of his reservations; he seems 

hesitant, almost unable to “pray this way” for a president whose humanity he clearly thinks is 

manufactured, obscured by an endless proliferation of mediation and motive and image. So even 

as Wallace ostensibly prays that George W. Bush means it, his skepticism seeps in, buffering the 

earnestness of his hope with the cynicism of what he hopes he’s “wrong about.” What is 

important here, I think, and characteristic, is Wallace’s ambiguity: his endorsement of this kind 

of thinking tempered by his now-hallmark way of analyzing and questioning the very thing he 

seems to be recommending. It is this ambivalent tic – one achieved through his distinctive ironic 

lens – that (usually) saves him from the “jaded” criticism of people like Dan Kois, but still leaves 

open the possibility that he means it. 

The difficulty of meaning what we say – and of taking what others seem to mean to say at 

face value – has been a central preoccupation of this dissertation. Wallace’s relationship to 

religious belief, while seemingly desirous, is also clearly one that is rather fraught. I have been 

interested in this relationship, in the ways in which it indicates Wallace’s move “beyond” 

postmodernism (beyond the very culture he here laments), as his work presents “post-secular” 

alternatives to the secular norm, a norm that he sees as imbued with an ironic skepticism that 

makes deep convictions unholdable and desperate questions unaskable. Wallace writes of what 

he sees to be a cultural norm (circa the late 1990s) of approaching everything through the lens or 

disposition of ironic detachment:  

All U.S. irony is based on an implicit “I don’t really mean what I’m saying.” So what 

does irony as a cultural norm mean to say? That it’s impossible to mean what you say? 
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That maybe it’s too bad it’s impossible, but wake up and smell the coffee already? Most 

likely, I think, today’s irony ends up saying: “How totally banal of you to ask what I 

really mean.” Anyone with the heretical gall to ask an ironist what he actually stands for 

ends up looking like an hysteric or a prig. And herein lies the oppressiveness of 

institutionalized irony, the too-successful rebel: the ability to interdict the question 

without attending to the subject is, when exercised, tyranny. (“E Unibus Pluram” 67-8) 

The antipathy of our cultural climate to questions of “motive, feeling, belief” that are rooted in 

religious perspectives have been come to be seen as reactionary: and this abandonment of the 

field, this refusal to examine these human questions at the risk of being laughed out of town, is 

something that David Foster Wallace spent his whole career lamenting. And I can sense why: 

even Marilynne Robinson, whose identification as a Christian is fairly well known and certainly 

recognizable in her writing, has shared these thoughts about the challenge of revealing one’s 

commitments, and the courage to stand one’s ground. She writes:  

Over the years many a good soul has let me know by one means or another that this 

living out of the religious/ethical/intellectual tradition that is so essentially compelling to 

me is not, shall we say, cool. There are little jokes about being born again. There are little 

lectures about religion as a cheap cure for existential anxiety. Now, I do feel fairly 

confident that I know what religion is. I have spent decades informing myself about it, an 

advantage I can claim over any of my would-be rescuers. I am a mainline Protestant, 

a.k.a. liberal Protestant, as these same people know. I do not by any means wear my 

religion on my sleeve. I am extremely reluctant to talk about it at all, chiefly because my 

belief does not readily reduce itself to simple statements.  
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 Nevertheless, I experience these little coercions. Am I the last one to get the news 

that this religion that has so profoundly influenced world civilization over centuries has 

been ceded to the clods and the obscuritanists? Don’t I know that J.S. Bach and Martin 

Luther King have been entirely eclipsed by Jerry Falwell? The question has been put to 

me very directly: Am I not afraid to be associated with these people? These nudges 

would have their coercive effect precisely because those who want to put me right know I 

am not a fundamentalist. That is, I am to avoid association with religion completely or 

else be embarrassed by punitive association with beliefs I do not hold. What sense does 

that make? What good does it serve? I suspect it demonstrates the existence of a human 

herding instinct. After all, “egregious” means at root “outside the flock.” There are 

always a great many people who are confident that they recognize deviation from group 

mores, and so they police the boundaries and round up the strays. (“The Tyranny of Petty 

Coercion,” The Death of Adam 261-2)  

Though Wallace was never as overt as Robinson in showing his faith, I think that he 

finally found the courage he didn’t believe he had: to risk association with people who hold 

religious beliefs considerably more strongly than he might have, to push back against what he 

experienced as a coercion. I have been arguing that the texts I’ve examined are informed by an 

understanding of human nature that assumes people are afflicted by, as Lane Dean Jr. calls it, an 

“inborn fallen nature,” and that the journey for all human beings is to find the meaningful 

freedom that comes with the realization that humans do not possess the power to create 

happiness for themselves. Human beings chase avenues for happiness, find things to worship, 

regardless of how irreligious they are. “Everybody worships,” Wallace told his listeners at 

Kenyon College, and so “an outstanding reason for choosing some sort of god or spiritual-type 
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thing to worship – be it J.C. or Allah, be it Yahweh or the Wiccan mother-goddess or the Four 

Noble Truths or some infrangible set of ethical principles – is that pretty much anything else you 

worship will eat you alive” (This is Water 98-102).  

Indeed, Wallace’s works here represent the desire and attempt to do so as precisely what 

fuels frenetic consumption, unrelenting ambition, and misplaced pride. For what are the skeptics 

in Jest but people who worship their own intellect? What are the addicts, but people fanatically 

worshiping things, escaping, as though they can never have enough, and can never escape the 

thing from which they flee? What are the “hideous” men but people who worship power, and 

holding that power over others? Who do everything in the service of seeming good, of hiding a 

true agenda, who do nothing for the benefit of other people, but indeed only see other people as 

the instruments of their own will? What are all of these tendencies but formulations of just the 

kind of sinful pride that Christianity purports is the reality of all human nature?  

Given the social reality broadly outlined by Robinson and Wallace, daring to recommend 

this conception of what it really means to be a human being is no small thing. I’ve suggested that 

the reason Wallace was able to write characters capable of sharing or exploring such radical 

ideas is because it is not easy to read them “straight”: both the assumed discursive community of 

Wallace’s readership and the frequent ironies of the text itself set readers up expect that 

Wallace’s engagement with these ideas is sardonic. But I have also argued that it is this same 

irony which manages to create a constructive space in which to have us countenance the parts of 

ourselves these ironized characters take to task: if irony can sometimes serve to prohibit the 

question, it can also create an irresolution that leaves open the space for this kind of questioning. 

And it is this very incongruity that demands us to read beyond the irony. I have posited 

that Jest’s privileging of its “unironic” characters, whose collective openness to mystery, self-
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negation, and surrender to a higher power make them the clear heroes of a novel with very little 

to recommend ironic ways of living. Stories in Brief Interviews and passages from The Pale King 

reveal what is at the root of the tendency to ironic masking in Jest: our desire to be liked, to be 

seen to be good—this self-serving is always at the root of our motivation. And I’ve shown how 

that desire, or motivation, elevated from a literary-aesthetic one (of irony) to a moral one (of 

deceit and pride) plays within a commonly known Christian framework that reveals part of what 

Wallace had in mind when he asked the question: what is “really human despite the times’ 

darkness?” What he shows to be universal, enduring, despite the particularities of our times, is 

our shared desperation to be loved as selves, and our unique ability to find ways of continually 

impeding and denying that love, mistaking other things—including our own sense of control—as 

more important.  

In a review essay of Joseph Frank’s volume on Dostoevsky, Wallace admires the Russian 

novelist, saying “Dostoevsky wrote fiction about the stuff that’s really important […] And he did 

it without ever reducing his character to mouthpieces or his books to tracts. His concern was 

always what it is to be a human being—that is, how to be an actual person, someone whose life 

is informed by values and principles, instead of just an especially shrewd kind of self-preserving 

animal” (265). For Wallace, too, both humanity and real character hinges on the exploration of  

“motive, feeling, belief”: this is the stuff that makes up the central drama of our existence, and 

this is worth exploring in serious fiction. What Wallace’s own exploration reveals is that a 

Christian framework is the source of his own commitments for conceptualizing what it means to 

be a human being. And he did it without diminishing the reality of these experiences for his 

characters, and without reducing his work to religious tracts.   
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Wallace acknowledges to the Kenyon graduates that the freedom to be “lords of your tiny 

skull-sized kingdoms” is tempting: it provides the illusion of control, the feeling of power, the 

semblance of freedom. He says,  

This kind of freedom has much to recommend it. But of course there are all different 

kinds of freedom, and the kind that is most precious you will not hear much talked about 

in the great outside world of winning and achieving and displaying. The really important 

kind of freedom involves attention, and awareness, and discipline, and effort, and being 

able truly to care about other people and to sacrifice for them, over and over, in myriad 

petty little unsexy ways, every day. That is real freedom. The alternative is 

unconsciousness, the default-setting, the “rat race”—the constant gnawing sense of 

having had and lost some infinite thing. (This is Water 118-123) 

As Timothy Keller explains it, the reason this “rat race” doesn’t end, in this Christian framework, 

is that “there is no way to avoid this insecurity outside of God. Even if you say, ‘I will not build 

my happiness or significance on anyone or thing,’ you will actually be building your identity on 

your personal freedom and independence” (171), since “an identity not based on God also leads 

inevitably to deep forms of addiction” (172)—that constant gnawing, that desire to satiate what 

can’t be adequately satisfied. As Wallace puts it to the Kenyon graduates, choosing anything but 

“some sort of god or spiritual-type thing to worship” will eat you alive.  

Wallace’s oeuvre is full of people succumbing to this “default setting,” battling the 

gnawing sense that there is something to be achieved, to be accomplished, something to provide 

the meaning and fulfillment these characters seek. This is sometimes the material drive to self-

satisfaction and indulgence that manifests as a form of misanthropy, of a deep and unexamined 

denial of the existence of others, outside of their ability to bolster our own sense of worth. The 
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antidote to this entrapment in and workshop of the self reflects the Christian paradox of freedom 

within constraint: the idea that to forget the self long enough to really love another, to serve 

another at the expense of your own desires, or regardless of them, is actually a voluntary 

constraint that paradoxically frees you. It is this idea that being beholden to others, and releasing 

your tight hold on yourself, on your identity in things apart from God, creates the parameters in 

which you might actually have the capacity to live out of yourself in a way that decenters that 

pull to ego and pride that is characteristic, as Wallace sees it, of what it means to be a human 

being.  

The few characters in Wallace’s fiction able to perform acts of radical self-forgetfulness and 

transcendence of this “tiny, skull-sized kingdom” are open to the workings of some other-

worldly forces, and/or they are the living opposite of ironic incredulity: they are “rhetorically 

innocent.” What they also are is free from the primary Disease (to borrow AA’s terminology) 

that ails the characters across these works. For in these, Wallace’s worlds, the absence of 

constraints, the alternating absence and proliferation of choice, and the sheer overwhelming 

sense of a world in which the pursuit of pleasure without limit has become the raison d’etre, 

together threaten to infantilize his characters and emphasize the one thing they have chosen to 

really love and “worship”: themselves.  
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